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ABSTRACT

One of the biggest challenges in contemporary global environmental governance is the future of marine biodiversity. Over the years, increased fishing efforts in previously remote areas drove many fish stocks to scarcity.

The Regional Fisheries Management Organizations (RFMOs) emerged to solve the international fishery crisis, on the assumption that they would provide a forum where Member States may agree and discuss binding rules for the conservation and management of fish stocks within its geographical area of responsibility.

Although some agreements existed for more than 60 years, many authors agree that they have not been fully effective in promoting the maintenance and conservation of fish stocks. There are many reasons that might explain the lack of effectiveness, one of them being that science is not very often listened to in the political decision-making process.

In this research, the influence of knowledge and science in shaping policy decisions will be observed and analyzed. Therefore, the use of the epistemic communities theory, that which forms part of the constructivist turn in international relations -- was used to answer the main question posed here: when does power listen to science? When it does, does it bring more effectiveness in terms of knowledge, input from epistemic communities, does it induce states to change their behavior, and do these influences lead to policies, which can credibly improve biomass?

Using process tracing, through elite interviews, and with a systematic compilation and study of meeting reports from three RFMOs: the Commission for the Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living Resources (CCAMLR); the International Convention for the Conservation of Atlantic Tunas (ICCAT); and the Commission for the Conservation of Southern Bluefin Tuna (CCSBT), the final conclusion is that they may listen to science, but their strategy, allies, and the ways in which it occurs differ case-by-case.

Keywords: Fishery resources, International organizations, Epistemic Communities, Oceans
RESUMO

Um dos maiores desafios na governança ambiental global contemporânea é o futuro dos ecossistemas e da biodiversidade marinha. Ao longo dos anos, o aumento do esforço de pesca nas áreas anteriormente remotas levou muitas populações de peixes à escassez. As Organizações Regionais para o Ordenamento Pesqueiro (OROPs) surgiram para resolver a crise internacional de pesca, através um fórum onde os Estados-Membros podem acordar e discutir regras vinculativas para a conservação e gestão dos recursos pesqueiros no âmbito da sua área geográfica de responsabilidade.

Embora alguns acordos existam há mais de 60 anos, muitos pesquisadores concordam que os mesmos não têm sido totalmente eficazes para promover a manutenção e conservação dos recursos pesqueiros. Muitas razões podem explicar a falta de eficiência no manejo, uma delas é que, o aconselhamento científico não é muitas vezes considerado nas decisões políticas.

Nesta pesquisa, a influência do conhecimento e da ciência na tomada de decisões políticas serão avaliadas. Para isso, a teoria das comunidades epistêmicas, que faz parte da veia construtivista em Relações Internacionais, foi usada para responder à principal questão colocada aqui: quando é que o poder ouviu a ciência? E isso trouxe mais eficiência em termos do conhecimento proveniente das comunidades epistêmicas induzir os Estados a mudarem seu comportamento e a influência levar a políticas que aumentem a biomassa dos estoques pesqueiros?

Com o uso de process tracing, por meio de entrevistas com atores e uma compilação sistemática dos relatórios das reuniões anuais, as OROPS: CCAMLR, ICCAT e CCSBT foram estudadas, e a conclusão final é que, os tomadores de decisão podem ouvir a ciência, porém, a estratégia, os aliados e a forma como a influência se desenvolve varia caso a caso.

Palavras-chave: Organizações Regionais para o Ordenamento Pesqueiro, Comunidades Epistêmicas, Oceanos
## ACRONYMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ATS</td>
<td>Antarctic Treaty System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATCPs</td>
<td>Antarctic Treaty Contracting Parties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIOMASS</td>
<td>Biological investigations on marine Antarctic systems and stocks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCAMLR</td>
<td>Commission for the Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living Resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCSBT</td>
<td>Commission for the Conservation of Southern Bluefin Tuna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDS</td>
<td>Catch Documentation Scheme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CITES</td>
<td>Convention of International Trade in Endangered Species</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPs</td>
<td>Contracting Parties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPRs</td>
<td>Common Pool Resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPUE</td>
<td>Catch Per Unit Effort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTCA</td>
<td>Commission for Technical Cooperation in Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DWFN</td>
<td>Distant Water Fishing Nation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
EBFT Eastern Atlantic and Mediterranean Bluefin Tuna

EC European Commission

ECCSBT Extended Commission of CCSBT

Epicom Epistemic Community(ies)

ESC Extended Scientific Commission of CCSBT

EEZ Exclusive Economic Zone

ENGO Environmental Non-Governmental Organization

ERSWG Ecologically Related Species Working Group (CCSBT)

EU European Union

FAO United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization

ICCAT International Convention for the Conservation of Atlantic Tunas

ICES International Council for the Exploration of the Sea

ICNAF International Commission for the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries

IR International Relations

ITLOS International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea

IUU Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated

MCS Monitoring Control and Surveillance
MSY Maximum Sustainable Yield

MP Management Procedure (at CCSBT)

MOU Memorandum of Understanding

NGO Non-Governmental Organization

NEAFC North East Atlantic Fisheries Commission

NAFO Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Organization

OM Operating Models

RFMO/A Regional Fisheries Management Organization/Agreements

SAG Stock Assessment Group (at CCSBT)

SBT Southern Bluefin Tuna

SC Scientific Committee (at CCSBT)

SCAR Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research

SCOR Scientific Committee on Oceanic Research

SCRS ICCAT Standing Committee on Research and Statistics

SSB Spawning stock biomass; total weight of all sexually mature fish in the stock.

TAC Total Allowable Catch


WG-FSA Working Group on Fisheries Stock Assessments (at CCAMLR)
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INTRODUCTION

One of the biggest challenges in contemporary global environmental governance is the future of marine ecosystems. Under immense pressure, the increases in waste disposal, pollution, climate-related acidification, and most importantly, overfishing, are threatening species and habitats.

In this context, the main ambition of this research was, from the very beginning, to provide a contribution to an actual debate about the global governance of the oceans. As there are many agreements oriented to control the increasing pressure on the environment, we still observe a high rate of degradation of the marine environment, both within and beyond areas of national jurisdiction which raises questions about the effectiveness of the regulatory framework in place. The main questions are: How can it be improved? Why are some of the agreements already in place failing to restore biodiversity and maintain its ecological process? How can research contribute to fill the deep vacuum concerning the role played by the global governance of the oceans in the configuration and dynamics of contemporary international relations?

To address these questions, this research began with looking at the main regulatory instrument of this cooperation: United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) signed in 1982. This very significant document, known as the "Constitution of the Oceans," is the broadest and most complex text negotiated, to date, on this subject.
Nonetheless, UNCLOS has become a very important regulatory framework that generates diverse agreements towards more specific topics, such as international fisheries, pollution, maritime traffic, or even agreements between specific countries, like the regional seas agreements.

Thus, for the purpose of this research, keeping on the horizon the determination to understand the complex global governance of the oceans, it seemed more appropriate developing research with specific case studies. There may be many issues that could be considered for the research, such as pollution, biodiversity, acidification, however, international fisheries was the most interesting topic due my familiarity with the subject and for the various reasons explained below.

For many years the oceans were ruled based on the "mare liberum" (GROTIUS, 1604) doctrine with the main argument being that the sea was free to all, and that nobody had the right to deny others access to it. The freedom of the seas would be paramount in communication and trade between people and nations. No country should control the oceans, given its immensity and lack of limits. The ocean should not be owned by any State. It should be free for fishing and navigation. And still, with that in mind, natural resources have been exploited as if they were inexhaustible.

With the intensification of fishing activities, some fish stocks began to show signs of exhaustion. The evolution of technology has made fishing vessels faster, able to stay out longer at sea, and by traveling further every day, greatly increasing
their catch. Over the years, increased fishing efforts in previously remote areas drove many fish stocks to scarcity.

For several decades, world fisheries have become a market-driven, dynamically developing sector of the food industry with large investments in modern fishing fleets and processing factories in order to meet the international demand for fish and fishery products. Since the 1960s, it has become apparent that fishery resources could no longer sustain such rapid and often uncontrolled increases in exploitation and development, and therefore new approaches to fisheries management embracing conservation and environmental considerations were urgently needed.

The situation was aggravated by the realization that unregulated fisheries on the high seas, in some cases involving straddling and highly migratory fish species, which occur within and outside Exclusive Economic Zones (EEZs), were impeding sound resource management (DE BRUYN et al. 2013).

Most of these fisheries are considered international, meaning that it involves highly migratory species which move across international waters and different EEZs. Individual countries cannot effectively regulate and manage such fisheries. These fisheries are often referred to as common-pool resources (CPRs)\(^1\), and

\(^1\)Common-pool resources (CPRs) are natural or human-made resources where one person's use subtracts from another's use and where it is often necessary, but difficult and costly, to exclude other users outside the group from using the resource. The majority of the CPR research to-date has been in the areas of fisheries, forests, grazing systems, wildlife, water resources, irrigation systems, agriculture, land tenure and use, social organization, theory (social dilemmas, game theory, experimental economics, etc.), and global commons (climate change, air pollution, transboundary disputes, etc.).
thus, effective management of international fisheries requires effective coordination through cooperative agreements.

This scenario motivated countries to face the problem and to look to solve management matters collectively. The Regional Fisheries Management Organizations (RFMOs) emerged and included the major world powers in playing a central role in attempts to solve the international fishery crisis, on the assumption that they provide a forum where Member States may agree and discuss binding rules for the conservation and management of fish stocks within their geographical area of responsibility.

Formal cooperation between states through RFMOs dates back to the early twentieth century, but increased more rapidly from the 1960s. There are 38 regional fishery bodies worldwide: 20 advisory bodies and 18 RFMOs (TABLE 1). The FAO (2001, para 6, c^2) defines RFMOs as ‘intergovernmental fisheries organizations or arrangements, as appropriate, that have the competence to establish fisheries conservation and management measures’. Some of these, such as the International Whaling Commission (IWC) and the North Atlantic Salmon Conservation Organisation (NASCO) have very specific mandates or deal with single species. Others have broader mandates.

Since 2003, new RFMOs have been established for the Western and Central Pacific Ocean (WCPFC), South-East Atlantic (SEAFO) and South Indian Ocean (SIOFA). A process is also under way to establish an RFMO for the Southern

---

\(^2\) http://www.fao.org/docrep/003/y1224e/y1224e00.htm#INTRODUCTION
Pacific Ocean. Thus, while some important gaps remain, both in terms of species and area coverage, the majority of the world’s marine fish resources are now under management by one or more RFMOs (LODGE, 2007).

**TABLE 1: Regional Fisheries Management Organizations (LODGE, 2007)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Full Name</th>
<th>Year established</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CCAMLR</td>
<td>Convention on the Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living Resources</td>
<td>1982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCBSP</td>
<td>Convention on the Conservation and Management of the Pollock Resources in the Central Bering Sea</td>
<td>1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCSBT</td>
<td>Convention for the Conservation of Southern Bluefin Tuna</td>
<td>1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFCM</td>
<td>General Fisheries Council for the Mediterranean</td>
<td>1952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IATTC</td>
<td>Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission</td>
<td>1950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBSFC</td>
<td>International Baltic Sea Fisheries Commission</td>
<td>1973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICCAT</td>
<td>International Convention for the Conservation of Atlantic Tunas</td>
<td>1969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOTC</td>
<td>Indian Ocean Tuna Commission</td>
<td>1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPHC</td>
<td>International Pacific Halibut Commission</td>
<td>1923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IWC</td>
<td>International Whaling Commission</td>
<td>1946</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAFO</td>
<td>Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Organization</td>
<td>1979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASCO</td>
<td>North Atlantic Salmon Conservation Organization</td>
<td>1983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAFC</td>
<td>North-East Atlantic Fisheries Commission</td>
<td>1982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPAFC</td>
<td>North Pacific Anadromous Fish Commission</td>
<td>1993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSC</td>
<td>Pacific Salmon Commission</td>
<td>1985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEAFO</td>
<td>South East Atlantic Fisheries Organization</td>
<td>2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIOFA</td>
<td>South Indian Ocean Fisheries Agreement</td>
<td>2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCPFC</td>
<td>Western and Central Pacific Fisheries Commission</td>
<td>2004</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Coastal states have raised interest in regulating and organizing the uses of marine living resources through the establishment of quotas to avoid the risk of a reduction in the fish stocks in the future.

Although some agreements have existed for more than 60 years, many authors agree that they have not been fully effective in promoting the maintenance and conservation of fish stocks (CULLIS-SUZUKI & PAULY, 2010, GJERDE et al. 2013, BARKIN & DESOMBRE, 2013).

According to the last The State of World Fisheries and Aquaculture report (FAO, 2014) in 2011, 28.8 % of fish stocks were estimated as having been fished at a biologically unsustainable level and therefore overfished. Of the total number of stocks assessed in 2011, fully fished stocks accounted for 61.3 % and underfished stocks 9.9 %. Therefore, it can be concluded that the underfished stocks decreased continuously from 1974 to 2011, although the fully fished stocks decreased from 1974 to 1989, and then increased to 61.3 % in 2011\(^3\).

There are many issue-areas that could be chosen as an empirical subject for a study about which factors are conferring more or less effectiveness on the

---

\(^3\) By FAO (2014) definition, stocks fished at biologically unsustainable levels have abundance lower than the level that can produce the MSY and are therefore being overfished. These stocks require strict management plans to rebuild stock abundance to full and biologically sustainable productivity. The stocks fished within biologically sustainable levels have abundance at or above the level associated with MSY. Stocks fished at the MSY level produce catches that are at or very close to their maximum sustainable production. Therefore, they have no room for further expansion in catch, and effective management must be in place to sustain their MSY. The stocks with a biomass considerably above the MSY level (underfished stocks) have been exposed to relatively low fishing pressure and may have some potential to increase their production.
international agreements, as have previously been made by a diverse array of researchers. These subjects include the Ozone Treaty, the Baltic and North Seas Agreements, Acid Rain in Europe, the Convention on Long-range Transboundary Air Pollution, the International Whaling Commission, and many others addressed by these books and paper (HAAS et al. 1995; YOUNG, 1999; MILES et al. 2002; MITCHELL, 2003).

However, for the purpose of this thesis, fishery agreements were chosen as they deal with a highly technical and transboundary issue, an issue that needs to be addressed by multilateral organizations that are facing a high degree of uncertainty. In addition, as they cover different regions, it will allow for a comparison between them, even considering that they were built in different contexts and were instituted by different countries.

Thus, one of the requirements is to understand why some of these fishery agreements are less effective than others and what would enhance their effectiveness. Without knowing these reasons, one can hardly improve the complex global governance of the oceans. This is the core motivation for this research which will seek to highlight precisely one of the factors that might help enhance the RFMO’s effectiveness.

Other researchers have also dedicated their thoughts to contribute to this actual debate about RFMO effectiveness. GJERDE et al. (2013) highlight some potential reasons why RFMOs have struggled thus far in carrying out their mandates. According to them, first, most RFMOs are comprised mainly of states
with interests in enhancing or maintaining their domestic fishing opportunities\(^4\), leading to the pursuit of short-term gains over long-term sustainable fishing.

Second, RFMOs and their Member States suffer few consequences for poor performance or overfishing, other than possibly lost fishing opportunities in the remote future. Distant Water Fishing Nations (DWFN) have, in the past, been able to swiftly shift to more fertile grounds. Outside of the compliance mechanisms of RFMOs such as blacklists, few, if any, penalties exist at the international level for failing to follow U.N. fisheries resolutions and best-practice standards such as the Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO) Code of Conduct for Responsible Fisheries\(^5\). However, the FAO’s Port State Measures Agreement should have sufficient states vote to ratify it, which could help to fill this gap\(^6\).

Third, the paradigm of regional institutions may be ill-suited to a globalized world. Many RFMOs may have originated from a small number of states with a shared dependence on, and vested interest in, a common resource (likely a fish stock adjacent to or straddling their EEZ and/or a small number of DWFNs). Yet in the current world of global fisheries, a vessel fishing the high seas may fly a flag from one state, hire a captain from another, a crew from several more, with ownership held by a largely stateless multinational corporation that may belong to

\(^4\) A few select fisheries or marine living resource organizations do contain non-fishing states, e.g., CCAMLR, IWC, and Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission (IATTC). This factor will be examined in the CCAMLR chapter.

\(^5\) [http://www.fao.org/docrep/005/v9878e/v9878e00.htm](http://www.fao.org/docrep/005/v9878e/v9878e00.htm)

\(^6\) Food and Agriculture Organization Of The United Nations, Agreement On Port State Measures To Prevent, Deter And Eliminate Illegal, Unreported And Unregulated Fishing (2009), [http://www.fao.org/fishery/topic/166283/en](http://www.fao.org/fishery/topic/166283/en). This measure needs to be ratified by twenty-five states to come into force, but has only been ratified by nine states thus far (last update accessed on August 2015 - [http://www.fao.org/fileadmin/user_upload/legal/docs/037s-e.pdf](http://www.fao.org/fileadmin/user_upload/legal/docs/037s-e.pdf)).
holding companies in one or more jurisdictions. Further, vessels that fish the high seas can fish a resource to local commercial extinction and then move on, not feeling the effect of the local depletion.

And finally, most RFMOs maintain the position that Member States are allowed to fish unless they reach agreement (generally achieved via consensus) not to fish or to restrict fishing. This creates a perverse incentive not to reach fisheries agreements since any agreement would limit a state’s total allowable catch (TAC), and hence their “freedom to fish.” Consequently, fishing limits are often only adopted following stock collapse or after severe environmental impacts have ensued (e.g., the case of Jack Mackerel in the South Pacific or of Southern Bluefin Tuna in the Atlantic).

According to BROOKS et al. (2014), in the midst of declining stocks and an immediate need for quick action to reverse the downward trends, decision-making often becomes paralyzed as states compete to gain a portion of a diminishing catch quota.

Other reasons provided in SUMAILA et al. (2007), for the ineffectiveness of RFMOs are: RFMOs have limited powers to enforce their rules; the free rider problem, i.e., states that choose not to join RFMOs continuing to fish outside of RFMO rules and thus undermining conservation measures; illegal, unreported, and unregulated (IUU) fishing is widespread on the high seas; huge subsidies are paid to the fishing sector in many countries, fueling fishing on the high seas; and it is incredibly expensive to monitor the currently existing wide array of diverse
management strategies.

Beyond the important factors discussed by the above authors, there are more factors and variables that might overcome the lack of effectiveness and that may add more elements to this reflection. In this research, the influence of knowledge and science will be observed and analyzed. It is well known and established in theory that a fundamental principle underlying modern fisheries management is that management decisions need to be based on the “best available scientific information.” This principle is embedded in the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS), which mandates that the determination of allowable catches and other conservation measures for living resources in the high seas are based on the “best scientific information available to the states concerned.” The need for scientific advice as the basis for management decisions and the establishment of RFMOs was further affirmed in the United Nation Fish Stock Agreement (UNFSA). In practice, the advice of science is not very often accepted in political decisions.

This research will analyze empirical data from three specific RFMOs seeking to understand when power does choose to listen to science, and if with it comes more effectiveness in terms of recovering and maintaining fishery populations.

Based on HAAS (2004b), “Knowledge can speak volumes to power. Current research from comparative politics, IR, policy studies, and democratic theory suggests that science remains influential if its expertise and claims are developed behind a politically insulated wall. Epistemic communities are the transmission
belts by which new knowledge is developed and transmitted to decision-makers.”

According to this approach, “when usable knowledge is successfully constructed and transmitted, it yields distinctive results: regimes are developed by a process of social learning; the regime rules reflect scientific consensus about environmental sustainability; and the regimes tend to be more effective” (HAAS & STEVENS, 2011).

LODGE et al. (2007) agreed with this approach and stated that the lack of political will by fishery managers and marine resource users to implement management measures according to scientific advice and effectively enforce and comply with those management measures are leading agreements to fail or to be less effective. What they left behind was to address what the institutional design is, or, how an epistemic community may help to fill the gap between science and policy within the realm of the RFMOs.

According to HAAS (2000), it is recognized that several factors might improve agreement effectiveness: the willingness of key states to exercise leadership, the existence of strong international institutions, and the presence of strong epistemic communities or transnational science networks.

For the purpose of this thesis, this research will focus on the role and influence of science and epistemic communities in three specific agreements. Thus, through a combination of elite interviews and process tracing, this thesis will analyze three Regional Fisheries Management Organizations (RFMOs): CCAMLR,
ICCAT, and CCSBT\(^7\).

It was used a semi-structured Interviews, which allowed new ideas to be brought up during the interview as a result of what the interviewee wants to say. A framework of themes was explored, as it shows the Annex V.

Those agreements were chosen as they were considered, according to CULLIS-SUZUKI & PAULY (2010), respectively, high, medium and low in their biomass recovery performance. Thus, as a starting point, it seemed a good parameter to evaluate the role of science in those agreements to analyze if those scoring better on the biomass ranking were the same agreements where the advice of science was heeded.

It is worth noting that the biomass recovery was not necessarily due exclusively to the strong epistemic community or a good institutional design that enabled science to speak truth to power. Many independent variables could have had an effect on this dependent variable, however, it is a first step, and as causal inference thus becomes a process whereby each conclusion becomes the occasion for further research to refine and test it, this research is contributing to further the inferences about the effectiveness of agreements, in a way. Through successive approximations, it has attempted to come closer and closer to accurate causal inference, which makes this thesis part of a long-term research project.

At this very moment, it is important to clarify that this thesis does not intend to

---

\(^7\) CCAMLR: Commission on the Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living Resources; ICCAT: International Commission for the Conservation of Atlantic Tunas and CCSBT: Commission for the Conservation of Southern Bluefin Tuna
make comparative case studies as it recognizes that the agreements are structured and built in very different ways that could make the comparison between them impossible. However, there is the intention to look for empirical evidence that power is listening to science in order to make some decisions, and for those in power to listen depends on diverse conditions that will be explored here.

For all of those reasons, this thesis will be divided into five main chapters. As it could be no different, the first chapter will explore the entire theoretical framework – constructivism - that embraces the idea of social learning as one of the factors that could potentially enhance more cooperation and effectiveness, stating that under conditions of uncertainty—such as those associated with contemporary globalization and highly technical issues—the key is to design policy-analytic processes that enable actors to learn about the world and about each other.

This approach, which has been well developed in various articles by Prof. Peter M. Haas, looks at the influence of groups of experts on the reformulation of policy outcomes, and indicates how states and leaders may come to realize that new attitudes and political decision-making procedures are necessary to face some environmental problems.

The chapter shows that there has been an increasing recognition in recent years of the need for RFMOs to improve their performance because of demands contained within recent international agreements aimed at better conservation and management of fishery resources. However, the RFMOs institutional design analyzed in this chapter are not fully allowing scientists to produce usable knowledge, as defined by CLARK & MAJONE (1985) and demonstrated empirically
in the HAAS & STEVENS (2001) chapter. The science is not yet fully safeguarded enough from politics, which may, in spite of the quality of science produced, not be considered true by many of the decision-makers.

The first chapter corroborates with HAAS & STEVENS (2011) that knowledge can speak volumes to power, and with this comes more effectiveness in terms of problem solving. However, in order to make it work for fishery agreements, it is necessary that expertise and claims are developed behind a politically insulated wall; a wall which is not yet working properly in every situation or each and every time that a decision is made.

Thus, the following chapters explain the whole theory behind this thesis; we will move forward to the 3 empirical studies that are presented in this research as case studies and are essential for description, and, therefore, are fundamental to discuss the role of knowledge on the international fishery agreements cooperation. The empirical chapters contain a general history about each agreement, a description of its institutional design, and the specific case that was chosen within the whole agreement to explore our main question: when does power listen to science?

In the CCAMLR chapter, the epistemic community was identified under the Working Group of Fisheries Stock Assessment (WG-FSA). Furthermore, CCAMLR has been able to implement measures that serve as an example of how we might govern high seas resources in a more responsive and sustainable way by always accepting scientific advice. They act on behalf of science. The chapter argues that
in this case, it is not necessary for any crisis or special event to trigger a change of procedure, the epistemic community acts under its own institutional design.

For ICCAT, in the second chapter, the Bluefin Tuna case demonstrates that when power listens to science and implements scientific advice under a social learning process, fishery stocks can recover, and thus, in reaching the main goal of the Commission, conferring more effectiveness on the international agreement. However, in ICCAT this only occurred after the widely-publicized crisis about international tuna fishery management. In this case, an epistemic community emerged out of the SCRS consisting of the ICCAT chairman, a few NGOs, several individuals, and some national scientists.

The Bluefin Tuna case under ICCAT illustrates that when decisions are based on the best scientific data available and there is the political will to adopt the management measures required for the recovery of stocks, fisheries management works, even with a committee where the decision depends on the convergence of views from more than 50 countries.

On the other hand, the CCSBT presented with a completely different situation. The countries were not relying on each other’s scientific information. The knowledge was almost always biased by each country’s point of view. From the beginning, Japan, Australia, and New Zealand were struggling to find the proper TAC that would keep them fishing without collapse or make the fish stock decline. They were successful only when a high level of independent scientists were able to help the process through the creation of an independent advisory panel and a management procedure, sound enough to be credible by the decision-makers. The
process, which took almost 5 years, created an insulated wall, as recommended by HAAS and STEVENS (2011), or CLARK & MAJONE (1985), as a proper condition to promote the social learning process.

Last but not least, the conclusion provides a reflection about how the constructivist theory provides an explanation towards international cooperation and, therefore, creates some insights for the governance of the oceans. This reflection, as mentioned previously, does not intend to compare the case studies between them due to the great differences on what their institutions represent. It serves only to highlight important conclusions made based on specific empirical data on the relationship of science and power. Yet, this does not mean to conclude that constructivism is the only theory that will explain all cases of international cooperation on the environmental arena to the detriment of other theories. This thesis is guided by the empirical data, and for these case studies, constructivism supports the explanations of the specific cases analyzed here.

To conclude, this research is important, as it is a contribution to our knowledge of the complex and unsolved debate about how science can influence policy decisions, speaking truth to power, and why it is so important for power to listen to science before making decisions on international agreements.

CHAPTER I - Regional Fishery Management Organizations: A Road Ahead to Effectiveness

Introduction

The agreement effectiveness study field is far from being fully explored and the study about which factors make international environmental cooperation more
or less effective is likely to be one of the most important aspects of research into the politics of global environment (DESOMBRE, 2007).

Why are some international environmental regimes more successful than others in solving problems that motivate their establishment? Why do some environmental regimes have a greater impact than others on the behavior of those actions that have given rise to the relevant problems? These are the questions that have been raised by many researchers dedicated to comprehending the international system where those agreements exist, such as Oran Young in the organized book, “The Effectiveness of International Environmental Regimes” (YOUNG, 1999).

The subject is so complex that another essential book to delve deep into the topic is “Environmental Regime Effectiveness: Confronting Theory with Evidence,” (MILES et al. 2002).

In this debate, each author has to choose the theory or the main approach behind their empirical research in order to address the topic.

One of the political scientific and/or international relations research areas that have addressed this discussion is the constructivist theory which states that under conditions of uncertainty — such as those associated with contemporary globalization and highly technical issues — the key is to design policy-analytic processes that enable actors to learn about the world and about each other. This approach, expanded on in various articles by Prof. Peter M. Haas, looks at the influence of groups of experts on the reformulation of national or international objectives, and indicates how states and leaders may realize that new attitudes
and political decision-making procedures are necessary to face some environmental problems.

In order to maintain higher social learning within the agreement, the regime design must keep the construction of science insulated and build up clear procedures for the connection of science to policy decisions.

This connection is usually done by what Haas called the “transmission belt,” formed by a group of scientists widely recognized as an epistemic community (HAAS, 1992; CROSS, 2013; 2014; HAAS and STEVENS, 2014).

In this context, this chapter will present the entire theoretical framework of constructivism and epistemic communities and it will empirically analyze the institutional design of three RFMOs that were considered, respectively, high, medium, and low in their biomass recovery performance: CCALMR, ICCAT and CCSBT\(^8\), to evaluate if their institutional designs are enabling science to influence policy outcomes and/or if the knowledge produced is organized in such a way as to change policy outcomes, thereby promoting more effectiveness to the agreements in terms of problem-solving.

Next, arguments will be presented to show that effectiveness depends on diverse factors, but that institutional scientific design plays an important role in terms of enabling experts producing usable knowledge to influence decision-makers in order to make the agreements more effective.

---

\(^8\) CCAMLR: Commission on the Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living Resources; ICCAT: International Commission for the Conservation of Atlantic Tunas and CCSBT: Commission for the Conservation of Southern Bluefin Tuna
The objective in this chapter is to establish a framework of analysis and to examine the institutional design for science to understand how it affects or influences the agreement’s performance.

**Constructivism as a Theoretical Approach**

According to ADLER (2002), all constructivists (modernist, modernist linguistic, and critical) – with the exception, perhaps, of the extreme postmodernist wing of radical constructivism – share two concepts: what Stefano Guzzini (2000) summarized as the social construction of knowledge, and the construction of social reality. In combination, these concepts are constructivism’s common ground, the view that the material world does not come categorized, and that, therefore, the objects of our knowledge are not independent of our interpretations and our language. This means that different collective meanings are attached to the material world twice, once as social reality and again as scientific knowledge. In other words, knowledge is both a resource that people use in their day-to-day life for the construction of social reality, and the theories, concepts, meanings, and symbols that scientists use to interpret social reality.

This dichotomous description is offered for analytical purposes only. For reflexive knowledge or an interpretation of the world when imposed on material reality, becomes knowledge for the world – the power to change the world in accordance with collective understandings and, concurrently, with human motives and intentional acts. The above analysis means not only that there is no perfect correlation between objects “out there” in nature and our classifications of nature,
but also that social facts, which are the objects of its study, emerge from the interaction between knowledge and the material world, neither of which is invariant.

Unlike rationalism in both major schools – neo-realism and liberal institutionalism - which take the world as it is, according to ADLER (2002), constructivism sees the world as a project under construction, as becoming rather than being. Unlike idealism, post-structuralism, postmodernism, and radical constructivism, which take the world only as it can be imagined or talked about; constructivism accepts that not all statements have the same epistemic value and that there is consequently some foundation for knowledge.

Emmanuel Adler, in his chapter “Constructivism in International Relations” (ADLER, 2002), states very clearly that constructivism, which reached the shores of IR in the 1980s, describes the dynamic, contingent, and culturally-based condition of the social world. It has major implications for an understanding of knowledge, including scientific knowledge, and how to achieve it. Constructivism thus has the potential to transform the understanding of social reality in the social sciences.

Unlike other contemporary approaches like neo-realism, where the most powerful states have a decisive influence over the formation, nature and effectiveness of a regime; and from liberal-institutionalism, where international institutions themselves are able to bring about cooperation through creating an expectation of future gain, exchanging information and building trust; the constructivist approach considers that governments can learn to apply new patterns of reasoning to the formulation of policy, which is reflected in a more
sophisticated understanding of the complex array of causal interconnections between human environmental and economic activities (HAAS, 1990).

Constructivists focus on the role of ideas, norms, knowledge, culture, and argument in politics, stressing in particular the role of collectively held or “intersubjective” ideas and understandings on social life. One of the main characteristics that differs constructivism from realism and institutionalism is that human interaction is shaped primarily by ideational factors, not simply by material ones (FINNEMORE & SIKKINK, 2001).^9^ 

Under the constructivism theory, Haas’ works encourage the social learning approach. In the early 1980s, Ernst Haas (1983), Peter’s father, suggested a powerful sociological role of international cooperation based on learning, that is, on the introduction to politics of scientific consensual concepts. Borrowing the concept of episteme from Foucault, Ruggie (1975), further developed this program, which P. Haas (1992), and Adler and P. Haas (1992), turned into an agent-oriented constructivist research program on “epistemic communities.”

This research pathway has, over the past two decades, revealed the existence of numerous highly influential epistemic communities — basically defined as expert networks — that have been involved in the trajectory of international

---

^9^ The constructivist theory was described as detailed by ADLER (2002) in the 5th chapter, and it was used a reference for this research. It is very important reading for those who want to understand the roots of this theory, which I will not describe in detail in this thesis. Also, in the same book, FEARON & WENDT (2002), wrote a chapter entitled “Rationalism v. Constructivism: A Skeptical View,” and it is worth it to read to understand that within IR there is no consensus under the battle of theories. In this chapter, they claimed, “constructivism is not a ‘theory’ at all, any more than is rationalism” (p74).
cooperation by virtue of their shared professional expertise. It has become a progressive research program and since then, the concept was applied to numerous examples (see the International Organization Special Edition of 1992 for main reference). Twenty years later the approach has been revisited by CROSS (2013), and even further discussed by Peter Haas throughout his career, making him the main reference for this particular research program (HAAS, 2014; 2015).

The study of epistemic communities forms part of the constructivist theory; it is used to explain sources of actors' understandings in a complex and uncertain policy environment, and the actor's attendant behaviors or practices under specified conditions.

In focusing on the structure of international or domestic power in their explanations of policy coordination, many authors ignore the possibility that actors can learn new patterns of reasoning and may consequently begin to pursue new state interests. While others mention this possibility, few investigate the conditions that foster a change in state interests and the mechanisms through which the new interests can be realized.

Besides all of the efforts diverse researchers have done to further the inquiry using the epistemic communities concept on many subjects, including European security (CROSS, 2015), whaling (PETERSON, 1992), and the Mediterranean (HAAS, 1990), international fisheries have not yet been explored under this framework, and this research will examine RFMOs within this approach.
The Role of Science and Epistemic Communities on International Environmental Agreements

Despite widespread agreement on the importance of science for policy-making, there are still divergent perceptions of how, when, and under what conditions science influences policy, and accordingly, on how the interplay between science and policy should be best organized (LIDSKOG & SUNDQVIST, 2015).

Comparative studies of environmental regimes confirmed that organized scientific expertise had a distinct influence over the effectiveness of environmental regimes in which they played a negotiating role. Not to mention many papers and chapters that have been published by various authors considering different types of agreements (ANDRESEN, 2000; HAAS, 2007; ANDRESEN, 2014).

One approach for this analytical problem may be descriptive, addressing the variety of arrangements that can provide scientific expertise to international agreements (WATSON, 2005). Another approach uses the critical point of view for claiming a policy process democratically constructed that would involve not only elite scientists, but also a larger number of stakeholders contributing deliberatively to the policy construction characterized as a process of coproduction (JASANOFF, 2013; JASANOFF & MARTELLO, 2004). Additionally, an approach developed by Peter Haas that will be used here, addresses the concept of social learning and discusses how science and knowledge can or cannot contribute to a more sophisticated management of technical issues (HAAS, 2004).
The approach suggested and developed by Peter M. Haas argues that through the development of an epistemic community, science can play an important role in shaping policy decisions. He emphasizes the importance of science, and in particular consensus-based knowledge in policy-making. Haas argues that consensus-based science can play an independent and important role by influencing and even reformulating state interests, thereby helping to bring about international agreements that transcend and reshape state interests. This is made possible through the involvement of experts. Thus, from the epistemic community perspective, environmental regimes are driven not only by state powers, but also by epistemic networks under certain conditions.

The epistemic community argument was that, normatively, epistemic communities ultimately provided better advice than other modes of policy advice, because expert advice is likely to be warranted (HAAS, 2015).

Unlike other organized interest groups active in politics and policy making, epistemic communities have internal beliefs that make them more likely to provide information that is politically untainted and therefore more likely to “work” in the political sense that this information will be embraced and followed by political authorities concerned about the need to be impartial (HAAS, 2001; HAAS, 2007; HAAS & STEVENS, 2011; HAAS, 2012; HAAS, 2014; HAAS, 2015).

According to HAAS (2004), after a widely publicized shock or crisis the states recognize the need to deal with the problem, and then rely on scientists for help. Here it is all about the decision-makers’ recognition of the limits of their abilities to
deal with new issues and the need to defer or delegate to authoritative actors with a reputation for expertise.

In this context, when the experts are able to develop usable knowledge, and the decision-makers feel compelled to apply scientific consensus, social learning and human betterment emerge (HAAS & HAAS 2002). Thus, in this situation expert networks are likely to emerge and can be a crucial factor in shaping policy outcomes (HAAS, 1992, 2014; LIDSKOG & SUNDQVIST, 2015).

The concept of epistemic communities – professional networks with authoritative and policy-relevant expertise – is well-known thanks to a 1992 special issue of International Organization entitled, "Knowledge, Power, and International Policy Coordination." Over the past twenty years, the idea has gained some traction in International Relations (IR) scholarship and applied as a framework for different subjects (CROOS, 2013, 2015; HAAS, 2015).

Epistemic communities are one of the main actors responsible for aggregating and articulating knowledge in terms of states’ interests for decision-makers and disseminating those beliefs internationally. In a broader political context, epistemic communities provide one of the major channels by which overarching regime principles, norms, and rules are articulated for the international community and disseminated internationally. While epistemic communities are the principal agents responsible for articulating such principles, norms, and rules, the extent to which they become more deeply diffused and embedded internationally has to do with the political influence of epistemic community members: their ability to persuade others, their ability to consolidate bureaucratic influence in important
institutional venues, and their ability to retain influence over time. States’ interests and decisions to deploy state power are, thus, identified subject to consensual knowledge (HAAS, 2014).

It is a concept invoked by constructivist scholars of IR to focus analytic attention on the process by which states formulate interests and reconcile differences of interest. Epistemic communities are a principal channel by which consensual knowledge about causal understandings is applied to international policy coordination and by which states may learn through processes of international cooperation (HAAS, 2012).

They are networks of knowledge-based communities with an authoritative claim to policy-relevant knowledge within their domains of expertise. Their members share knowledge about the causation of social or physical phenomena in an area for which they have a reputation for competence as well as a common set of normative beliefs about what actions will benefit human welfare in such a domain. In particular, they are a group of professionals, often from a number of different disciplines, who share the following essential characteristics (HAAS, 2012):

. Shared principled beliefs. Such beliefs provide a value-based rationale for social action by the members of the community.

. Shared causal beliefs or professional judgment. Such beliefs provide analytic reasons and explanations of behavior, offering causal explanations for the multiple linkages among possible policy actions and desired outcomes.
. Common notions of validity: intersubjective, internally defined criteria for validating knowledge. These allow community members to differentiate confidently between warranted and unwarranted claims about states of the world, and policies to change those states.

. A common policy enterprise: A set of practices associated with a central set of problems that have to be tackled, presumably, out of a conviction that human welfare will be enhanced as a consequence.

For the purpose of this thesis, epistemic community was identified through cross-checking attendance lists (Commission and Scientific Committee) and/or consultations over time from secondary and scientific literature.

**Agreement Effectiveness: Challenges and Opportunities**

The debate about whether “institutions matter” has no longer been necessary, as it has fallen into common sense. Saying that institutions matter implies that, due to the existence of institutions, actors behave differently than they would in the absence of institutions or in the presence of different institutions (VOIGT, 2013). International organizations and regimes are established in order to perform a particular function or achieve a certain goal. Thus, one of the basic questions to be asked about these institutions is therefore how effective they are in delivering what they were established and designed to achieve (HOVI, et al. 2003) and here is where the challenges lie.

The discussion about the effectiveness of international environmental cooperation is difficult for a number of reasons (DESOMBRE, 2007). One of the
reasons is that it is very complex to define what is meant by effectiveness and what are the factors best qualified to measure it. As for Young and Levy (1999), “regimes can range along a continuum from ineffectual arrangements, which wind up as dead letters, to highly effective arrangements, which produce quick and decisive solutions to the problems at hand.”

As DESOMBRE (2007) stated, sometimes these agreements have been effective at changing behavior\textsuperscript{10} and ultimately impacting the environment in a beneficial way. In other cases, success – either in the creation of international mechanisms, or in their influence on the behavior of the state or individuals, and ultimately their ability to improve the conditions of their environment - is less certain. Nonetheless, it is through these experiences that we can find lessons to learn to make international cooperation more effective, and, more importantly, how to understand why it is effective.

The question about “why some international environmental agreements are more effective than others?” has been posed by other researchers such as UNDERDAL (1992) and YOUNG (1999) and it has always been a challenging discussion.

First, it is complex to define a concept for effectiveness in a particular context. Borrowing the definition from YOUNG \& LEVY (1999), “effectiveness is a matter of the contributions that institutions make to solving the problems that motivate actors to invest the time and energy to create them.” In this case,\textsuperscript{10} See Saving the Mediterranean: The politics of international environmental cooperation (HAAS, 1992) and Banning chlorofluorocarbons: epistemic community efforts to protect stratospheric ozone (HAAS, 1992a)
effective agreements would be those that improve environmental quality. But even this definition can be very ambiguous as an improvement in the environment could be directly related to the international agreements or it could be a coincidence, or even a natural fluctuation that has nothing to do with human action (DESOMBRE, 2007).

Secondly, in terms of lessons learned, the important thing to understand is why some agreements are more effective than others. What are the factors that are supporting effectiveness in those agreements? How can we measure effectiveness? The important thing is to develop an operational procedure for measuring effectiveness. There are many authors working to clarify and reflect about these methods. One of the broadest initiatives is the Oslo-Potsdam project (HOVI et al., 2003) and other important references including HELM and SPRINZ’s (2000) paper, MILES et al. (2002), and YOUNG’s (1999) books.

According to MITCHELL (2003), the agreement’s effectiveness can vary depending on characteristics of member countries, the international context, and the underlying environmental problem as to the differences in agreement design.

As you can see, there are many approaches that one could take to study agreement effectiveness. For YOUNG & LEVY (1999) it may be a political, normative, economic, legal, and problem-solving approach. Each of them presents pros and cons, and they may be used analytically, separated, or in groups, depending on the objective of the research.

For the purpose of this research, effective arrangements are those that entail policy changes by states in accordance with the intentions of negotiated treaties
that lead to, or are likely to lead to, improvements in environmental quality. Effectiveness means that the knowledge input from the epistemic communities induces states to change their behavior in ways that promoted the achievement of negotiated aspirations, especially the improved biomass of each stock studied here.

In general, what most people want to know is if the agreements are improving environmental quality as stated above. However, as the authors pointed out, problem-solving approaches present practical problems that are sometimes severe because the natural system is complex and it is very hard to assume that the improvement of a system was caused by the agreements unless you use a counterfactual analysis\textsuperscript{11}. For the fishery agreement’s evaluation, the quantitative counterfactual analysis is even more difficult because most of the statistical data that could lead us to a debate about “problem-solving” are supplied by states and the information is clearly not accurate, nor independent.

Thus, recognizing the challenges of measuring an agreement’s effectiveness, and at the same time trying to avoid the discussion about how to measure an agreement’s effectiveness that have been addressed by other researchers, this thesis has chosen the CULLIS-SUZUKI & PAULY (2010) paper that has quantitatively assessed the effectiveness of the world’s 18 RFMOs and concluded that they have all failed, but on different levels. From here forward, what will be discussed is why the agreements have failed? Why did they fail on different levels?

\textsuperscript{11} To understand how counterfactual can be applied to measure effectiveness read: Oslo-Potsdam Solution Project Hovi et al., (2004), and also have a look at BREITMEIER et al., (2011).
Aiming to discuss the matter in this sense, the research will follow the process of tracing methodology for all three individual agreements, which involves “attempts to identify the intervening causal process — the causal chain and causal mechanism — between an independent variable (or variables) and the outcome of the dependent variable” (GEORGE & BENNETT, 2005).

There are 18 existing and prospective RFMOs with mandates to establish fishery conservation and management measures, which means that almost all of the global high seas are now covered by at least one RFMO. However, the effectiveness of current RFMOs has rarely been comprehensively assessed, despite indications of the decline of many high seas fish stocks (MYERS & WORM, 2003; FAO, 2014).

The CULLIS-SUZUKI & PAULY (2010) paper addresses this topic quantitatively for all RFMOs. In their work, global evaluation on the effectiveness of RFMOs is based on a two-tiered system: (1) in theory (or “on paper”), i.e., how well RFMOs meet standards as set by LODGE et al. and as measured by the comprehensiveness of available information; and (2) in practice, i.e., how well the stocks under RFMO management do, as measured by current abundance (biomass) trends of managed stocks, and supported by trends through time.

In general, the RFMOs have as an objective to “establish fisheries conservation and management measures,” thus; the current abundance (biomass) seems a good criterion to measure an agreement’s effectiveness in terms of problem solving.

With that in mind, the ranking they produced in their paper scores (Q scores):
CCAMLR (100%), ICCAT (37.5%) and CCSBT (0.0%), are best, medium, and low performances. Even so, in the end they recognize that “it is evident from the results here that the priority of RFMOs – or at least of their member countries – has been first and foremost to guide the exploitation of fish stocks. While conservation is part of nearly all of their mandates, they have yet to demonstrate a genuine commitment to it on the water.” Furthermore, stating that, they concluded the paper by questioning, “Why have RFMOs failed?”

**Usable Knowledge and Epistemic Communities**

As explained above, diverse authors have been discussing what the factors are that can ensure more effectiveness for the agreements (YOUNG & LEVY, 1999; MILES et al. 2002). Some say that “ensuring that agreements contain provisions that are responsive to the type of problem being addressed” (MITCHELL, 2003), and others prefer to elaborate a list of factors as RIDGEWAY (2014).

Peter Haas, Robert Keohane and Marc Levy suggest that effective regimes are those that are built upon existing concerns, work with or create capacity, and take place in a reasonable contractual environment (HAAS et al. 1995).

Haas (1992) also argues that the diffusion of new ideas and information can lead to new patterns of behavior and this proves to be an important determinant of international policy cooperation.

However, following the ideas of HAAS & STEVENS (2011), knowledge operates and changes behavior when it is organized and transmitted in a way that
policy-makers can understand and trust. In this context, regimes that are developed by a process of social learning and whose rules reflect scientific consensus about environmental sustainability tend to be more effective. And that is what this research seeks to evaluate for the three specific RFMOs.

One of the major research areas developed by Peter Haas has been the influence of science and usable knowledge in the international agreements outcomes, usually promoted by the epistemic communities – knowledge-based groups of experts and specialists who share common beliefs about cause-and-effect relationships in the world and some political values concerning the ends to which policies should be addressed.¹²

When the decision-makers feel they need information to make a decision, and there is a lack of it, epistemic communities are one possible provider of this sort of information and advice. As demands for such information arise, networks or communities of specialists capable of producing and providing the information emerge and proliferate (HAAS, 1992).

Peter Haas started the work on epistemic communities when he was doing his dissertation on the Mediterranean Sea (1982-1983) (HAAS 1989; HAAS 1990). Through elite interviews with many members involved in the Mediterranean pollution debate, he noticed that many of them presented shared beliefs and a consensus of knowledge that were influencing their policy decisions.

For Haas (2014), “epistemic communities analysis provided a delegation

¹² A special edition of the International Organization journal was published about epistemic communities for diverse subjects in 1992. See references for a complete information.
model in which decision-makers construct their political realities based on the technical advice provided by experts. Intended effects by one set of actors (agents) lead to unintended effects by other actors (principals) with aggregate social benefits through the provision of international public goods from focused collective action."

This provides an excellent framework of analysis to discuss the fishery agreements’ effectiveness once we are facing agreements that operate on the edge of uncertainty, where there are many states and non-state actors performing diverse roles with no consensus in most decisions.

Subscribing to the definition of epistemic communities from HAAS (2014) as “epistemic communities is a concept applied by constructivist scholars of political science to focus analytic attention on the process by which states and other political actors formulate their interests and reconcile differences of interest. Epistemic communities are a principal channel by which consensual knowledge about causal understandings is applied to international policy coordination, and by which states may learn through processes of international cooperation.”

Under conditions of uncertainty, then, decision-makers have a variety of incentives and reasons for consulting epistemic communities, some of them more politically motivated than others (HAAS, 1992). These new actors could drive governments to recognize and follow new interests in environmental protection so that they were willing to resist systemic forces that would push them to pursue more constrained and transitory agreements.

It is rare to see science influencing policy. Besides all the knowledge that has
been generated by scientists to offer solutions to solve environmental problems, it is important to recognize that not all of it has been absorbed by the decision-makers (HAAS & STEVENS, 2011). Also, it is not possible to neglect the conventional approach that stresses the role of interstate power. However, what is in discussion here is the institutional design that makes experts provide usable knowledge to the decision-makers.

Consider also that science is not always accepted by politics as a universal truth. Sometimes science can be guided, not always by independent scientific principle, but by the sponsors’ agenda or by the “politicization of science” (PIELKE, 2004) so that science may unconsciously reflect such hidden values (HAAS, 2004) and that all those factors, and others not listed here, could potentially lead decision-makers to distrust science even when it is in their favor.

However, there are good examples where power has listened to science. For instance, the stratospheric ozone and European acid rain efforts are widely hailed as being among the more successful and effective international environmental governance efforts of the contemporary era (HAAS 2001b; MILES et al., 2002). Or, consider the Mediterranean plan to cope with pollution (HAAS, 1989). On the other hand, there are anomalous cases where the argument failed, such as desertification and whaling (HAAS, 2015).

It seems that science is likely to be adopted by decision-makers when the institutional design of the agreement enables an organized scientific view and it includes a strong and insulated group of experts holding a “usable knowledge.”

Although usable knowledge has been used in different contexts and
situations, in short, usable knowledge encompasses a substantive core that makes it usable for policymakers and a procedural dimension that provides a mechanism for its transmission from the scientific community to the policy world (HAAS & STEVENS, 2011).

William Clark and Giandomenico Majone (1985) made an interesting reflection on the relationship between scientists and policy-makers and why they are sometimes dissatisfied with each other. In order to produce usable scientific knowledge they defined some important criteria such as adequacy, value, legitimacy, and effectiveness: adequacy relates to including all of the relevant knowledge or facts to the matter at hand; value has to do with contributing to further understanding and meaningful policy; legitimacy relates to the acceptance of the knowledge by others outside of the community that developed it; effectiveness relates to its ability to shape the agenda or advance the state of the debate and ultimately to improve the quality of the environment. The fact is that a scientist does not have all of this at hand at all times.

Constructivist approaches to policy analysis suggest that science must be developed authoritatively and then delivered by responsible carriers to politicians. “The transmission belt of like-minded scientists is called an ‘epistemic community’ and the more autonomous and independent science is from policy, the greater its potential influence” (HAAS 2001b, 2007).

And, in this context, regimes built that have decisions based on usable knowledge produced by independent science appear to be more effective at inducing states to achieve their intended goals of improving environmental quality
Fisheries Policies, Science and Usable Knowledge

When scientific knowledge comes to fishery and ocean affairs it seems to have a history of this practice, starting with the mandate in Article 61 of the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) for decisions to take into account “the best scientific information available.” The need for scientific advice as to the basis for management decisions and the establishment of RFMOs was further affirmed in the United Nation Fish Stock Agreement (UNFSA)\textsuperscript{13}.

Science is invoked to convey messages that decisions made have taken into account all of the relevant information, processed the information systematically and soundly dealt with the information in objective, verifiable and balanced ways leading to decisions that are rational given the information available (PIELKE, 2004). However, "science based" does not mean that all of the sources and types of information were given equal weight in the decisions, nor that “scientific information” comprised the only factor considered in the decision-making (MITCHELL et al., 2006).

GARCIA et al. (2014) created an incredibly relevant work updating their past papers from 2012 on fishing and biodiversity management where it shows the involvement of science in different phases of the process.

According to GARCIA et al. (2014), during 1850 to 1900 science occupied a

place on the fishery policy discussion, but it is still too early to say if that knowledge was influencing politics.

From 1900 until today, there were many steps where science was clearly growing and developing more information on fisheries while seeking to subsidize policy outcomes. The creation of ICES\textsuperscript{14} has helped a lot in bringing science into policy-making decisions. The complete history is from GARCIA et al., (2014), however, the facts show that science has been present throughout most periods of fishery development, but has not always been able to influence it based on the acquired knowledge.

MORA et al., (2009) studied the effectiveness of fishery management regimes worldwide and also calculated the probable sustainability of reported catches to determine how management affects fishery sustainability when scientific knowledge is applied. Their results claimed that the conversion of scientific advice into policy, through a participatory and transparent process, is at the core of achieving fishery sustainability. However, only a few countries have a robust scientific basis for management recommendations and transparent and participatory processes to convert those recommendations into policy while also ensuring compliance with regulations. So, uncertainty also plays an important role in this fishery scenario.

States also have distinct views on how environmental issues mainstream into

\textsuperscript{14} ICES – The International Council for the Exploration of the Sea (ICES) is a global organization that develops science and advice to support the sustainable use of the oceans. ICES is a network of more than 4000 scientists from over 350 marine institutes in 20 member countries and beyond. 1600 scientists participate in our activities annually. (http://www.ices.dk/Pages/default.aspx).
agendas that matter to them. These diverse interests can be difficult to resolve and this affects what can reasonably be achieved in global decision-making.

In this light, HAAS (2004a) observes that the design of scientific assessment bodies is critical to decision-making processes, including the need for resulting information to be understandable to decision-makers. His criteria for science legitimacy for institutional decision-making are: accuracy (widely perceived to be true); legitimacy (achieved through impartial processes insulated from direct political influence); and saliency (policy relevant and politically tractable). Science is less successful in anchoring solutions when there is: public suspicion over its development or methodology; institutional design questions; lack of clarity on priorities for scientific assessment; and governmental misgiving or unwillingness to cede “authority” to science if the resulting policy decisions have unfavorable consequences.

The design of the knowledge-creating processes and access to their outputs is important to the utility and credibility of governance, as pointed out by RIDGEWAY (2014). With the involvement of organized scientific input to the policy process, negotiated outcomes are much more likely to yield integrated management efforts rather than mere political compromises (HAAS, 2006).

The nature and value of the scientific advice provided to RFMOs is shaped by independent variables that include the institutional and operational arrangements established by the RFMO, how the advice is framed, and the quality and timeliness of data underlying the advice (WILLOCK & LACK, 2006).

The three selected agreements in this thesis have their institutional design for
scientific influence built in as described in TABLE 2 (adapted and updated from HAAS and STEVENS, 2011).

From there, it is clear to note that the institutional design for these agreements are very similar, and in general they have failed to insulate scientific bodies from direct or indirect political control. The design of the scientific committees in fisheries reflects an institutional pathology that limits the ability of science to speak to power, however, on different levels and in different situations.\(^{15}\)

The CCAMLR website shows that they give importance to science when they state “science is fundamental to CCAMLR,” and also add that the Convention requires the Commission to take “full account of the recommendations and advice of the Scientific Committee and this emphasis on science was reiterated in 2009 in Resolution 31/XXVIII\(^{16}\) on the use of the best available science.”\(^{17}\)

\(^{15}\) The next chapters will show specific case studies to illustrate situations where does it occurs, and when science speak to power under certain conditions.


TABLE 2: Information about the institutional design of science for the agreements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CCAMLR</th>
<th>ICCAT</th>
<th>CCSBT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Convention objective</strong></td>
<td>The conservation of Antarctic marine living resources(^{18}).</td>
<td>Maintaining the populations of these fishes at levels which will permit the maximum sustainable catch for food and other purposes.</td>
<td>To ensure, through appropriate management, the conservation and optimum utilization of Southern Bluefin tuna.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Committee organization</strong></td>
<td>Standing; Sets Agenda</td>
<td>Ad-hoc</td>
<td>Standing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expert Selection</strong></td>
<td>States</td>
<td>States</td>
<td>States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Type of Science Committee</strong></td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Decisions are made by</strong></td>
<td>Consensus</td>
<td>Majority</td>
<td>Consensus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Decisions (binding/advisory)</strong></td>
<td>Binding</td>
<td>Binding</td>
<td>Binding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Objection to decisions</strong></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Degree of Social Learning</strong></td>
<td>Social Learning – it happens through its own institutional design</td>
<td>Little/none – it may happen but it depends a lot from the involvement of other stakeholders to create an environment where knowledge is warranted</td>
<td>Little/none – it has been improving with time and with the Management Procedure approval. It seems that decision makers are now trusting in the knowledge generated by the independent advisors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data Provided by</strong></td>
<td>Government</td>
<td>Government</td>
<td>Government</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{18}\) For the purposes of this Convention, the term ‘conservation’ includes rational use.
It is not for nothing that CCAMLR has been considered as one of the most successful RFMOs and it scored better, according to CULLIS-SUZUKI & PAULY (2010), in terms of biomass recovery (dependent variable).

HAAS (2006) and other researchers (CONSTABLE, 2011; BROOKS, 2013; BROOKS et al., 2014) also corroborate that CCAMLR is a good example of an effective agreement; fish stocks are recovering and standards focused on environmental issues have been enhanced, adopted, and implemented. As pointed out by BROOKS et al., (2014), one reason for CCAMLR’s success in passing more ecosystem-based and conservation measures is that it is comprised of both fishing and non-fishing science-focused members.

However, CONSTABLE (2011) noted that, although CCAMLR has been doing well in its recovery of the fish population, science has not yet been considered fully part of the work of CCAMLR. Attention needs to be given to developing the capability and tools to help overcome differences amongst scientists in providing advice to managers. As Constable remarks, “One of the greatest impediments for CCAMLR is achieving consensus over science before agreeing by consensus to the management actions that are dependent on that science.”

In other words, this means that there is an institutional design promoting the flow of science for decision-makers in their organogram where the Scientific Committee lies right below the Commission itself. However due to the lack of agreement between the scientists there is no consensus on information, which in
the end means that there is a lack of usable knowledge to provide an even higher social learning experience.

Nonetheless, when CCAMLR is compared to ICCAT and CCSBT, even with those criticisms and the need for improvements, CCAMLR’s is the agreement that presents more social learning and science-based policy than the others, and by consequence, the one that is more effective in terms of problem solving. This corroborates with CULLIS-SUZUKI & PAULY (2010) where CCAMLR scored (Q score) 100% in its performance. Even considering that CCAMLR is not typical, it would be illuminating towards the review of other institutional characteristics that might facilitate more RFMOs (BROOKS et al., 2014). Still, on the science side it seems there remain many improvements to be made.

ICCAT and CCSBT, in turn, placed with medium and low performance scores, respectively, in CULLIS-SUZUKI & PAULY’s (2010) paper. HAAS & STEVENS (2011) considered that they present little or no degree of social learning, which is reflected in their performance on biomass recovery.

ICCAT has a history of not listening to science (KVIST, no date). Eastern Bluefin Tuna (EBFT) can help to illustrate the ICCAT’s low level of social learning as in the past they have consistently ignored the advice of their scientists regarding this species. At first, the Commission chose to adopt regulations without enforcing them, then in 1974 ICCAT passed a binding recommendation to limit harvests to “current levels” as per scientific advice. The Commission frequently set legal catch levels that were higher than those recommended by the SCRS but quite close to estimated total harvest. Although SCRS advice became more optimistic later that
decade, the gap between legal catches and scientific advice remained quite large, as illustrated by WEBSTER (2011). In 2011/2013 this changed when the Commission, for the first time, accepted the Scientific Committee suggestion quota for EBFT. The decision was welcomed even by international NGOs who often complained of the lack of science in ICCAT\textsuperscript{19}. This case will be explained in detail in Chapter III.

However, as highlighted by ARANDA et al. (2010) in their report review on RFMOs, research and assessment of each RFMO depends on its science structure. In ICCAT’s case, the scientific input comes from its working groups, composed of scientists of Member States. Data for the scientific process is generally supplied by Member States, including total catch, catch and efforts data, and catch and size data. However, the submission of data is often incomplete or late from states, and may even be underreported which may jeopardize data used in sound management advice. Also, they added that detailed operational data is rarely supplied by members and is considered highly confidential.

For CCSBT, the Scientific Committee considers stock assessment analyses conducted by national scientists and consultants, and is aided in this by the independent Chair of the Scientific Committee and an independent expert panel. The role of this panel is to facilitate consensus, and if this proves to be impossible, to provide its own independent view to the Commission (ARANDA et al., 2010).

Apart from the important progress CCSBT has made by including this

independent expert panel, POLACHEK (2012) published a paper with a case study that shows one occasion, perhaps one of many, where a scientific paper was presented, discussed, and used in the formation of a decision at the 2006 meeting of the Commission for the Conservation of Southern Bluefin Tuna (CCSBT), the Stock Assessment Group (SAG) and the Scientific Committee (SC), which was summarized in the reports from those meetings but then subsequently withdrawn as a consequence of international and domestic political concerns rather than scientific issues.

According to POLACHEK (2012), examples of this issue occurring by several nations was observed during 20 years of personal involvement with the scientific processes of RFMOs and from his personal experience.

Provision of independent scientific advice is central to the operation of RFMOs even though RFMOs are largely policy (and political) instruments. Political pressures and intervention in science, as well as crossing of the boundaries between scientific and political processes, however, appear to be relatively common (POLACHEK, 2012).

According to HAAS and STEVENS (2011, p 139-140), there is a criteria list, based on previous publications (e.g. HAAS 2004b) that would be able to discuss an agreement’s effectiveness by looking at the institutional scientific design.

Most social-learning treaties have standing environmental monitoring and research committees to provide timely warnings of new problems, monitor achievements of regime goals and educate politicians and policy-makers on environmental issues (HAAS & STEVENS, 2011). But this is not the case of the
fishery agreements studied here, as all the scientific information is provided by the governmental bodies that are not always able to provide accurate information nor are they able to supply the information continuously. By evaluating their performance reviews (CCAMLR, ICCAT and CCSBT, 2008) it is possible to see that CCAMLR has less dependence on government information than the others.

The maintenance and support of scientific bodies within multilateral environmental governance arrangements is absolutely vital for the construction of usable knowledge within the regime. Standing scientific panels allow the constant construction and transmission of accurate and timely information. Three types of standing-committee structures are typical in multilateral environmental regimes (HAAS & STEVENS, 2011).

The first type includes scientific groups that set their own schedules and research agendas. These groups meet as they see fit between meetings of policy-makers and according to their own determined needs. The CCAMLR Scientific Committee represents this first type. The Scientific Committee meets annually and immediately prior to the Commission meeting. In order to address the wide range of scientific areas that might impact the decisions of the Commission, the Scientific Committee has established a number of working groups that meet during the year; they establish their own agenda and assist in formulating scientific advice on key areas.

The second type is made up of those groups whose meeting times are set by the COP. For example, most fishery agreements require their scientific bodies to meet a month or two months prior to the COP meeting, like ICCAT and CCSBT, for
Finally, the third type includes *ad hoc* science panels, which, especially if called for by Member States, introduce a high level of political involvement in the reporting of science, which also matches with ICCAT’s design.

In addition, long intervals between reports impede the timely involvement of science in policy discussions. Standing committees that set their own agenda and schedule appear to be the most politically insulated, whereas ad hoc science panels appear to be the most vulnerable to political involvement.

The CCSBT has made progress in trying to protect science from policy by establishing an Advisory Panel to provide external input to its stock assessment and scientific processes. It has also appointed an independent chairperson for the Scientific Committee who does not represent any government view.

Additionally, another factor that may be evaluated is the choice of scientists. According to HAAS and STEVENS (2011), the most successful agreements have a selection of scientists from secretariats or even scientific bodies of other intergovernmental organizations. That is not the case for any of the agreements discussed here. All scientists under the Scientific Committee are designated by the countries themselves, which does not ensure the safeguarding of scientific information.

In these selected fishery agreements, the design of a scientific body is open to all of them, which allows each member country to appoint a representative to a

---

scientific body. However, this does not typically create proper safeguards between the scientific bodies and the policy-makers.

From this chapter it is possible to learn that CCAMLR has the best institutional design for science, and that it allows science and the epistemic community to produce and influence the decisions with the addition of their ideas and knowledge. Some of these characteristics could even be shared with other agreements in order to enhance best practices for the influence of science on policy decisions. However, it seems that the scientific community is not speaking in one unique voice yet, and this dissonance and lack of consensus is circumventing an even higher level of effectiveness. The lack of consensus promotes uncertainty, which is one of the major reasons for why long-term actions such as biodiversity protection or fish stock rebuilding are difficult to implement.

According to the ICCAT performance review (ICCAT, 2008), while modeling and stock assessment is not a perfect science, the fisheries that are managed by ICCAT are reasonably well understood and the SCRS is a well-regarded and professional scientific body. However, lack of participation and lack of data provided by countries can be serious impediments to the work of SCRS and of the Commission.

Nevertheless, ICCAT is not a good example of where science can be considered to be well-regarded. Some ICCAT scientists believe that they are independent from policy decisions, in most cases participation in the scientific process revolves around member delegations with official heads of delegations. The heads of state delegation are most commonly government representatives.
In most cases, a large fraction of a member’s national delegation is drawn from government fishery departments or associated marine research institutes with a substantial portion of the funding for participation in the meetings and related research provided by the national fisheries management department or agency. Rarely are people found from environmental departments on its fishery commission.

Adding to that, the interests of individual members, including the social and economic needs of industry groups, often dominate the decisions and delay actual decision-making, as noted by the performance review. A good example of this is seen in the management of fisheries on the eastern Atlantic and the Mediterranean Bluefin tuna.

According to the CCBST performance review (2008), the current process for developing and providing scientific advice on SBT from the Extended Scientific Committee to the CCSBT is an excellent model which has helped improve the integrity of the CCSBTs scientific process. Access to highly competent national scientists has been available and is reflected in the abundance and quality of scientific papers presented to the various CCSBT scientific forums. The independent panel and chair arrangements have added, in 1999, further support to this process and militated against the tendency of member scientists to modify their advice for reasons associated with their national interests.

However, the CCSBT has specific provisions within its rules of procedure for making documents presented to meetings confidential. Yet public access to scientific documents used in public decision-making is considered a fundamental
principle under which science is conducted within RFMOs (e.g. UNFSA) and more generally within many societies (e.g. freedom of information laws) (POLACHECK, 2012).

There is no doubt that the lack of transparency in this case is misrepresentative of the information and furthermore destroys a unique chance of creating a knowledgeable and trusted science-based policy.

What is notable in looking into the scientific bodies of CCAMLR, ICCAT and CCSBT, are the scientists of very high caliber that are found; the difference between them is the level of a country's information dependence. Robustness of the system might be increased by reducing this dependency through a greater collective investment in scientific programs to collect and compile independent information.

**Chapter Conclusion**

RFMOs and national governments implement the provisions of the global regime with varying degrees of success, as pointed out by CULLIS-SUZUKI & PAULY (2010) and HAAS & STEVENS (2011).

Considerable attention has been devoted to studying how RFMOs face up to such challenges to become even more effective (MOLENAAR, 2003; 2007). As highlighted by POLACHECK (2012), the independence and separation of the scientific processes that provide information for consideration by the RFMO from the policy deliberations of the RFMO is an important component influencing the
intent of UNCLOS and UNFSA whose management decisions are based on the best available scientific information.

There has been an increasing recognition in recent years of the need for RFMOs to improve their performance because of demands contained within recent international agreements aimed at better conservation and management of fishery resources. In order to do that an insulated scientific body is essential. To a considerable extent, the choice, quality, and diversity of the expertise involved in working groups and in the scientific community depend on the contributions and engagement of their members.

The RFMOs institutional design analyzed in this chapter are not fully allowing the scientists to produce usable knowledge, as defined by CLARK & MAJONE (1985) and demonstrated empirically in the HAAS & STEVENS (2011) chapter. The science is not fully safeguarded enough from politics, which may, in spite of the quality of science produced, not be considered true by many of the decision-makers.

However, the next chapters will evaluate specific cases where the situation can be overcome as it depends on an array of diverse factors. In addition, even still needing improvement, CCAMLR presents the most established collection of factors to ensure that knowledge may actually contribute to power and that, along with a higher level of social learning, may be one of the factors guaranteeing a higher biomass recovery performance, as shown by CULLIS-SUZUKY & PAULY (2010). Conversely, ICCAT and CCSBT need to find a path towards protecting their scientific bodies in order to enable them to produce more independent, accurate
and legitimate information to improve their social learning, and by its consequence, the effectiveness in recovering fish populations.

This chapter agrees with HAAS & STEVENS (2011) that knowledge can speak volumes to power, and with this comes more effectiveness in terms of problem solving. However, in order to make it work for fishery agreements it is necessary that expertise and claims are developed behind a politically insulated wall; a wall which is not yet working properly in every situation or in every time that the decision is made.

Epistemic communities for these agreements need to be fully understood and knowledge must also possess the substantive characteristics of usable knowledge: credibility, legitimacy, and saliency, in order to influence the RFMO's effectiveness.

In the following chapters, an effort will be undertaken as part of this Ph.D. thesis to further investigate the CCAMLR, ICCAT and CCSBT epistemic communities, including who they are, how they act and how they are playing a role in these specific RFMOs, as yet another component toward enhancing their effectiveness.
CHAPTER II - CCAMLR: To Be or Not To Be an RFMO?

Introduction

The Southern Ocean surrounds Antarctica and represents approximately 15% of the world’s ocean area. It extends from the coast of the continent northwards to the Antarctic Polar Front, a physically and biologically distinct frontal zone where the cold water of the Southern Ocean encounters, and flows under, the warmer and more saline sub-Antarctic water of the Atlantic, Indian and Pacific Oceans\textsuperscript{21}.

The Antarctic region constitutes a fragile ecosystem closely related to the unique features of the physical environment of that continent. Despite its forbidding climate and isolation from the rest of the world, Antarctica - which once fascinated the early explorers – has always been the center of unprecedented international scientific research and cooperation. Based on the Antarctic Treaty (Article IX), the Southern Ocean must be a place devoted “to peace and science.”\textsuperscript{22}

As described in detail by SHUSTERICH (1984), since the frozen continent was discovered, several claims on sovereignty of its territory were debated. Several attempts to create international control over Antarctica were made in the 1950s. For instance, in 1956 the permanent representative from India to the United Nations requested that ‘the question of Antarctica’ was to be included on the

\textsuperscript{21} Information from CCAMLR website - https://www.ccamlr.org/en/organisation/history (Acessed on June 2015)

\textsuperscript{22} Due to the ATS, many NGOs use the expression to protect the Southern Ocean: http://www.greenpeace.org/international/en/campaigns/oceans/our-oceans-and-seas/southern-ocean/; http://www.pewtrusts.org/en/places/southern-ocean; https://www.bas.ac.uk/about/antarctica/the-antarctic-treaty/the-antarctic-treaty-explained/;
provisional agenda of the United Nations General Assembly. India's goals were to ensure an international agreement that the development of Antarctic resources would be for peaceful purposes, that the area would be non-militarized, that nuclear weapons testing would be banned, and that future disputes would be referred to the International Court.

The proposal was withdrawn in large part because of opposition from Chile and Argentina and lack of support from the United States and the Soviet Union – countries with high interests in the sovereignty of the Antarctic area. The idea of a United Nations trusteeship for Antarctica was introduced the same year (and again in 1958) by Prime Minister Nash of New Zealand. He stated that any arrangement for international control of Antarctica should have the approval of the United Nations (SHUSTERICH, 1984).

Even with all of those sovereignty interests, science played a role in the previous events that led to the Antarctic Treaty. During the International Geophysical Year (IGY) of 1957/8, twelve nations (the seven claimants and the United States, Soviet Union, Belgium, Japan, and South Africa) implemented major Antarctic scientific research programs (SHUSTERICH, 1984).

At the end of the IGY, there was general agreement among the twelve nations that had participated in the science projects that the level of international co-operation achieved should be continued. The United States took the initiative on 2 May, 1958 when it proposed to the other IGY participants that they should all join 'in a treaty designed to preserve the continent as an international laboratory for
scientific research and ensure that it be used only for peaceful purposes” (BERKMAN et al., 2011).

The Conference on Antarctica was held from 15 October to December 1959, and the outcome of the Washington negotiations was the Antarctic Treaty. The negotiations proved successful in the midst of the Cold War between the United States and Soviet Union and were an early indication that both superpowers were prepared to consider Antarctica a special case in international politics (SHUSTERICH, 1984).

The treaty was signed in 1959 and entered into force in 1961 following ratification by all twelve original signatories. The original signatories - Argentina, Australia, Belgium, Chile, France, Japan, New Zealand, Norway, South Africa, the United Kingdom, the United States, and the Soviet Union - formed the initial membership of the management group known as the consultative parties.

Since 1959, forty other countries have acceded to the Treaty. According to Art. IX.2, they are entitled to participate in the Consultative Meetings during such times as they demonstrate their interest in Antarctica by “conducting substantial research activity there.” Seventeen of the acceding countries have had their activities in Antarctica recognized according to this provision, and consequently there are now twenty-nine Consultative Parties in all: (Czech Republic (1962), Brazil (1983), Bulgaria (1978), China (1983), Ecuador (1987), Finland (1984), Germany (1979), India (1983), Italy (1981), Korea (1986), Netherlands (1967), Peru (1981), Spain (1982), Sweden (1984), Ukraine (1992), and Uruguay (1980).
The other twenty-three Non-Consultative Parties are invited to attend the Consultative Meetings but do not participate in the decision-making.\textsuperscript{23}

Thus, in this context, in the middle of wartime, the Antarctic Treaty was signed to guarantee peace and science for the frozen continent. The Antarctic Treaty has demonstrated considerable adaptability and resiliency as it evolved from a single instrument into a robust regional regime containing four new instruments since its inception, known since then as the Antarctic Treaty System (ATS, hereafter): the 1964 Agreement contains measures for the protection of flora and fauna, the 1972 Convention on the Conservation of Antarctic Seals, the 1980 Convention on the Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living Resources (CCAMLR) and the 1991 Protocol on Environmental Protection to the Antarctic Treaty (Environmental Protocol) (JOYNER, 2011).

This chapter will be focused on CCAMLR’s development and its functioning related to the role of epistemic communities, however, the history of ATS could not be set aside, as CCAMLR was created under the ATS, which itself possesses different characteristics from other RFMOs. CCAMLR will be evaluated, as part of ATS, but also as an independent agreement, with its own provisions and norms. And the main focus will be how science and the epistemic communities are influencing policies.

CCAMLR – An Agreement for Conservation of Marine Living Resources

The Antarctic Treaty stands alone as an instrument of conflict prevention, strategic accommodation and political cooperation, largely because of the sovereignty. Most notably, Articles II and III of the Antarctic treaty provide “freedom of scientific investigations” and promote “international cooperation in scientific investigation”. Both are considered essential elements for the promotion of peace, cooperation and the progress of all humankind (MILLER, 2011).

Although the Treaty contains specific provisions to preserve and conserve the Antarctic living resources (article IX, para 1f), it was general enough to not regulate or impose any restriction for fishery. Thus, extensive fishery of finfish24 and large-scale krill exploitation raised concerns about fisheries sustainability in the Treaty area (MILLER, 2011).

In response, Recommendation VIII-10 from the 1975 Eighth Antarctic Treaty Consultative Meeting noted the need to “promote and achieve within the framework of AT, the objectives of protection scientific study and rational use of Antarctic marine living resources and, then, the importance of science was recognized as a basis for the protection and rational use of such resources” (BERKMAN et al., 2011).

According to BERKMAN et al., (2011), in 1977, the Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research (SCAR) and the Scientific Committee on Oceanic Research (SCOR) sponsored the Biological Investigations on Marine Antarctic Systems and

---

24 Finfish is a true fish, such as bony fish or a cartilaginous fish, especially in contrast to a shellfish or other aquatic animal.
Stocks (BIOMASS) with a goal to “gain a deeper understanding of the structure and dynamic functioning of the Antarctic marine ecosystem as a basis for future management of potential living resources” (EL-SAYED, 1994). BIOMASS, and three more reports produced under the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization (EDDIE, 1977; EVERSON, 1977; GRANTHAM, 1977) highlighted that krill is a keystone species in the Antarctic marine ecosystem.

As indicated by MILLER (2011), a growing recognition of the ecosystem role of krill increased the concerns that its large-scale exploitation could have severe repercussions for Antarctic birds, seals and whales.

At the same time, Recommendation IX-2 from the 9th Antarctic Treaty Meeting (1977) called the Parties to contribute to scientific research on Antarctic marine living resources, observe interim guidelines on their conservation, and schedule a special meeting to establish a conservation regime for these resources.


Although developed under the Antarctic Treaty, the CCAMLR stands alone as a legally binding agreement, and its attached Commission has its own personality (MILLER, 2011).

The CCAMLR Convention Area encompasses approximately 10% of the global ocean area. However, the extended area of application of the CCAMLR Convention
included the territories of various sub-Antarctic Island groups as well as their maritime jurisdictions (FIGURE 1).


The adoption of CCAMLR was a major step-change in the development of the ATS. The primary objective of the Convention was the conservation of marine living resources, but with the understanding that conservation includes rational use. This emphasis on conservation, but with harvesting seen as integral to that principle, remains a fundamental provision of CCAMLR, and one that continues to
set it apart from the more traditional RFMOs with their focus on the management of target fish stocks.

As history shows, CCAMLR was built based on the involvement of science, and as highlighted by MILLER (2011) and WILLOCK & LACK (2006), “science has come to underpin CCAMLR’s standing as the leader to follow in sustainable management of marine living resources.”

**Why CCAMLR is Widely Recognized as an Example to Other RFMOs**

Some stakeholders that are following up or working on CCAMLR hardly consider it an RFMO. Rather, CCAMLR is widely recognized as a progressive international commission with the responsibility for conserving the Southern Ocean marine ecosystem, while having within it the attributes of a RMFO (CONSTABLE et al., 2000; BODIN & OSTERBLOOM, 2013).

In its Convention and established practice, it is well known as a leading organization in developing best practices in the ecosystem approach to managing activities in waters beyond national jurisdiction (MOONEY-SEUS & ROSENBERG 2007; RUCKELSHAUS et al., 2008). CCAMLR has notably achieved these advances without precedent, only guided by the principles within Article II of its Convention. It is likely its history and subsequent development that made this Organization behave in a very different way from other RFMOs.

Article 1(1) of CCAMLR states that the treaty's objective is the conservation of Antarctic marine living resources, however, "conservation" is defined to include "rational use." Accordingly, CCAMLR addresses both species protection and their
“rational use.” CCAMLR therefore includes potentially conflicting goals of exploitation and conservation of marine species in Antarctica. In this respect, through its institutional bodies (i.e. the CCAMLR Commission, the Secretariat, and Scientific Committee), CCAMLR acts as a regional fisheries organization that manages living resources in the Southern Ocean area (BENDER, 2007).

The negotiators of CCAMLR are constituted by the Antarctic Treaty Contracting Parties (ATCPs, hereafter) and the inaugural Members of CCAMLR. The original membership of eight states was extended by the addition of the other seven original signatory states that subsequently ratified the Convention and became Members of the Commission. Since then, other states have acceded to the Convention, with a number of those states also gaining membership of the Commission. To date, there are now a total of 25 Members of the Commission. Eleven other states have acceded to the Convention, but are not Members of the Commission (TABLE 3).

In effect, the Members have responsibility for the executive functions of CCAMLR (including the adoption of Conservation measures), as well as contributing to the budget of the organization (principally for the running of the Secretariat). Acceding States are known as Contracting Parties (CPs) which are not Members of the Commission, but they are signatories to the Convention. They do not pay dues and do not even participate in CCAMLR meetings, and in contrast, are not party to decision-making, nor are they liable for subscription costs. Such states are invited as Observers to the annual meetings of CCAMLR. All CPs (both
Members and Acceding States) are nevertheless bound by the obligations of relevant Conservation Measures (described further below).

Like most other fishery agreements, the CCAMLR sets forth a general purpose and establishes a Commission to effectuate that purpose. In formulating its conservation measures, the Commission is assisted by a Scientific Committee charged with the duties of the collection and analysis of data and of suggesting to the Commission its recommended conservation methods (managing advice). The relevance of its Scientific Committee is clearly expressed on the CCAMLR structure, wherein the Scientific Committee is providing not only advice to the Commission, but is contained within the Commission. As stated on their website, “The Commission includes a Scientific Committee established by the CAMLR Convention” (FIGURE 2).

CCAMLR has often been referred to as “something more than an RFMO" (CCAMLR, 2008). Underpinning this statement has been CCAMLR’s integral position within the ATS and strong legal linkages to the Antarctic Treaty. Furthermore, the overarching objective of the Convention has been the conservation of marine living resources. These two aspects have set CCAMLR apart from the more traditional RFMOs with their emphasis on the harvesting of commercial target species.
TABLE 3: Members and Acceding States of CCAMLR to date (Source: CCAMLR website, accessed in June 2015).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MEMBERS</th>
<th>ACCEDING STATES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01: Argentina</td>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02: Australia</td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03: Belgium</td>
<td>Cook Islands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04: Brazil</td>
<td>Finland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05: Chile</td>
<td>Greece</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06: China</td>
<td>Mauritius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07: European Union</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08: France</td>
<td>Islamic Republic of Pakistan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09: Germany</td>
<td>Republic of Panama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10: India</td>
<td>Peru</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11: Italy</td>
<td>Vanuatu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12: Japan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13: Republic of Korea</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14: Namibia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15: New Zealand</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16: Norway</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17: Poland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18: Russian Federation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19: South Africa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20: Spain</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22: Sweden</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23: Ukraine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24: United Kingdom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25: Uruguay</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The strong conservation credentials of CCAMLR, along with the precautionary principles and ecosystem approach embodied within the Convention, have enabled CCAMLR, at times, to take the lead in developing management tools with a strong emphasis on conservation and sustainability – the trade-related Catch Documentation Scheme (CDS), and the mitigating measures for seabirds are but two examples of where CCAMLR has developed best practices in international fisheries management terms.
According to the CCAMLR (2008) the distinction between CCAMLR and RFMOs has, however, lessened in recent years. The reasons for this are varied, but include:

(a) the changing emphasis within CCAMLR of the ratio of fishing to non-fishing Members of the Commission;

(b) the increasing numbers of CPs that have no traditional linkage with the ATS;

(c) the increasing trend for CCAMLR Members to be represented at Commission meetings by officials from Fisheries Ministries rather than from Ministries of Foreign Affairs (where responsibility for the ATS usually resides);

(d) that the ecosystem approach and/or the precautionary principle have also been adopted by some RFMOs, which is a good point.

At the time of entry into the forces of CCAMLR, less than 40% of the Members were fishing states. That proportion has increased over time with, by 2005, almost 70% of Members fishing (see TABLE 4 below updated from CCAMLR, 2008).

One characteristic essential to consider is that of the RFMO’s composition—the parties, Members, Observers, and lobbyists who convene around the issues subject to the RFMO. If an organization has a biased set of participants (e.g., being comprised only of users), then the outcome is likely to reflect that bias (e.g., increased harvest levels). As stated before, one reason for CCAMLR’s success in passing more ecosystem-based and conservation measures is that it is comprised
of both fishing and non-fishing science-focused members. Therefore, one institutional characteristic that may prove essential in effectively and sustainably managing marine living resources is that of a stakeholder base that extends beyond those exploiting the resource. In this regard, transparency and access to non-fisheries-dependent data is important as lack of effective access to information can limit the ability to peer-review the scientific advice, participate in rulemaking, and track compliance (BROOKS et al., 2014 and ARDRON et al., 2013).

**TABLE 4: Percentage of countries with interest on fishing at CCAMLR Area**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>TOTAL MEMBER</th>
<th>No OF FISHING MEMBERS</th>
<th>% FISHING STATES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>68%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Additionally, it is important to highlight that two provisions of CCAMLR, which were highly innovative at the time of its adoption, remain key to its current approach and have been adopted more recently by RFMOs – namely: the
precautionary principle and the ecosystem approach. Those approaches made a
great difference to the management system.

With only these two points it is already possible to detect differences in
CCAMLR’s history from many others RFMOs such as ICCAT and CCBST. Now,
RFMOs are adopting those same measures; CCAMLR was created in this spirit--
learning from doing. The agreement emerged in a different context by considering
the need for scientific cooperation and conservation guidelines to deal with
depleted stocks.

For most RFMOs the traditional approach to management has been the
maximum sustainable yield concept, aiming for that level of harvesting which will
maximize the catch of the species plotted over a time series of estimated species
productivity. In the Southern Ocean, however, the applicability of this oft-used
concept has been seriously challenged because of the peculiar attributes of the
fishery and because of the proposed ecosystem approach of the Antarctic Living
Resources Convention. The United States delegation spearheaded the fight for the
adoption of a "multispecies approach" toward the management of the Southern
Ocean during the negotiations (FRANK 1983).

The Convention gives the Commission the power to formulate, adopt and
revise conservation measures pertaining to particular species. In this respect, the
Commission maintains an "ecosystem approach" to fisheries management. This
approach envisions managing marine living resources by examining the effect of
maintaining particular population and harvesting levels on the entire ecosystem.
The ecosystem approach also uses "feedback management." Using this technique,
scientists set a species-specific target population and monitor changes from that target. "If the actual population level begins to deviate from this target, various management control techniques of the system can be altered to maintain the target population."

**Science and the Antarctic**

International interest of a scientific nature in the Antarctic Region commenced with the era of exploration, continues through today, and accounts for some of the basis of the legal regime of the Region. Every State that laid claims to Antarctic territorial sovereignty, as well as every interested Non-claimant State, conducted scientific operations during the period between the World Wars. It is likely that many scientific expeditions to Antarctica had secondary motivations -- the perfecting of claims to territorial sovereignty. Sovereignty claims, in turn, form the basis for perceived State’s rights over Antarctic natural resources. The United States and the Soviet Union conduct marine research all around the continent while other interested states engage in more modest operations. Although much of this research was oceanographic or meteorological, a substantial portion of recent scientific efforts has been devoted to evaluating the prospects of the Southern Ocean as an area for fisheries (FRANK, 1983).

Accordingly, MOONEY-SEUS & ROSENBERG (2007), the management on CCAMLR appears to comply consistently with both scientific advice and corresponding management measures, this is proved by TABLE 5. When the Scientific Committee reaches consensus in their meetings, the advice is hardly discussed on the plenary as it is normally accepted as a matter of fact. As we can
learn from Chapter I, the entire institutional design of CCAMLR differs from the others RFMOs included in this research, which easily contributes to the flow of knowledge from science to the Commission itself.

What accounts for that is that the CPs are following the rule that was established by Article IX of the CAMLR Convention text which says:

“The function of the Commission shall be to give effect to the objective and principles set out in Article II of this Convention. To this end, it shall:

(f) formulate, adopt and revise conservation measures on the basis of the best scientific evidence available, subject to the provisions of paragraph 5 of this Article;“

And in Paragraph 2, it highlights the scope of the Conservation Measures (CMs):

“2. The conservation measures referred to in paragraph 1(f) above include the following:

. (a) the designation of the quantity of any species which may be harvested in the area to which this Convention applies;

. (b) the designation of regions and sub-regions based on the distribution of populations of Antarctic marine living resources;

. (c) the designation of the quantity which may be harvested from the populations of regions and sub-regions;

. (d) the designation of protected species;
. (e) the designation of the size, age and, as appropriate, sex of species which may be harvested;

. (f) the designation of open and closed seasons for harvesting;

. (g) the designation of the opening and closing of areas, regions or sub-regions for purposes of scientific study or conservation, including special areas for protection and scientific study;

. (h) regulation of the effort employed and methods of harvesting, including fishing gear, with a view, inter alia, to avoiding undue concentration of harvesting in any region or sub-region;

. (i) the taking of such other conservation measures as the Commission considers necessary for the fulfillment of the objective of this Convention, including measures concerning the effects of harvesting and associated activities on components of the marine ecosystem other than the harvested populations.”

As part of its approach to fisheries management, CCAMLR has released a number of conservation measures aimed at the conservation and rational use of both certain species and fisheries practices in general. These conservation measures include “precautionary” fisheries catch limits for particular species. Such limits are conservative catch limits that take into account the scientific uncertainty surrounding particular species including population levels, recruitment rates, and interactions with other species (BENDER, 2007).

To illustrate this management process, this research evaluated the development and input made by the Scientific Committee on toothfish
Management from 2004 to 2014, and analyzed how the decisions were taken by the Commission. The compiled data were mainly for the Subarea 48.3 (FIGURE 1).

The Patagonian Toothfish

The Patagonian toothfish (*Dissostichus eleginoides*) and the Antarctic toothfish (*Dissostichus mawsoni*) are two distinct species of the Antarctic cod family. Both species are legally commercially fished in the Southern Ocean and are sold on the international market, most commonly, as Chilean sea bass. The CCAMLR is the RFMO responsible for the management of fisheries in the Antarctic and, until 1998, no distinction was made between the two species for management purposes. Both species were accounted for under statistics compiled for Patagonian toothfish. The commercial fishery in the Southern Ocean has primarily targeted the Patagonian toothfish.

This research will look into the *D. eleginoides* data to see the influence of science and possibly the emergence of an epistemic community to establish rules of fishery management.

The Patagonian toothfish (*D. eleginoides*) is a large, long-lived species belonging to the family *Notothenidae*, or Antarctic cods. Toothfish show distinct depth preferences with age, with juveniles (<50 cm) living on the continental shelf and moving into deeper water (>500 m) as they reach maturity (~90 cm). Toothfish are important predators, feeding primarily on fish, cephalopods and crustaceans; they also scavenge (CCAMLR, 2014; fishery report).
In the early 1990s, the collapse of fish stocks in many other fisheries around the world displaced many fishing fleets. As these fleets sought other valuable fish stocks, the large size and delectable meat of the Patagonian toothfish quickly caught the attention of the international market (CCAMLR, 2014).

By the mid-1990s Patagonian toothfish was dubbed "white gold" and it is now considered one of the most valuable fish species on the market. Prices have been as high as U.S. $10 per kilo for headed, gutted, and tailed fish in the main markets in the United States, Japan, Europe, Canada, and, increasingly, Asia and China (ISOFISH, 2002a; TRAFFIC & WWF, 2002; LACK, 2001; KOCK, 2001; DODDS, 2000; ASOC, 1998; PERRY, 1998). Over 90% of toothfish products are sold internationally, mainly to Japan, the United States, Europe, and China (TRAFFIC & WWF, 2002).

This high valuation led to a seemingly overnight intensification of the fishery and placed greater pressure on the fish stocks. CCAMLR grew increasingly concerned, as Toothfish have a long life span, late sexual maturity, and low fertility; thus, they are particularly vulnerable to overexploitation. Despite CCAMLR’s attempts to implement management measures, the high market value of the fish and remoteness of the fishing grounds resulted in substantial (RIDDLE, 2006) overfishing.

Catches of *D. eleginoides* in Subarea 48.3 were initially reported in 1977. Until the mid-1980s, the fishery was carried out entirely by bottom trawls\(^{25}\). The

\(^{25}\) A bottom trawl is constructed like a cone-shaped net that is towed/dragged (by one or two boats) on the bottom. It consists of a body ending in a codend, which retains the catch.
longline fishery probably began in April 1986 (WG-FSA-92/13). The annual catch data are summarized in TABLE 5.

To manage the Patagonian toothfish fishery, CCAMLR took over a series of management measures. First, they established a regulatory framework that considers different types of fisheries.

A “new fishery” exists when biological data (including species distribution and abundance) and fishery data are not available yet, or data from the two most recent fishing seasons have not been submitted to CCAMLR. In this scenario, notification is required prior to fishing (Conservation Measure 21-0126) and it becomes an exploratory fishery after the first year of fishing.

The “exploratory fisheries” are not allowed to expand faster than the acquisition of information necessary for managing the fishery within CCAMLR’s management objectives. For this type, notification and permission are required prior to fishing (Conservation Measure 21-0227) and it remains an exploratory fishery until sufficient information is available on appropriate catch and effort levels and the potential impacts on dependent and related species.

The “established fisheries” is the category related to fisheries that have been in progress for a number of years and for which assessments are available that are sufficient to directly estimate stock size, stock status, and the catches consistent with achieving management objectives. Some of the Toothfish fisheries are treated this way and for these fisheries, stock conditions and assessments are typically

26 https://www.ccamlr.org/en/measure-21-01-2010
reviewed and revised annually or bi-annually. Assessments take account of all sources of fishing mortality, including estimated IUU catches. Notification and permission are required prior to fishing for krill (Conservation Measure 21-03\textsuperscript{28}), and are optional for other target species.

Finally, the last two are “lapsed fishery,” when fishing operations have ceased due to commercial considerations and assessments are no longer current, and “closed fishery,” when directed fishing on the target species is prohibited.

With this, they guarantee appropriate and specific management to different fish populations and stocks.

The assessments were, and at certain level still are, under a high level of uncertainty. Because the Antarctic is a remote area, there is still a lack of knowledge about its ecosystem. In addition, because the approach used by CCAMLR is precautionary and ecosystemic, which has some advantages, it is still new for scientific methods. This is one of the reasons to justify why the Scientific Committee does not always reach consensus in their decisions, as mentioned previously in Chapter I.

So, in cases where the Scientific Committee is not certain, the Commission must make a decision on its own. For instance, in 1994 the Commission noted that the methods of assessment, which had previously been judged satisfactory, had been invalidated by WG-FSA at its meeting, thus, the Scientific Committee had been unable to recommend an appropriate level of TAC for this fishery (SC-CCAMLR-XIII, paragraph 2.29).

\textsuperscript{28} https://www.ccamlr.org/en/measure-21-03-2014
In this specific case, the Commission considered that its ability to formulate conservation measures based on objective scientific analysis and advice was fundamental to its work and to the Convention. In this regard, the Commission strongly endorsed the intention of the Scientific Committee to hold a workshop just prior to the meeting of WG-FSA in 1995 on the development of methods for assessing the biomass of *D. eleginoides* (SC-CAMLR-XIII, paragraph 2.17 1995).

The Workshop on Methods for the Assessment of *D. eleginoides* (WS-MAD) was held at CCAMLR Headquarters, Hobart, Australia, from 5 to 9 October 1995. The main aim of the Workshop was to develop methods for assessing the biomass and status of *D. eleginoides* stocks. The full terms of reference of the Workshop are given in SC-CAMLR-XIII, paragraph 2.17.

Circumstantial evidence and confidential records indicate clearly that the reported catches of *D. eleginoides* by longliners in Subarea 48.3 and adjacent banks do not represent the true level of removals. Since many of the methods of estimating the abundance of *D. eleginoides* rely on estimates of total removals, the Workshop agreed that every effort should be made to estimate these as accurately as possible.

At its 1995 meeting, the Working Group had noted that the reported catch for *D. eleginoides* probably represented only about 40% of the total removals from the fishery. Since the total removals is an essential component of any assessment, this level of uncertainty had been viewed with considerable concern (WG-FSA, 1996, p7).
With the passing years, the Commission and its Scientific Committee were adjusting its methods and information to provide the best scientific advice they could, with full support by its CPs.

It is crucial for the purposes of stock assessment to have as complete information as possible on removals of fish from a stock. A large number of Commission circulars (COMM CIRCs 96/71, 97/4, 97/26, 97/27, 97/38, 97/40, 97/43, 97/48 and 97/50) drew attention to high levels of unregulated fishing on *D. eleginoides*.

In a 1997 meeting, the Chairman opened the meeting by stating that “these progressive measures had little effect if they were not effectively implemented. The extent of illegal fishing had led to great concern and had visibly undermined the conservation policy of CCAMLR” (1997, p Opening). The stocks of *D. eleginoides*, in particular, were under pressure because of illegal fishing. The issue of illegal fishing – and measures to contain it – was a serious issue facing the Commission at this meeting, and central to this containment were measures of control and enforcement.

The Chairman further commented that the extent of illegal fishing, particularly for Patagonian toothfish (*D. eleginoides*), has led to great concern and seriously undermines CCAMLR’s conservation policies.

The main countries legally harvesting and exporting Patagonian toothfish were Argentina, Australia, Chile, France, South Africa, and the United Kingdom, and they supplied over 70% of the legal market in 2000 (TRAFFIC, 2001). Countries that are or have been involved in IUU fishing or trade, either as flag
states, countries of vessel ownership, nationality of master, or ports of landing have been identified as including: Russia, Argentina, Chile, Spain, Uruguay, Belize, Denmark, Mauritius, Namibia, Panama, Sao Tome and Principe, Seychelles, Vanuatu, St. Vincent and the Grenadines, Tonga, Indonesia, and China (AUSTRAL FISHERIES, 2002; LACK & SANT, 2001). In addition, although Argentina, South Africa, and the United Kingdom legally harvest toothfish, these countries have also been identified as having been involved in IUU fishing activities.

Major importers of toothfish include Japan and the United States, although Canada and the European Union also import toothfish and, increasingly, China is a market. For those countries identified as being involved in IUU fishing or trade, all are parties to CITES, and Argentina, Chile, Japan, Namibia, Norway, Russia, South Africa, Spain, the United Kingdom, and Uruguay are CCAMLR members. However, countries involved in IUU fishing are constantly changing, and when some countries register vessels, they may be unaware that their vessels are involved in IUU fishing of Patagonian toothfish.

IUU fishing for Patagonian toothfish has compromised the effectiveness of CCAMLR conservation measures and is allegedly at a scale that threatens the sustainability of regulated fisheries and the survival of albatross species (ISOFISH, 2002; ASOC, 2002; Greenpeace, 2000).

Aiming to address the illegal fishing, the Catch Development Scheme (CDS) was adopted in 2000. The CDS is designed to track the landings and trade flows of Patagonian toothfish caught in its area and to restrict access to markets for
toothfish caught by IUU fishing. The scheme enables the Commission to identify the origin of toothfish entering the markets of all parties to the scheme and helps to determine whether the fish are caught in a manner consistent with CCAMLR provisions. The system requires specific control by port states. A fishing vessel must provide prior notification of its intention to enter port, including a declaration that it has not engaged in IUU fishing. This declaration shall also be confirmed by the flag state of the vessel, and those vessels failing to make a declaration shall be denied port access. If there is evidence that the vessel has fished in contravention of CCAMLR conservation measures, the catch shall not be allowed to be landed or transshipped (LODGE et al., 2007).

This IUU threat has been effectively addressed with the new norms and rules, and with the exception of just a few years and punctuated occasions, the Commission has been able to steadily decrease illegal, unregulated and unreported fishing over the past twenty years. As a consequence, illegal, unregulated and unreported fishing has been reduced to less than 10% of its peak value in the mid-1990s) (OSTERBLOM & SUMAILA, 2011; OSTERBLOM & BODIN, 2012). During the years of this research, there is no evidence of illegal, unreported and unregulated (IUU) fishing since 2006.

The CCAMLR Epistemic Community

According to Lodge et al., (2007), there is a “lack of political will by fishery managers and marine resource users to implement management measures according to scientific advice and effectively enforce and comply with those
management measures." However, this does not seem a problem for CCAMLR as it is clearly shown in TABLE 5.

During 10 years of evaluation for toothfish populations on zone 43, one of the most productive zones for toothfish fishery, all management advice proposed by the Scientific Committee were accepted by the Commission, including the contribution to design the CDS.
TABLE 5: Catches, TAC recommended, Management advice and Estimate of IUU in CCAMLR South Georgia and Shag Rocks (SUBAREA 48.3) for Patagonian toothfish (*Dissostichus eleginoides*)***.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>D. eleginoides</em></td>
<td>4497</td>
<td>3034</td>
<td>3535</td>
<td>3539</td>
<td>3864</td>
<td>3382</td>
<td>2519</td>
<td>1763</td>
<td>1806</td>
<td>2094</td>
<td>2180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catches</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAC rec</td>
<td>4420</td>
<td>3050</td>
<td>3556</td>
<td>3554</td>
<td>3920</td>
<td>3920</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>2600</td>
<td>2600</td>
<td>2400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management advice</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>3556</td>
<td>3554</td>
<td>3920</td>
<td>3920</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>2600</td>
<td>2600</td>
<td>2400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimate of IUU</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>23**</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Scientific Committee was unable to provide a number.

** An additional 23 tons was taken by a single IUU vessel (the Elqui) apprehended by the U.K. prior to the fishery.

*** The Management advice provided by the Scientific Committee entry in force in the year to follow.
According to this research, at CCAMLR, an epistemic community could be identified under the Working Group Fish Stock Assessment (WG-FSA) (See FIGURE 2). The group is formed mostly by high caliber scientists who are operating under their knowledge area and are in a condition to offer the best scientific advice to the Commission.

It is under the WG-FSA that decisions about management advice related to fish stock assessment are made, and throughout the 10 years evaluated, all decisions accepted by the Commission became conservation measures.

The Working Group noted in the WG-FSA report for 2015 (p333) that, while the median SSB\textsuperscript{29} (FIGURE 3) was estimated to have fallen below the target level of 50\% of the pre-exploitation median SSB from 2009 to 2012, it was above the target level in 2015 and did not fall below the target for the remainder of the projection period under the recommended yield (paragraph 4.37, should be set at 2750 tons, more than the 2400 from the last year).

\textsuperscript{29} SSB – Spawning stock biomass. Total weight of all sexually mature fish in the stock.
FIGURE 3: *Dissostichus eleginoides* in Subarea 48.3 SSB status estimated by the model described in WG-FSA-15/59. Dashed horizontal lines show a status of 0.5 and 0.2. Source WG-FSA report from 2015, p 378.

This type of information from the WG-FSA is used to subsidize the decisions of the Scientific Committee. The Scientific Committee meets annually immediately prior to the Commission meeting. However, information is produced in the working groups, and there was no influence from the Scientific Community on the results of the WG-FSA.

During the 10 years of this research, 144 representatives were part of the WG-FSA, however, only 25 of them would be identified as members of the influential epistemic community for the decisions around the management advice for the toothfish. They were identified through the snowball technique, and also by evaluating the list of participants and their peer-review publications.
As members of this community, they were able to produce usable knowledge (HAAS & STEVENS, 2011) accurate enough to influence the Commission’s decision.

Different from ICCAT, where the institutional design for science is not well established in term of procedures (as explained in the previous chapter), in the CCAMLR case, the epistemic community can act and influence the policy decisions mediated by the institutional design. They do not need to persuade the CPs, nor is it necessary to arrange key players to make the knowledge acceptable. They simply work as scientists; with the reliable information they have at hand and produce usable knowledge good enough to be accepted. The only matter here is when scientists in the Working Group itself cannot reach consensus for management advice. In these specific situations, the Commission makes the decision, as usable and consensual knowledge was not able to be produced.

The members of the Working Group and the Scientific Committee possess the expertise necessary to understand the issues at stake, to interpret the information similarly, and then to form the same goals and shared beliefs about what should be done in terms of policy based on the scientific information they have. It is under the WG-FSA that new methodologies emerge to overcome the lack of certainty on the information (CROSS, 2015).

The members (N=25) here indicated (Annex I) have all the characteristics indicated by HAAS (2014) to identify the members of an epistemic community. They share knowledge about the causation of social or physical phenomena in an
area for which they have a reputation for competence, as well as a common set of normative beliefs about what actions will benefit human welfare in such a domain.

**NGOs at CCAMLR**

The involvement of NGOs in CCAMLR is also different from other RFMOs.

In addition to governments and the CCAMLR Commission's responsibility, there are non-governmental players which monitor Patagonian toothfish management. For example, the Antarctic and Southern Ocean Coalition (ASOC) is an NGO established in 1976/1977 to coordinate activities with respect to Antarctica and its surrounding oceans and to provide input into the Antarctic Treaty System (ATS), including CCAMLR (BOYD, 2002; WAPNER, 2000). ASOC comprises over 250 conservation groups from more than 50 countries. Its strength stems from this alliance, its relative singularity of purpose, and its ability to draw upon many contacts and access to governments.

The Antarctica Project is the Secretariat of ASOC and is based in Washington D.C. Prior to entering the IUU fishing debate, ASOC campaigned to "protect the biological diversity and pristine wilderness of Antarctica, including its oceans and marine life to ensure that the environment comes first" when decisions were made under the Antarctic Treaty (ASOC, 2001). During the 1980s, ASOC played a role in the discussion that led to the conclusion of the Convention on the Regulation of Antarctic Mineral Resource Activities (CRAMRA) and its eventual replacement by the 1991 Protocol on Environmental Protection to the Antarctic Treaty. Since then, ASOC has contributed to the ongoing development of the ATS and its associated environmental protection measures.
In 1988, an Observer invitation was issued to ASOC by the CCAMLR Commission after ASOC provided assurances regarding conditions of attendance and confidentiality (CCAMLR, 1988). This was not a standing invitation, as it has needed to be reviewed annually (ASOC, 1988). However, in practice ASOC has attended CCAMLR Commission meetings since 1988. They have permission to attend only the plenary, but not the working groups or scientific meetings.

ASOC was invited to participate in the Antarctic Treaty Consultative Meeting (ATCM) on environmental protection in 1990 and has since been granted Observer status at these meetings (DARBY, 1994). This engagement with governments has provided ASOC with a strong support base, and the network is widely respected and influential. ASOC was able to provide knowledge, valuable contacts, support to other groups, and a foundation for campaigning on issues relating to Southern Ocean fisheries.

Two other nongovernmental organizations are also invited to participate in the plenary: Coalition of Legal toothfish Operators Inc. (COLTO) and Association of Responsible Krill harvesting companies (ARK). Both are industry coalitions that have been working to promote sustainability to ensure long-term viability of the marine living stocks and dependent predators.

COLTO is working to promote sustainable toothfish fishing and fisheries; facilitate its Members working together and with others, including through continued provision of high quality scientific data to CCAMLR; and to provide effective representation for its Members. They have been attending CCAMLR since 2004.
ARK has been looking for progress towards stronger cooperation in the entire krill fishing fleet through regular meetings between krill harvesting companies, encouraging the understanding by the fishing industry of CCAMLR’s approach and of the scientific requirements for management of the krill fishery, discussion of opportunities and challenges in the krill fishing industry, education and outreach to emphasize CCAMLR’s ecosystem approach and the sustainable nature of the fishery, and fostering an agreement from krill fishing companies to support CCAMLR in managing the krill fishery. They have been attending the CCAMLR meetings since 2011.

However, it is different from ICCAT, as NGOs are not allowed to attend the Working Group meetings or the Scientific Committee, and they would hardly be considered part of the epistemic community. They are acting on CCAMLR mostly as a transnational advocacy network, which by KECK and SIKKING’s (1998) definition would be a group of relevant actors working internationally on an issue, who are bound together by shared values, a common discourse, and dense exchanges on information and services. According to them, these groups are most prevalent in issue areas characterized by high-value content and informational uncertainty. However, they are not acting on behalf of scientific information, and neither are knowledge-based communities with an authoritative claim to policy-relevant knowledge within their domains of expertise. They are different from epistemic communities, in this case study, because their members do not necessarily share knowledge about the causation of social or physical phenomena in an area for which they have a reputation for competence as well as a common
set of normative beliefs about what actions will benefit human welfare in such a domain. They are acting on behalf of a policy agenda.

**Chapter Conclusion**

CCAMLR presents many characteristics that differ from others RFMOs, which would justify the opinion of some stakeholders who are against considering CCAMLR as a RFMO. However, in the current scenario, where stocks are declining, and the RFMOs needs to act on behalf of science and the conservation of stocks, it would be better to have the others RFMOs learning with CCAMLR then considering CCAMLR “like a fish out of water.”

CCAMLR has been able to implement measures that serve as an example of how we might govern high seas resources in a more responsive and sustainable way. If these approaches are to be duplicated by other RFMOs, and expanded to cover more of the world’s oceans, it would be illuminating to review the institutional characteristics that might facilitate RFMOs in meeting the conservation and ecosystem-based management directives of the UN agreements.

The institutional design and the rules of procedure added to the CCAMLR history make CCAMLR a very progressive institution, where knowledge and social learning are considered on a high level, and where truth speaks to power. The epistemic community here has no difficulty being listened to and after 10 years of documental analysis, their management advice was accepted *ipsis litteris*.

However, if CCAMLR wants to maintain its ‘uniqueness,’ then more pro-active measures would need to be taken by CCAMLR members, both individually and
collectively. There are, however, a number of issues (Marine Protected Areas being but one, not explored here in this thesis, but very important), where CCAMLR could, if it so decided, once again demonstrate its international leadership in ocean management with a strong emphasis on conservation.

CHAPTER III - ICCAT and the Cooperation for Eastern Bluefin Tuna Management

Introduction
The focus of this chapter is the International Commission for the Conservation of Atlantic Tunas (ICCAT) and its international agreement, which is responsible for the management of tunas and tuna-like species in the Atlantic Ocean and adjacent seas. ICCAT’s responsibility involves fisheries management acting directly by regulating fishing activity through two basic processes: allocating the fish among users (countries) and determining the allowable harvest. Both tasks are very complicated and involve political and economic interests. The decisions are imbedded in institutional systems; it has to include domestic dimensions, and there is growing recognition that the institutional structure, sometimes known as governance system, and the incentives it provides, are the primary determinants of the success or failure of fisheries management. All of this depends on the need of a greater skill and knowledge.

As stated on the ICCAT website, “Science underpins the management decisions made by ICCAT”\(^{30}\). However, in the case of Eastern Bluefin Tuna, the main focus of this chapter, ICCAT had traditionally set much higher TACs (total

\(^{30}\) http://www.iccat.int/en/
allowable catch) than what was recommended by its Scientific Committee (SCRS) (WEBSTER, 2011; SUMAILA & HUANG, 2012). And, with the lack of enforcement and compliance, the Eastern Bluefin Tuna (EBFT) population almost collapsed. Since 2009 there have been changes and ICCAT began to accept the TAC recommended by the SCRS.

Thus, an analytical question presents itself to be answered in this chapter: when does power listen to science and why? And, when it does happen, does the fish population show signs of recovery leading to a more effective agreement?

Through process tracing (BEACH & PEDERSON, 2014)³¹, this chapter analyses ICCAT meeting reports, reports obtained from other international fishery organizations such as the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, and other peer-reviewed published papers. Also, it includes views of more than 25 such as members of the ICCAT Scientific Committee, Non-governmental Organizations (NGOs) and governmental bureaucrats who attend ICCAT meetings annually to understand the causal connections between knowledge and policy outcomes at ICCAT, particularly in the case study of the Eastern Bluefin tuna.

**The ICCAT History**

ICCAT’s history started years ago, in 1960, when during the Symposium of the Commission for Technical Cooperation in Africa (CTCA) on Tuna in Dakar, it was recognized that the increase in Bluefin tuna catches, due to the introduction of

---

³¹ Process tracing can contribute decisively both to describing political and social phenomena and to evaluating causal claims and it has been used as an essential form of within-case analysis.
commercial longliners and purse seiners\textsuperscript{32}, could pose a serious threat to the traditional Mediterranean trap fishery.

The Symposium recommended that CTCA should request the relevant Specialized Agency of the United Nations, the FAO, to convene a conference of plenipotentiaries of all countries interested in the development of the tuna fishery on the high seas and the long-term protection of the resources. The need for creating such an organization was also endorsed at the World Scientific Meeting on the Biology of Tunas held in 1962 in La Jolla, California, U.S.A., under the auspices of the FAO.

In 1963, at the FAO Council meeting, the rapid growth of tuna fishing in the Atlantic in the absence of coordinated action to study the resources and the effect of fishing upon them was noted. There was a general desire for action to be taken for the conservation and rational exploitation of the tuna resources of the Atlantic. This resulted in the creation of the Working Party on Rational Utilization of Tuna Resources in the Atlantic Ocean, which held its first session at FAO, Rome, 25-30 October 1963, as it was described at the performance review (HURRY et al., 2008) and by FONTENEAU (2008).

At the 13th Session of the FAO Conference, the report of the aforementioned Working Party for Rational Utilization of Tuna Resources in the Atlantic Ocean was endorsed, and it was considered that a commission for the conservation of tuna

\textsuperscript{32} Longline fishing is a commercial fishing technique that uses a long line, called the main line, with baited hooks attached at intervals by means of branch lines. And a purse seine is a net set vertically in the water. When a school of tuna is sighted, the purse seine vessel encircles the school and traps them in the net by linking back up with a smaller vessel. Purse seine is an extremely consistent and efficient method, enabling fishers to catch and freeze large quantities of tuna.
and tuna-like fishes in the Atlantic Ocean was desirable. The Director-General was then authorized to call a conference of plenipotentiaries for the purpose of establishing such a commission and to invite all FAO Member Nations and Associate Members, and all nations, non-Members of FAO that were Members of the United Nations or a Specialized Agency of the United Nations to send duly authorized representatives.

The Conference of Plenipotentiaries on the Conservation of Atlantic Tunas met, on the invitation of the Government of Brazil, in Rio de Janeiro, from 2 to 14 May 1966. The Governments of the following seventeen states were represented and signed the final text: Argentina, Brazil, Canada, Cuba, Democratic Republic of the Congo, France, Japan, Portugal, Republic of Korea, Republic of South Africa, Senegal, Spain, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United States of America, Uruguay, and Venezuela.

On the basis of its deliberations, as recorded, the Conference prepared and opened for signature the International Convention for the Conservation of Atlantic Tunas (ICCAT Convention), which entered into force only in 1969, where it reached the minimum for ratification. ICCAT is, therefore, one of the oldest of the world’s five (5) major tuna RFMOs33, and it has also become one of the largest.

In the interim period, a meeting of a group of experts in tuna stock assessment was arranged by FAO, under the auspices of the Expert Panel for the Facilitation of Tuna Research, which took place in the Tropical Atlantic Biological

33 The other tuna RFMOs are: IATTC (1950), IOTC (1996), CCSBT (1994) and WCPFC (2004).
Laboratory of the U.S. Bureau of Commercial Fisheries in Miami from 12th-16th August 1968. They concluded that the tuna stocks were heavily reduced by fisheries and that substantive action should be taken for the regulation and management of some of the Atlantic stocks of tunas. However, at the first meeting of the Commission held in December 1969, no management measures were adopted due to uncertain data and insufficient information.

Since the signing of the Convention, the number of contracting parties continued to rise (Fig. 4 and ANNEX II).

![Graph showing the increase in ICCAT contracting parties](http://www.iccat.int/en/contracting.htm)

**FIGURE 4:** ICCAT contracting parties (N=50). Source: http://www.iccat.int/en/contracting.htm

Between the ratification process in the 60s-70s, as well as the 80s, the number of countries increased continuously due to a normal process of ratification, which depends on each country but may take more than 10 years. Countries like Angola, Russia, Gabon, Cape-Vert, Uruguay, Sao Tome e Principe, Venezuela and Guine Ecuatorial did ratify the Convention only in later 80s (See Annex II).
However, after 1994/1995, the number of countries started to once again rise steadily, this time due to two main United Nations remarkable events. The first was the entering into force of the UNCLOS (November 1994) itself. The second stemmed from it, and it was framed by another parallel debate: the overarching legal regime for the conservation and management of marine living resources within areas under national jurisdiction and on the high seas, including UNCLOS specific provisions relating to straddling fish stocks and highly migratory fish stocks.


The Agreement entered into force on 21 December 2001 and currently has 80 States Parties, including the European Union. It is considered to be the most important legally binding global instrument to be adopted for the conservation and management of fishery resources since the adoption of the Convention itself, in 1982. Participation in the Agreement is thus regarded as an important way for a country to signal that it is a responsible fishing nation.

The Agreement sets out the legal regime for the conservation and management of straddling and highly migratory fish stocks, with a view to ensuring
their long-term conservation and sustainable use. Pursuant to the Agreement, the conservation and management of such stocks must be based on the precautionary approach and the best scientific evidence available.

The Agreement also elaborates on the fundamental principle established in the Convention that states should cooperate in taking the measures necessary for the conservation of these resources. Under UNFSA, regional fisheries management organizations and arrangements (RFMOs/As) are the primary vehicle for cooperation between costal states and high seas fishing states in the conservation and management of straddling fish stocks and highly migratory fish stocks.

With this, many countries that signed UNFSA, and were not yet involved in any RFMOs, were obliged to sign and be part of an RFMO. The number of ICCAT countries increased by 2010, and is now stable, as most countries that have a fishery interest in the Atlantic Ocean are already part of it.

To add yet another component, in 1995, the FAO Code of Conduct for Responsible Fisheries was also adopted, showing that the international arena was attentive to what was happening after the horizon line.

**ICCAT importance for Fishery Governance**

ICCAT was created with the only purpose of managing the fish stocks under its mandate and to maintain their population at levels compatible with the Maximum Sustainable Yield, as provisioned by UNCLOS.

Currently, ICCAT has 50 contracting parties, and a Convention area that covers the entire Atlantic Ocean and the Mediterranean Sea (Fig. 4). ICCAT’s
mandate requires the collection and analysis of statistical information relative to current fishing conditions and population trends carried out by the Standing Committee on Research and Statistics (SCRS) mandate.


Among various responsibilities, ICCAT (1) compiles fishery statistics from its members, Cooperating Non-members and from all entities fishing for tuna and tuna-like species in the Atlantic Ocean; (2) coordinates research, including stock assessments; (3) develops scientifically based management advice; (4) provides a mechanism for contracting parties to agree on management measures; and (5) produces relevant publications. Contracting parties either have 6 months to
implement the management measures adopted or to submit an objection. If an objection is submitted, ICCAT is required to review the objection.

About 30 species are of direct concern to ICCAT in a very large area (Fig.5): Atlantic Bluefin (Thunnus thynnus thynnus), skipjack (Katsuwonus pelamis), yellowfin (Thunnus albacares), albacore (Thunnus alalunga) and bigeye tuna (Thunnus obesus); swordfish (Xiphias gladius); billfishes such as white marlin (Tetrapturus albidus), blue marlin (Makaira nigricans), sailfish (Istiophorus albicans) and spearfish (Tetrapturus pfluegeri); mackerels such as spotted Spanish mackerel (Scomberomorus maculatus) and king mackerel (Scomberomorus cavalla); and, small tunas like black skipjack (Euthynnus alletteratus), frigate tuna (Auxis thazard), Atlantic bonito (Sarda sarda) and others.

Not an easy task to manage: many species, different countries, and a great challenge ahead to become a successful RFMO.

With the development and entry into force of the United Nations Fish Stocks Agreement (UNFSA) in 1995, the international community made a commitment to strengthen, where needed, Regional Fisheries Management Organizations (RFMOs). Since then, RFMOs have been under increasing pressure to better manage the fisheries resources under their control. The expectations placed on RFMOs have grown over the past decades alongside a proliferation of international hard and soft laws, and there continues to be widespread concern over the performance of RFMOs. This is reflected in calls in international law for organizations such as the United Nations and the FAO to make improvements in the way in which RFMOs operate.
However, a number of RFMOs have undergone significant changes in recent years, with varying degrees of success in terms of ensuring stable cooperative agreements and improved management of the fisheries resources under their control.

In this context, the OECD (Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development) published, in 2009, a study reviewing the experiences of four RFMOs: the Commission for the Conservation of Southern Bluefin Tuna (CCSBT), International Commission for the Conservation of Atlantic Tunas (ICCAT), the North East Atlantic Fisheries Commission (NEAFC), and the North Atlantic Fisheries Organization (NAFO). The objective of the study was to elicit key lessons from the recent experiences of each of these RFMOs in order to inform efforts to strengthen RFMOs, bearing in mind that RFMOs have been, since the past decade, engaged in a process of performance review. The study focuses on the political economic issues underlying the process of implementing change in the structure and operations of RFMOs. It is important to recognize that change occurs at both a large scale (such as major reform and re-writing of a convention underpinning an RFMO) and at smaller scales (such as introducing new catch information systems or dispute resolution mechanisms). The study analyses how the pressure for change arises, how it gains momentum, and how the outcomes are sustained over time. The study also provides insights into ways in which governments and international organizations can help smooth the path of change in strengthening RFMOs.
As it is clearly pointed out in their study (OECD, 2009) on ICCAT, the process of change is more difficult due to a relatively large number of Contracting Parties, a dated Convention, disagreements over scientific assessments, and continued concerns over the overexploitation of key tuna stocks.

However, despite ongoing concerns over the sustainability of particular stocks within ICCAT’s responsibility, it is clear that ICCAT has been engaged in a process of changes to strengthen its performance for some years, and, this has been showing results, mainly after 2009.

The last decade (2004-2014) has seen a large number of changes focused on improving conservation, management, compliance and enforcement. Not a small accomplishment, considering those members from NGOs, scientists, governments, and private sector representatives all recognized these improvements.

While there may be some questions over the effectiveness of some of these changes and the extent to which they are actually implemented by some Contracting Parties to ICCAT, the changes have helped to move the organization towards a more effective framework. This is reflected in the success management stories of some specific stocks under ICCAT management, such as the recovery of the Atlantic swordfish stocks, illustrated in the OECD (2009) study.

Another very emblematic and widely discussed case under ICCAT management that is under improvement is the Eastern Bluefin tuna. The topic is so important that it was considered crucial, and the Performance review stated that the judgment of the international community on ICCAT would be based largely on
how the management of fisheries on Bluefin tuna (EBFT) would be accomplished along the years. Due this importance, the EBFT was chosen to be the case study of this chapter.

**Eastern Bluefin Tuna Case – A Lesson to Learn**

The Atlantic Bluefin tuna, native to both the western and eastern Atlantic Ocean, may be naturally divided into two stocks: western and eastern Atlantic BFT, which differ both in their habitat and their life histories. Both groups of BFT are highly migratory and have a long life span of up to 30 years. The eastern Atlantic BFT stock is targeted by different types of fishing gear (longline, purse seine, traps) in the eastern Atlantic Ocean and the Mediterranean Sea.

Fishing Bluefin tuna has a very long tradition in the Mediterranean Sea. The first evidence is estimated at around 7000 B.C. (FROMENTIN & RAVIER, 2005). The popularity of Japanese sushi and sashimi worldwide during the 1980s made the BFT much more attractive economically than ever before. Consequently, vessel capacity, vessel power and new storage innovations for BFT experienced tremendous increases in the 1980s and 1990s, which imposed severe pressure on the EBFT stock (SUMAILA & HUAN, 2012).

The duty to set and allocate Eastern Bluefin Tuna’s (EBFT) catch quotas according to its scientific stock assessment is one of ICCAT’s major responsibilities. In the past, not long ago, ICCAT had consistently set the quotas much higher than the levels recommended by its scientists (see Fig 6). Furthermore, compliance and enforcement associated with those quotas were
weak, which led to a huge mismanagement problem (MACKENZIE et al., 2009, SUMAILA & HUANG, 2012).

From 2007 to 2009, a series of events gave prominence and attention to the crisis of BFT fishery and exposed the lack of political action and management of fish stocks. The ICCAT Contracting Parties, Cooperating Non-contracting Parties, and Entities or Fishing Entities (CPCs, hereafter), were feeling the pressure and the need for change in the way decisions were made at ICCAT to avoid the BFT crisis. Not only due to environmental concerns, but also because pressure was coming from various sectors and stakeholders.

Diverse events were happening to expose the situation. In 2006, Canada in its opening statement warned on the “need to agree upon a set of measures that will strengthen compliance and allow us to establish a solid rebuilding plan for East Atlantic Bluefin. Without this basic step, we will run the risk of having others, such as CITES, step in and do what we cannot or will not” (ICCAT, 2006, p82).

On the following year, 2007, Japan, also mentioned a concern that “as the current plight continues, Appendix II, or even I for Atlantic Bluefin is a likely eventual action by CITES in 2010. That is a cessation of commercial Bluefin fisheries in the entire Atlantic” (ICCAT, 2007, p73).

However, 2009 was a great turning point when the fishery crisis became even more evident. The SCRS report warned about the serious risk of EBFT collapse and the high level of uncertainty still in place due to the under-reported catches and stated “ICCAT must not be complacent since concerns about bluefin tuna increase year after year and the Commission seeks advice from the SCRS on how
to remedy this situation. This work is important if ICCAT is to maintain its good reputation” (ICCAT-SCRS, 2009, p45).

Not only was the SCRS ringing the bell, but non-SCRS scientists were also warning that the EBFT stock had been brought to near collapse as a result of an increased fishing effort, high demand of tuna at the markets, and lack of effective management intervention (WEBSTER, 2009, MACKENZIE et al., 2009).

As pointed out by ADLER & HAAS (1992), crises and new developments not only accelerate the diffusion process but also lend urgency to the task of reevaluating current policies and coming up with alternatives. Crises and uncertainty triggered a search for expertise illustrating an exact situation where social learning may occur. A crisis is in place warning that due to overexploitation and mismanagement a fish population may collapse, so states recognize that they need to deal with the problem and they delegate the task of research and providing information to the experts.

Thus, bearing this entire background context, ICCAT began to cut the TAC (total allowable catch) substantially, from 32,000 tons in 2006 to 12,900 tons in 2011 and 2012 (Fig 6). The warning sent from the SCRS in 2009 pointed to the fishery crisis and triggered this action. However, the acceptance of the SCRS recommendation does not entirely mean that all the problems were solved. ICCAT was still failing on compliance and enforcement and countries were still failing to provide accurate fishery data, which resulted in poor and underreported fishery information. Therefore, at that time, to recognize, demand, and accept the scientific advice was a big step.
In 2014, the SCRS report showed that “the implementation of recent regulations through has clearly resulted in reductions in catch and fishing mortality rates. All CPUE\textsuperscript{34} indices show increasing trends in the most recent years” (ICCAT SCRS, 2014).

FIGURE 6: Reported catches, SCRS TAC recommended and the Commission decision.

Moreover, the 2015 Report of the Standing Committee on Research and Statistics (ICCAT SCRS, 2015), shows that the decisions taken clearly caused a

\textsuperscript{34} In fisheries and conservation biology, the catch per unit effort (CPUE) is an indirect measure of the abundance of a target species. Changes in the catch per unit effort are inferred to signify changes to the target species' true abundance. A decreasing CPUE indicates overexploitation, while an unchanging CPUE indicates sustainable harvesting.
drastic reduction in fishing mortality (F 2.5 and F10.) and the strong recovery of the spawning stock (SSB) (FIGURE 7).

FIGURE 7: Fishing mortality (for ages 2 to 5 and 10+), spawning stock biomass (in metric ton) and recruitment (in number of fish) estimates. Red line: reported catch; blue line: inflated (from 1998 to 2007) catch. Source ICCAT SCRS 2015, page 108.

The Committee listened to science, and the EBF tuna populations started to show signs of recovery. Still a big empirical question remains open. Why ICCAT has begun to accept the TAC recommended by the SCRS only since 2009?

*The Emergence of an Epistemic Community*

This chapter argues that, under the widely publicized crisis about the international tuna fishery management, an epistemic community emerged under
ICCAT to provide new causal arguments that enabled the CPCs to make sense of the situation, and to employ collective efforts to deal with shared problems.

As indicated by HAAS (2014), epistemic community ideas contribute to causal mechanisms of social learning, which lead to more scientifically informed, and often comprehensive, approaches to policy making and dealing with issues.

Epistemic communities have been defined as networks of experts who persuade others of their shared norms and policy goals by virtue of their professional knowledge. To be part of this knowledge community, the individuals must have the expertise necessary to understand the issues at stake, to interpret the information similarly, and then to share the same goals about what should be done. The group’s policy aims have to reflect their expert knowledge—and not some other motivation—otherwise they lose authority and legitimacy with their target audience, which in the area of international fishery are usually the CPCs representatives. In other words, epistemic communities must have an authoritative claim on knowledge to impact policy outcomes.

This chapter claims that an epistemic community emerged under the SCRS, and consisted of the ICCAT chairman, some NGOs, individuals, and some national scientists.

The science and most of the knowledge used to formulate policies at ICCAT are developed under its Scientific Committee of Research and Statistic (SCRS). The SCRS is built with a high caliber of scientists indicated by CPCs. They are responsible for developing and recommending to the Commission all policy and procedures for the collection, compilation, analysis, and dissemination of fishery
statistics. It is the SCRS’ task to ensure that the Commission has available at all times the most complete and current statistics concerning fishing activities in the Convention area as well as biological information on the stocks that are fished. The SCRS also coordinates various national research activities, develops plans for special international cooperative research programs, carries out stock assessments, and advises the Commission on the need for specific conservation and management measures.

They have a clear mandate for providing “advice” to the Commission, and as noted from the interviews, they do it with a very high level of professionalism. Along the period observed here (2004-2013), 924 scientists attended the SCRS meetings in total, with a 92.4 participants-per-year average (FIGURE 8). Even when those scientists are working for the government and with the probable influence of politics on their work, they are professionals with academic backgrounds and are doing their best to keep their analysis on biological data, as it is possible to note from the scientific reports and data analysis. Some of them, more than others, but in general, the information they are producing suffers more from the lack of accurate data and from the underreported information from the CPCs, than from the politicization of science on the data analysis (see discussion at first chapter about the institutional design of ICCAT).
FIGURE 8: Number of Scientists attending the SCRS meetings along the study period.

Not all national scientists would qualify as epistemic community members. Through snowball interview techniques, research on peer-reviewed papers, and understanding their positions during the meetings and media reports, it was possible to find some specific names (N=34) that would respect the criteria established by HAAS (2004) to be members of its epistemic community (Annex III). They are the ones whose policy aims were reflecting their expert knowledge and no other motivation (CROOS, 2015). Those national scientists were stretching their boundaries on providing advice to the Commission, and were persuading decision-makers to heed their knowledge. Also, they were qualified by their professionalism, meeting frequently (those were in more than 80% of the SCRS meetings), in different meetings more than twice a year, and they are trained on the use of the
same methodology. They also know who shares the same beliefs and common values among themselves. This was made possible by capturing the interviews of 25 stakeholders that attended ICCAT.

Beside the scientists, Observers are also allowed to participate actively in SCRS meetings. Prior to the formal recognition of the Observer status in 1999, scientists from NGOs or industry consultants participated in SCRS activities as members of national delegations. The option to do so continues to exist and some still do participate as members of their national delegations rather than as Observers.

As Observers, they are allowed “to participate in all meetings of the organization and its subsidiary bodies, except extraordinary meetings held in executive sessions or meetings of Heads of Delegations”35. Any eligible NGO admitted to a meeting may: attend meetings, as set forth above, but may not vote; make oral statements during the meeting upon the invitation of the presiding officer; distribute documents at meetings through the secretariat; and engage in other activities, as appropriate and as approved by the presiding officer.

There are some specific NGOs that are involved in the plenary meeting, but are also investing time and dedication to contribute to scientific meetings as well. The profile of NGOs that also attend the SCRS meetings as Observers, however, differs from those who normally attend the plenary only. According to the attendee list for the study period, 51 NGOs attended the SCRS meetings; however, only 4 of

35 According to RES 05-12 - Guidelines and criteria for granting Observer status at ICCAT meetings (www.iccat.int).
them were deeply involved in the scientific work, actively contributing to the EBFT discussion, being present in more than 50% of them. Their staff, normally not a large number of people, possesses an academic background on science that would enable them to contribute to the fishery science debate (TABLE 6). Those organizations, and also those specific individuals, were frequently mentioned by the national scientists, decision-makers and by their peers in the interviews with respect, credibility and recognition of their contribution to the scientific debate. They were included in the epistemic group for the EBFT, who shared the same beliefs, shared causal beliefs, or shared professional judgment with others while also presenting common notions of validity and common policy enterprise in terms of the subject\(^{36}\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organizations</th>
<th>Individual members</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OCEANA</td>
<td>Cornax, María José</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WWF</td>
<td>Tudela, Sergi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federation of Maltese Aquaculture Producers</td>
<td>Deguara, Simeon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISSF</td>
<td>Restrepo, Victor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{36}\) During the entire study period, Bird Life International have also attended all SCRS meetings, represented by Dra. Cleo Small, however, she was not involved in the Bluefin tuna debate, but on the bycatch and Sea Birds topic, reasons for why she is not considered here as part of the epistemic community. No doubt, they are part of an ICCAT epistemic community.
Another point that must be noted is that some of the scientists that are part of SCRS also attend the plenary meeting which would mean that they may have access to decision-makers, NGOs, and other stakeholders. The SCRS members may also be very influential, and even be elected as a Commission Chairman. This was the case of Mr. Fabio Hazin, ICCAT chairman from 2007-2011\textsuperscript{37}.

Mr. Hazin is certainly part of the epistemic community and his professionalism and leadership in this case were also a factor that needs to be considered, as it was mentioned by many others during the interview process. As a Ph.D. fishery scientist himself, all of his political statements were based on the scientific information provided by the SCRS. Also, as he used to be part of the SCRS, he knew NGOs, and scientists by a long period of time for whom he expressed a trust. Over the years, he also created a strong alliance with key and very active researchers, such as Gerald Scott (U.S.A.) and Josu Santiago (U.E.), both SCRS chairmen and also part of the epistemic community, what undoubtedly contributed in persuading the CPCs to make their decisions based on science. With all the knowledge he had, and with the reliable relationship with many CPCs commissioners, as a chairman, Mr. Hazin was in a high level position at the negotiation table with access to multiple key decision-makers, that he could persuade to follow the scientific advice, which he knew, for a fact, was the right thing to do.

\textsuperscript{37} When Dr. Fabio Hazin took over the ICCAT chairman position, he had been attending ICCAT meetings since 1998, representing the Brazilian government as well as working as a scientist at SCRS. For the entire period of this study, which also coincides with the period where the Commission accepted the TAC proposed by the scientists, he has not missed any plenary or SCRS meeting. He also has been involved in other International Organizations, such as CITES and FAO.
At the soonest opportunity he took over the chairman position for the second mandate in 2009 when he clearly stated: “let’s not fool ourselves: there will be no future for ICCAT if we do not fully respect and abide by the scientific advice. If we do not follow the instructions science is giving us, our credibility will be irreversibly jeopardized and the mandate to manage tuna stocks will be surely taken out of our hands” (ICCAT, 2009, p72). During his four years as Chairman, science was his guide for BFT and other species. He is recognized by his peers from SCRS as part of the group, even while he was playing a role as a Commission chairman.

The year of 2009 was definitely not only a turning point, but it was the impetus for the momentum wherein science began to guide the actions related to EBFT. As Mr. Hazin mentioned in the opening statement of 2010, “differently from the previous two years, this year I feel that I no longer have to emphasize the need for ICCAT to follow the scientific advice, not because this is not important anymore, but, on the contrary, because in my view the obligation to respect science has finally become firmly entrenched in the work of this Commission” (ICCAT, 2010, p41).

Particularly in 2009, but in the years following, Mr. Hazin performed his leadership using two main techniques in persuading key states to use science as a guide, and creating an alliance between key and powerful countries, such as the United States, Canada, and Brazil, to persuade Japan and the European Union to follow scientific advice – which at the end was a very successful strategy.

As a person and as chairman, and still as a part of this epistemic community, he could support scientific knowledge and take that knowledge to the decision-
makers. He was in a position that allowed him to influence the decision-makers, as he had open access and their reliability as well.

Following the definitions established by HAAS (1992; 2014) and also CROOS (2013), this chapter argues that there was an epistemic community influencing policy decisions at ICCAT for the EBFT and it contained scientists from different groups. Some of them were scientists that represented the CPCs, others were scientists from specific NGOs, and also the chairman from the SCRS and from the Commission, as they were all part of the network of professionals that possessed the necessary expertise, interpreted the information and data with similarity, and were willing to persuade others based on their knowledge.

According to CROOS (2015), they would also match the epistemic community criteria as they go beyond formal expectations as a group. As the attendees list shows, they also met annually, holding the same position at various times, developing *esprit de corps* and sharing distinctive cultures and professional norms beyond the bureaucracy as they spent more time on technical issues than formal bureaucracies. Adding to that, using snowball technique interviews, an interesting point to be highlighted is how easy it was for the members of SRCS to identify their allies, the ones with whom they shared the same beliefs, independent from the role or the organization they were representing at that moment, as it changed.

Most of the epistemic community members in this case, when asked if they were part of NGOs, government or academia, answered they had been part of all of them. They have played with different hats, but always using science to persuade decision-makers using their common knowledge as a guide.
The differential for this epistemic community is that, as it was constituted by different stakeholders, it was able to influence the decision makers from different angles providing a greater transmission of knowledge. The advantage of its diverse constitution was that they had similar professional academic backgrounds and many different open channels to persuade decision-makers, as each of them had their own strategies and their own areas of influence.

As the SCRS has a very clear mandate to provide information and advice for the management of tunas, not all scientists are comfortable in a position to persuade decision-makers regarding the need to accept scientific recommendations as policy decisions. Therefore, as a strong epistemic community, it sought to go beyond their formal professional role as a group, and it was often able to persuade CPCs to fundamentally change the policy decision. In this case, the epistemic community influenced the decision-makers, but also transmitted knowledge through NGOs and International Organizations like CITES.

**Usable Knowledge for EBFT**

As HAAS & STEVENS (2011) claim, in order to influence policy, an epistemic community needs to produce usable knowledge. Usable knowledge, borrowing their definition, is “a substantive core that makes it usable for policymakers and a procedural dimension that provides a mechanism for its transmission from the scientific community to the policy world, and it allows for agency when theorizing about broader patterns of social learning, policymaking, and international relations.”
The general factors that influence the likelihood that decision makers will apply scientific knowledge are credibility, legitimacy, and saliency (SCHROEDER, KING & TAY 2008). Credibility means that the knowledge claims are believed to be accurate: within a consensus theory of truth, this means that they are publicly created through a deliberative process by people widely regarded as experts. Legitimacy means that knowledge is developed by people who have social authority and that it is accepted by people outside the community that developed it. In practice, the assignment of legitimacy often rests on peer review and scholarly reputation. Salience means that the information is timely and is organized on a politically meaningful timescale and scale of resolution.

The knowledge produced by ICCAT’s epistemic community is accurate, and transmit credibility and legitimacy for most of its members. Even independent scientists agree that the information is correct and that the main problem is political due to the rejection of scientific advice (MACKENZIE et al., 2009; SUMAILA & HUANG, 2012).

The epistemic community group is constituted by high-level scientists, most of them with a Ph.D. or with research focusing on fishery science or fishery management. As highlighted by the performance review, the analyses used by the SCRS to formulate advice are prepared by CPC’s scientists from government agencies, universities, NGOs and, consultants and they are peer-reviewed through a rigorous three-stage process. The structure of the process, the diversity of participants/analysts, and the large number of people involved does not guarantee that errors will not be made, but it provides a reasonable assurance that if errors
are made, they will be discovered, admitted, and corrected. In addition, from 2004-2013, of the 331 scientists who attended the SCRS meetings, about 62 were present at more than 50% of them, which guarantee that, with time, the SCRS can now count on a larger number of scientists who are trained and competent in fishery methods and analysis. No doubt that the information presented by the SCRS is the best estimate they can have with the data they have at hand, being thus the “best scientific advice available” requested under Article 61 of the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea.

The greatest impediments to the completion of more reliable stock assessments are the lack of data and incomplete knowledge. The lack of reliable data on catches for important components of the fisheries forces scientists to make assumptions and guesses on the amounts caught and catch rates, which have the potential to increase substantially the uncertainties in the assessments.

All the knowledge is revised and methods and data are improved every year. The knowledge has saliency since it is discussed one month before the Commission plenary meeting, when it is then presented for political discussion. The SCRS chairman makes the presentation at the plenary in a very clear summary that contains all of the technical and scientific information and the whole report. A very comprehensible chart is also circulated before the meeting as supporting information for decision-makers.

According to HAAS (2004), scientific consensus can inform policy when groups responsible for articulating consensus have stable access to decision-makers. However, for consensus to be acceptable to leaders it must emerge
through channels that are viewed as legitimate by the leaders, just as the role performed by the epistemic community was done here. Typically, this happens when the scientists have a reputation for expertise, when the knowledge was generated beyond suspicion of policy bias by sponsors, and when the information is transmitted to governments through personal networks (HAAS, 2001).

The Role of NGOs on the Eastern Bluefin Tuna Debate

NGOs participate in global environmental politics in a number of ways: they try to raise public awareness of environmental issues; they lobby state decision-makers hoping to affect domestic and foreign policies related to the environment; they coordinate boycotts in efforts to alter corporate practices harmful to nature; they participate in international environmental negotiations; and they help monitor and implement international agreements (BETSILL & COREL, 2001). At ICCAT, they not only do all of the above, but since some of their staff (TABLE 6) are willing to contribute to the scientific debate, as scientists, they also qualify to be part of the epistemic community.

There were 45 NGOs attending ICCAT meetings as Observers during this research period. This group contains international environmental organizations (e.g. Birdlife International, The Pew Environmental Group, Greenpeace, and World Wide Fund for Nature(WWF)); and includes associations that advocate for fisheries and fishermen (e.g. International Seafood Sustainability Foundation (ISSF), Tuna Producer Association, Association Euroméditerranéenne des Pecheurs Professionnels de Thon- AEPPT), and also Universities (Annex IV).
Observing their frequency at both Commission and at SCRS meetings, it is possible to notice that most NGOs mainly attend the Commission meeting. Seeking to achieve their goals under limited human and financial resources most of them routinely and strategically opt to do their work within the political meeting (FIGURE 9).

![FIGURE 9: Number of NGOs attending Commission meetings and the SCRS meetings during the study period (2004-2013).](image)

NGOs are a key group at ICCAT and throughout time they have gained more space and a stronger voice in the negotiations. International NGOs and transnational advocacy networks have specific policy goals that are based on shared causal beliefs about what actions will result in the achievement of their aims. However, they are different from the epistemic community described above. “Their goals typically derive from idealist interests such as environmental protection
and social change. They have some specific characteristics: the centrality of values or principle ideas, the belief that individuals can make a difference, the creative use of information, and the employment of non-governmental actors of sophisticated political strategies in targeting their campaigns” (KECK & SIKKINK, 1998). They are value-driven and thus seek to change both policy outcomes and the terms of the debate (CROSS, 2013).

In this EBFT case, most of them would not be considered part of an epistemic community, as they were not necessarily acting on behalf of knowledge, with the exception of the few mentioned above (TABLE 1) who were frequently attending SCRS meetings. Therefore, they supported the epistemic community in building more consensual knowledge and to disseminate it to civil society and to the media, helping to enhance the awareness and the importance of decision-makers listening to science. From 2009 to 2013, in most of their opening statements, Observers mentioned the need to follow the SCRS’ advice and to use the best scientific information available. Their participation at the Commission meeting and their involvement at the ICCAT EBT debate helped to bring attention to the topic and to put pressure on the CPCs to listen to science.

Their statements to media were supporting science as well. “We encourage policy makers to continue to listen to science in the future. Only then will the East Atlantic and Mediterranean stock of Atlantic Bluefin tuna have a chance to fully recover,” said Dr. Sergi Tudela, Head of Fisheries, WWF-Mediterranean. Another NGO also supported the decision along the same line: “It is encouraging that

38 Link to NGOs press release: http://www.greenpeace.org/international/en/press/releases/greenpeace-cites-is-last-chan/
ICCAT listened to the recommendations of its own scientists and agreed to keep catch limits for bluefin tuna within their advice. This decision will give this depleted species a fighting chance to continue on the path to recovery after decades of overfishing and mismanagement," says Susan Lieberman, international policy director, Pew Environment Group. They were acting on behalf of science, backing up epistemic community knowledge.

It is also noteworthy that 2009 to 2013, when the CPCs reduced the TAC for EBFT, were the years when a larger number of NGOs were attending ICCAT meetings (FIGURE 9), which suggests that the topic was gaining greater media coverage and also a better understanding by public opinion. The transnational advocacy network supported the epistemic community and this helped greatly to increase pressure on decision-makers at international and domestic levels. Most of the stakeholders interviewed assumed that the NGO’s pressure helped to expose the ICCAT EBFT mismanagement and created an international embarrassment which CPCs wanted to avoid.

The relationship between NGOs and SCRS was not always a relationship based on trust, however. During the interviews, NGOs, like Greenpeace, were blaming the SCRS for the high interference from politics on science, and clamoring for a peer-review of their results. However, even with the criticism, from 2009 to 2013, most of them were speaking in one unique voice for ICCAT to follow the SCRS advice and reduce the Bluefin tuna TAC. This created greater pressure on CPCs and helped the decision-makers to accept science. Another factor that helped NGOs to increase the SCRS’ knowledge, was that since 2004 the number
of NGOs attending the SCRS meeting increased (FIGURE 9), bringing more legitimacy, transparency and reliability between the civil society and the epistemic community.

Those NGOs that attended the SCRS meetings were essential in this process; they contributed scientific information and, in the end, were part of the epistemic community. But they also did advocacy and policy work and sponsored the science that had been done by the SCRS. By speaking in an unique voice, they transmitted a consensual and usable knowledge to the decision-makers and also to the civil society. All of this together created an environment of persuasion that was felt by the decision-makers, as it was also mentioned by the interviewed stakeholders.

FIGURE 10: Number of NGOs attending the SCRS meetings.
As some NGOs were involved in SCRS meetings and also in Commission Meetings, it seems they were able to create a bridge between the SCRS and NGOs, which made the information even more powerful and trustworthy.

Normally, in IR, the science-politics interface has been framed primarily as a matter for scientists and decision-makers. Scientists inform policy-makers and policy-makers turn to science for knowledge and technical assistance. This case, as it was argued by BÄCKSTRAND (2013), suggests a triangular interaction between scientific experts, policy-makers and citizens, where citizens are involved and aware of the problem through the information disseminated by the NGOs and the media. Thus, the citizens were not just a recipient of policy but also an actor in the science-policy nexus, influencing and exerting pressure at the domestic level.

**The Threat of CITES**

The proposal to include the Bluefin tuna (the West Atlantic and the East Atlantic stocks) into the Appendix 1 of the Washington Convention (better known as CITES) was promoted by the Government of Monaco in July 2009 and subsequently endorsed by various countries. As WEBSTER (2009) highlights, this action had a precedent. They considered listing Bluefin tuna as an endangered species almost twenty years ago. In 1991, Sweden nominated the western stock of Atlantic Bluefin tuna just as Monaco nominated the eastern stock in 2009.

The 2009/2010 proposal was mostly based on science attributes such as the low level of the Bluefin tuna population, the unsustainable level of fishing effort, the
outputs of the assessment provided by SCRS with the following low recovery figure of the population in the wild, and the mismanagement of this fish resource by ICCAT and all countries concerned.

The proposal text makes reference mostly to SCRS documents and WWF reports showing a clear influence of the epistemic community members on the construction of the Monaco proposal.\textsuperscript{39}

During the 2009 ICCAT meeting, the possibility of Bluefin tuna being listed in the CITES Appendix 1 was so great that most countries, during their opening statements, mentioned this fact and the desire to work for improving the performance of ICCAT in order to continue to be the sole organization responsible for BFT management. The impact of CITES was powerful and the threat was strongly felt by the CPCs, mainly Japan.

A strong example was the statement made by Brazil, a key player in 2009 as a host for the meeting: “ICCAT is now facing the risk of losing the mandate to manage the bluefin tuna stock, mainly because it has failed to abide by the scientific advice. It is needless to say how such a development could jeopardize the future of this Commission. In light of that, we reiterate the plea we made last year for all Contracting Parties to embrace the cause of leaving the meeting in Brazil with all measures adopted by the Commission in full conformity with scientific advice, not only in relation to bluefin tuna, but to all species under the mandate of the Commission” (ICCAT, 2009, p74).

\textsuperscript{39} http://www.cites.org/eng/cop/15/doc/E15-52.pdf
Japan, who was concerned about CITES, and who voted against the proposal at the CITES meeting, also made a commitment in 2009 “to work out at this meeting conservation programs consistent with SCRS advice for not only bluefin tuna but all major species” (ICCAT, 2009, p77).

Additionally, the United States, “Now, however, the global scrutiny on ICCAT has intensified, particularly in light of the recent proposal to list Atlantic Bluefin Tuna on Appendix I of the Convention on International Trade of Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES) (ICCAT, 2009, p80).”

In the end, Monaco’s proposal at CITES was not approved in 2010, but, as many interviewed stakeholders mentioned, the pressure was felt by the CPCs. Some of them would say that during this ten-year period, the serious attitude and strong will of ICCAT to improve its conservation efforts for this stock outweighed this CITES challenges and that ICCAT had started its work to rectify the situation of EBFT well before CITES took up this issue. However, according to WEBSTER (2011), “with the threat of a CITES listing looming in 2009, the Commission adopted catch limits that would quickly reduce legal harvests below the scientifically recommended levels.”

However, based on the interviews with key stakeholders and meeting reports, this chapter states that CITES played an essential role in creating pressure on the CPCs and exposing the crisis within ICCAT management. However, the CPCs did not agree to lower the quotas due to the threat from CITES, since ICCAT had started before 2010 to rectify the situation, well before CITES took up this issue. An
important sign of this was when the Commission asked for advice from the SCRS (ICCAT-SCRS, 2009, p45) and established a recovery plan\textsuperscript{40}.

The ICCAT listened to the epistemic community arguments because of the nature of the way the science was organized, their usable knowledge based on real information, and the reliability relationship created between them, enhancing their legitimacy and credibility. Even CITES was influenced by the epistemic community knowledge when it made the proposal for listing Bluefin tuna\textsuperscript{41} (FIGURE 11).

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.8\textwidth]{figure11.png}
\caption{Epistemic community formed by ICCAT chairman, part of SCRS national scientists and part of NGOs. They were consistently providing knowledge to ICCAT CPCs, while CITES and NGOs were creating the sense of urgency.}
\end{figure}

\textsuperscript{40} The 2010 TAC was revised to 13,500 t by [Rec. 09-06], which also established a framework to set future (2011 and beyond) TACs at levels sufficient to rebuild the stock to BMSY by 2022 with at least 60\% probability.

\textsuperscript{41} http://www.cites.org/eng/cop/15/doc/E15-52.pdf
In stating that, this chapter is not reducing the role of NGOs or CITES to a mere megaphone of scientific information generated by the epistemic community, as TOKE (1999) could argue. On the contrary, NGOs and CITES had a very protagonistic role, backing up the science and the epistemic community knowledge and advocating in a unique and consensual voice to keep up the tune and the need for change. Sponsoring the science did not mean they did not have their own agenda, it only meant that the agents were acting on behalf of a legitimate knowledge, provided by a powerful epistemic community, to shape policy decisions and to reach joint solutions.

**Chapter Conclusion**

The Bluefin tuna case demonstrates that when power listens to science and implements that advice through a social learning process, fish stocks can recover and thus reach the main goal of the Commission, conferring more effectiveness for the international agreement. Power’s willingness to listen to science was one of the first steps towards improving ICCAT’s effectiveness. However, CPCs still need to improve the quality of data provided to the SCRS and ICCAT still needs to address the lack of compliance and enforcement, which are reducing the chances of promoting proper management.

The EBFT case illustrates a situation where a fishery crisis was in place, in an environment full of uncertainty, and when a transnational network of NGOs and CITES helped to enhance the pressure on the decision-makers to take action by
that time the epistemic community was ready to provide usable knowledge to the CPCs.

The epistemic community was formed by a group with a high level of professionalism; it emerged from the SCRS and included scientists from NGOs, CPCs, and the ICCAT chairman, a scientist himself, producing usable knowledge that was coherent, legitimate and solid enough to influence strategically within many dimensions of power. The knowledge produced about the state of the EBFT population was sound enough to have other key stakeholders supporting the epistemic community claim.

This chapter is a contribution to knowledge and it opens a path toward a clearer understanding of how social learning can change policy decisions at RFMOs. The history of EBFT management at ICCAT is a very emblematic case in international cooperation where an epistemic community spoke loudly to power, and power listened to them. However, this influence only worked due to the fact that NGOs and CITES widely publicized the emergent fishery crisis that could damage ICCAT history. Moreover, they created pressure on ICCAT by sponsoring the epistemic community knowledge.

With its analysis, the chapter contributes to recent efforts to arrive at a more nuanced theoretical and empirical understanding of effective governance mechanisms at the transnational level. For future research it would be interesting to look at other case studies within RFMOs to find other conditions which force power to listen to science, and to compare them to further the argument that when there is an epistemic community providing knowledge, and power is listening to
them, the agreement is more effective in terms of addressing environmental impacts.

As a final note, a focus on epistemic community and the science and policy interplay to discuss international cooperation do not exclude the central importance of interstate relations in world affairs. However, to not take into account the non-state actors and the role of knowledge in today’s world leaves one with only a partial picture of the international system, and thus might represent an incomplete understanding of world politics itself.
CHAPTER IV - CCSBT and the Management of Southern Bluefin Tuna

Introduction
Southern Bluefin tuna (SBT) were heavily fished in the past, with annual catches reaching 80,000 tons in the early 1960s. Heavy fishing resulted in a significant decline in the numbers of mature fish and the annual catch began to fall rapidly. By the mid–1980s it was apparent that the SBT stock was at a level where management and conservation were required and there was a need for a mechanism to limit catches. From 1985, the main nations fishing for SBT at that time, Australia, Japan and New Zealand voluntarily agreed to apply strict quotas to their fishing fleets to enable the rebuilding of the stock.

In 1994 these arrangements were formalized with the signing of the Convention and the establishment of the Commission for the Conservation of Southern Bluefin Tuna (CCSBT) – one of the newest RFMOs. This international organization was founded by Australia, Japan, and New Zealand; and in 2002, Korea and Taiwan joined.

The CCSBT manages the SBT fisheries by setting a global total allowable catch (TAC) and the fishing quotas for each country, but has often failed to reach agreement on catch limits (KUROTA et al., 2010). The Scientific Committee (SC), aided by its internal Stock Assessment Group (SAG), makes management recommendations to the Commission. However, debate between members over stock status due to large uncertainties in stock assessment results prevents management action.
In this context, through process tracing (BEACH & PEDERSON, 2014), this chapter analyses CCSBT meeting reports from 1995 to 2015, reports obtained from other international fishery organizations such as the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, and other peer-reviewed published papers, and will identify a possible formation of an epistemic community, and evaluate if in this case, they influenced the policy decisions on quotas for SBT management.

**The CCSBT and “the Convention”**

In the mid-1980s it became apparent that the SBT stock was at a level where management and conservation were required. There was a need for a mechanism to limit catches. The main nations fishing SBT at the time, Australia, Japan, and New Zealand, began to apply strict quotas to their fishing fleets from 1985 as a management and conservation measure to enable the SBT stocks to rebuild.

On 20 May 1994, the then-existing voluntary management arrangement between Australia, Japan, and New Zealand was formalized when the Convention for the Conservation of Southern Bluefin Tuna, which had been signed by the three countries in May 1993, came into force. The Convention created the Commission for the Conservation of Southern Bluefin Tuna (CCSBT).

Other fishing nations were active in the SBT fishery, which reduced the effectiveness of the member’s conservation and management measures. The principal non-member nations were Korea, Taiwan, and Indonesia. There were also a number of other fishing vessels flying flags of convenience, which operated

---

42 Process tracing can contribute decisively both to describing political and social phenomena and to evaluating causal claims and it has been used as an essential form of within-case analysis.
in the fishery. As a matter of policy, the CCSBT has encouraged the membership of these countries.

The Republic of Korea and Indonesia joined the Commission on 17 October 2001 and 8 April 2008, respectively.

The Fishing Entity of Taiwan’s membership of the Extended Commission became effective on 30 August 2002.

At its meeting in October 2003, the CCSBT agreed to invite countries with an interest in the fishery to participate in its activities as formal Cooperating Non-Members. Cooperating Non-members participate fully in the business of the CCSBT but cannot vote. Acceptance as a Cooperating Non-member requires adherence to the management and conservation objectives of the CCSBT and agreed catch limits. Cooperating Non-member status is regarded as a transitional measure to full membership and accession to the Convention.

The Philippines, South Africa, and the European Community were formally accepted as Cooperating Non-members on 2 August 2004, 24 August 2006, and 13 October 2006, respectively.

The object of the Convention is to ensure, through appropriate management, the conservation and optimum utilization of SBT\textsuperscript{43}.

An interesting feature of the Convention and how it differs from most RFMOS and from those considered for this thesis, is that it does not have a geographical

\textsuperscript{43} http://www.ccsbt.org/userfiles/file/docs_english/basic_documents/convention.pdf
area—it applies to SBT in all oceans, including the spawning ground south of Java, Indonesia.

Where the CCSBT mandate overlaps with other RFMOs, the CCSBT has had agreements or MOUs (Memorandum of Understanding) with these RFMOs, which clarify that the CCSBT has primary competence for the management of SBT.

The Convention established the CCSBT and describes how it operates and functions. The functions of the CCSBT include—collecting information, deciding on a total allowable catch (TAC) and its allocation, deciding on additional measures, agreeing an annual budget, and encouraging accession by other states (as described in Article 840).

Membership of the CCSBT is only open to States. To facilitate the participation of fishing entities, the CCSBT established the ECCSBT and the ESC in 2001. Fishing entities may be admitted as members of the ECCSBT and the ESC, and the fishing entity of Taiwan was so admitted in 2002. Membership of the ECCSBT and the ESC also includes all parties to the Convention.

The ECCSBT and the ESC perform the same functions as the CCSBT and the Scientific Committee (SC), respectively, with each Member having equal voting rights. Decisions of the ECCSBT, which are reported to the CCSBT, become decisions of the CCSBT unless the CCSBT agrees otherwise.

Any decision of the Commission that affects the operation of the ECCSBT or the rights, obligation or status of any individual Member within the ECCSBT should not be taken without prior due deliberation of that issue by the ECCSBT.
Currently the ECCSBT consists of six Members and three Cooperating Non-members (TABLE 7).

TABLE 7: List of CCSBT and ECCSBT Members

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ECCSBT Members</th>
<th>Cooperating Non-members</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>Philippines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>South Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>European Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republic of Korea</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fishing entity of Taiwan (only ECCSBT)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The CCSBT has five subsidiary bodies which provide advice on their areas of expertise—the Scientific Committee (SC)/Extended Scientific Committee (ESC), Stock Assessment Group (SAG), Ecologically Related Species Working Group (ERSWG), Compliance Committee (CC), and the Finance and Administration Committee (FAC). A panel of independent scientists (the independent advisory panel) also sits in on the SC and SAG meetings and are able to provide advice directly to the CCSBT if required.

The diagram below shows the relationships between the CCSBT, its subsidiary bodies, and the Secretariat (FIGURE12).
The SC’s main role is to assess and analyze the status and trends of the population of SBT and report and make recommendations to the CCSBT.

Two important working groups relate to the SC:

- the Stock Assessment Group (SAG). This was established to carry out technical evaluation functions including reviewing any new information on the SBT stock and updating the stock assessment.
- the Ecologically Related Species Working Group (ERSWG) which was established to provide information and advice on issues relating to species associated with SBT with specific reference to:

a) species (both fish and non-fish) which may be affected by SBT fisheries operations;

b) predator and prey species which may affect the condition of the SBT stock.

**The Southern Bluefin Tuna**

Southern Bluefin tuna (*Thunnus maccoyyi*) (SBT) are large, fast swimming, pelagic fish (i.e. living in the open seas). SBT are found throughout the Southern Hemisphere mainly in waters between 30 and 50 degrees south, but only rarely in the Eastern Pacific. The only known breeding area is in the Indian Ocean, south-east of Java, Indonesia.

SBT can live for up to forty years, reach a weight of over 200 kilograms, and measure more than 2 meters in length. There is some uncertainty about the size and age when on average they become mature. This is the subject of current research by Commission Members. The available data suggests that it is around 1.5 meters and no younger than age 8. Mature females produce several million or more eggs in a single spawning period (CCSBT, 2008).

Breeding takes place from September to April in warm waters south of Java. The juveniles migrate south down the west coast of Australia. During the summer months (December-April), they tend to congregate near the surface in the coastal waters off the southern coast of Australia and spend their winters in deeper,
temperate oceanic waters. After age 5, they are seldom found in near shore surface waters (CCBST, 2008).

As SBT breed in the one area (south of Java) and all look alike wherever they are found, they are managed as one breeding stock.

Southern Bluefin tuna are very valuable and their primary market is the Japanese Sashimi market. Because of the high fat content of SBT flesh, premium prices can be obtained in the Japanese market. The total value of the SBT global fishery is estimated to be about $AUD1 billion (CCBST, 2008).

Except for the catch by Australian fishers, the main method used for catching SBT is longline fishing. This method involves using long lengths of fishing line with many hooks. The SBT caught are mainly frozen at very low temperatures (-60°C) and either unloaded at intermediate ports and shipped to markets in Japan or unloaded directly at markets in Japan.

The Australian component of the fishery mainly uses the purse seine method. This is a net that encloses a school of fish. However, rather than landing the fish, the fish are towed to waters near the Australian mainland and placed in floating cages anchored to the ocean floor. The tuna are then fattened for several months and sold direct to Japanese markets as frozen or chilled fish (CCBST, 2008).

**The Management and Conservation of SBT**

Following entry into force of the Convention in 1994, the CCSBT was able to reach agreement on a TAC and quota allocations among its three original Members (Australia, Japan, and New Zealand) the very next year (for the fishing year 1995-96). The following year, the CCSBT also agreed on a TAC and quota
allocations, as well as on a data collection and exchange program and certain other measures. However, the TAC reached did not necessarily reflected consensus. From those past years, Australia and New Zealand were much more conservative and precautionary on TAC than Japan (CCSBT, 1996).

Beginning in 1997, however, trouble arose. According to the CCBST (1997) report, in the CCSBT Forth Meeting (page 7, part 2) Japan proposed an increase in TAC of 3,000 t, noting that this was in addition to any quota offer to Non-members. Japan's proposal was based on the projections made by Japanese scientists of future stock size, which showed a high probability that the parental stock would recover to 1980 levels by 2020.

Australia stated that given the severely depleted stock status, it was vital that the precautionary approach be taken in relation to the TAC and national allocations. Australian scientists' assessments showed that the SBT stock was likely to remain in a depleted state for many years.

New Zealand stated its concern over the depleted stock status as evidenced by the consensus decision in the 1996 scientific report that the SBT stock was at 5-8% of the 1960 level of parental biomass and 25-38% of 1980 level of parental biomass. Both New Zealand and Australian scientists estimated that the probability was less than 30% that the stock would recover to the 1980 level of parental biomass by 2020.

Therefore, given the lack of any progress towards restraining the catch of Non-members, New Zealand proposed to reduce the TAC by 3,000 t. This would be a substantial step toward achieving the objective of stock recovery to the 1980
level of parental biomass by 2020. New Zealand noted Japan had suggested that New Zealand consider unilateral catch reductions. However, New Zealand firmly believed that it was the Commission's responsibility to address the serious status of the SBT stock. Unilateral catch reductions would disadvantage New Zealand's strategic position in the Commission: it would disadvantage NZ industry; and it would not have an appreciable impact on overall removals as New Zealand's proportion of the total SBT catch was less than 3% of total removals. New Zealand urged parties to seriously consider how catch restraint could be achieved at this meeting.

Japan responded that it could not accept New Zealand's proposal for a 3,000 t reduction, as it believed the stock could sustain a 3,000 t increase. It was the view of Japan that taking an extreme precautionary approach, such as stopping fishing, did not reflect Japan's interpretation of stock status. As there were scientific uncertainties regarding SBT stock status, in Japan's view, it was necessary to work on research programs that would resolve one of the major uncertainties. New Zealand responded by pointing out that the precautionary approach, as expressed in the UNFSA, was not ambiguous - the absence of scientific data did not provide a rationale for failing to take conservation and management measures. In New Zealand's view, Japan was suggesting that uncertainty in the stock assessment meant that a catch increase was an acceptable action. However, a catch increase was clearly inconsistent with the precautionary approach expressed in UNIA and was irresponsible, given the current stock status.
Australia noted that the precautionary approach was clearly defined in both UNFSA and the FAO Code of Conduct on Responsible Fishing and was widely used in fisheries, and thus directly relevant to matters before the Commission.

The dilemma between Japan and Australia and New Zealand caused frustration in the countries, and they left the 1997 meeting failing to adopt a national TAC. The matter continued for the next several years.

The CCSBT did not agree on a global TAC or quota allocations for the fishing years 1997-98, 1998-99, 1999-2000, 2000-01, 2001-02 or 2002-03. During this period, the Commission did make limited progress in certain other areas, including the creation of an independent panel of scientists and independent chairs for its scientific committees and the adoption of a Trade Information Scheme (TIS) in 2000.

Throughout those years, the CCSBT Scientific Committee would improve the information it shared, however, the level of uncertainty was still great. Scientists were working to quickly develop a management procedure that would, at the very least, guarantee a major certainty for the management advice, as uncertainty was the major excuse for not accepting the scientific precautionary advice.

**The Scientific Committee and the Management Procedure**

During the 1990s, managers from Australia, Japan, and New Zealand consistently had diverging opinions about the interpretation of the scientific advice and a disagreement about the setting of the TAC (e.g. CCSBT, 1995a,b, 1996, 1997a,b, 1998, 1999a,b). Initially, the stock assessments tended to predict a high probability of rapid stock rebuilding. However, as the years passed, the projected
rebuilding was not evident from the data and different assessments yielded divergent predictions (e.g. KLAER et al., 1996). This led to a number of initiatives to attempt to improve the stock assessment, including the development of a joint experimental fishing program (POLACHECK, 2002 and references therein). When agreement on this failed, Japan undertook unilateral experimental fishing, which was viewed by other CCSBT members primarily as a means of increasing catches. This resulted in a legal dispute in the International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea (ITLOS) (FIRESTONE & POLACHECK, 2003). The ITLOS hearing resulted in a temporary suspension of Japanese experimental fishing in 2000; however, the Arbitral Panel subsequently ruled that it did not have legal jurisdiction to resolve the case.

During the 1990s, catches of SBT by non-CCSBT parties (principally Taiwan, Korea, and Indonesia) increased to substantial levels, adding impetus for the Commission to resolve its problems.

With the Convention’s entry into force in 1994, the SC was established and the tripartite science process that had existed between Australia, Japan, and New Zealand was formalized. The SC first met in 1995 and has met annually since then.

The first working group of the SC, the ERSWG, was established early on in the history of the CCSBT. It had its first meeting in 1995. The SAG followed in 1998 when the CCSBT separated the observing and analyzing functions from the interpreting and advising functions. The SAG reports to the SC and the ERSWG terms of reference provide that it also reports to the SC, but in practice, it reports directly to the CCSBT.
In 2000, the CCSBT Members negotiated a settlement for the experimental fishing dispute. It also agreed to: (i) the appointment of an independent scientific advisory panel; (ii) development of a Scientific Research Program aimed at improving data for stock assessments; and (iii) the development of a Management Procedure. The concept of a simulation-tested, management decision rule had been formally introduced into the CCSBT process in 1993 (SAINSBURY & POLACHECK, 1993) and the CCSBT agreed to hold a Management Strategy Workshop in 1996 (CCSBT, 1996). However, the first CCSBT Management Strategy Workshop was not held until 1999 (CCSBT, 2000). Prior to this, an in-depth illustration of the applicability of an MP approach to the SBT stock had been completed (e.g. POLACHECK et al., 1999). The Commission agreed to develop an MP in 2000 (CCSBT, 2000).

In 2001 the Extended Scientific Committee (ESC) was established to provide for participation by the fishing entity of Taiwan and other Cooperating Non-members.

An important feature of the CCSBT science process is the role played by both the independent chairs of the SAG and the SC, and the advisory independent panel. These roles were established following recommendations of a group of independent stock assessment and scientific fishery advisers who were asked by the CCSBT to evaluate its science processes and methods.

The independent chairs of the SAG and the SC draft meeting agendas, direct discussions to ensure good scientific principles are observed, facilitate consensus, and carry out other activities as chair of the meetings.
The advisory panel participates in all meetings of the SAG, SC and other scientific meetings. Their role is to help consolidate parties’ views to facilitate consensus and their views are incorporated in SAG/SC reports. They also provide their own views on stock assessments to the SC and CCSBT.

The situation seems to have improved in 2003. By that year, the Republic of Korea had joined the CCSBT and there was also created an “extended” Commission to facilitate the participation of Taiwan. In 2003 and 2004, the CCSBT reached agreement on TACs and quota allocations for its Members and certain Non-members, and made progress in starting to develop a comprehensive “Management Procedure” that the Commission ultimately adopted in 2011 (see below).

In 2005, however, the CCSBT received advice from its Scientific Committee that the stock of SBT was deteriorating, that at current catch levels there was a 50% chance that stock levels would decline to zero, and that only very significant reductions in the TAC would result in a 50% probability of avoiding further decline. Despite this daunting advice, the CCSBT could not reach agreement on a TAC nor any reductions in catch levels. Instead, Members and Cooperating Non-members merely promised that their individual catch levels would not exceed those from the previous year.

In 2006, the CCSBT faced a true crisis. As described by the CCBST (2008), the CCSBT “considered information that catches over the past 10-20 years may have been substantially under-reported and the implications that had for the historical data record maintained by the CCSBT.” This revelation of substantial
under-reporting of catches may have seriously compromised the data on which the Commission must make decisions even now and well into the future.

At the same year, the CCSBT considered information that catches over the past 10–20 years may have been substantially under-reported and the implications that had for the historical data record maintained by the CCSBT. These uncertainties in the historical catch and Catch per Unit Effort (CPUE) for SBT have made it difficult to run a full stock assessment.

In 2006, the CCSBT adopted a TAC for most members for 2007-2009 (2007-2011 in the case of Japan) that was only to be reviewed if exceptional circumstances emerged in relation to the stock. During the three year fixed-TAC period, the ESC and the SAG are focusing on reducing uncertainty in the data upon which the SBT stock assessment is based with the intention of conducting a full stock assessment in 2009.

According to the CCSBT (2008) “The estimates of the depletion of the spawning stock biomass suggest that, in terms of outcomes, the CCSBT has not been successful in managing SBT. In addition, due to the uncertainty in past underreported catches, the data holdings of the CCSBT are compromised and their utility for scientific stock assessment to inform management decisions is significantly diminished. Nonetheless, the ESC, including an independent advisory panel, has sought to provide the Extended Commission with the best scientific advice possible on the status of the SBT.”

Perhaps chastened by this crisis, the CCSBT agreed in 2006 to a global TAC and national allocations that included a reduction in the Japanese allocation from
6,065 tons to 3,000 tons (quota set for five years until at least 2011, pending a review). The following year, the CCSBT set a global TAC and allocations for the 2008-09 period.

The CCSBT is struggling to reduce the uncertainty in the data on which the SBT stock assessment is based. At present, though, the CCSBT still faces glaring problems arising from the compromised data, including the admission in the CCBST (2008) that “it is not possible to determine the exact trends in the status of SBT over time.”

According to KOLODY et al., (2008), one of the greatest benefits of the CCSBT MP process was the facilitation of these stakeholder interactions. It helped to increase the general understanding of the fishery for all involved, and provided the mechanism and context for feedback between stakeholders and MP developers. It also increased the shared knowledge between stakeholders and decision-makers. It would be unfortunate if the recent revelations of the historical data problems have undermined the benefits of communication and cooperation that were gained through these consultations.

For KUROTA et al., (2010), another strong point of the MPs is to promote transparent and rapid decision-making for TACs. In principle, if an MP becomes available, TACs are determined automatically, so that confrontation among scientists, managers, and stakeholders can be avoided; transparency in the process promotes agreement on management measures by removing skepticism amongst stakeholders. In addition, rapid decision-making with a short time lag
between data collection and implementation is critical to secure sustainable use of marine resources.

At its eighteenth annual meeting (2011), the CCSBT agreed that a Management Procedure (MP), known as the “Bali Procedure,” would be used to guide the setting of the SBT global TAC to ensure that the SBT spawning stock biomass achieves the interim rebuilding target of 20% of the original spawning stock biomass. The CCSBT now sets the TAC based on the outcome of the MP, unless the CCSBT decides otherwise based on information that is not otherwise incorporated into the MP. This was a great step forward.

In adopting the MP, the CCSBT emphasized the need to take a precautionary approach to increase the likelihood of the spawning stock rebuilding in the short term and to provide industry with more stability in the TAC (i.e. to reduce the probability of future TAC decreases).

An MP is a pre-agreed set of rules that can specify changes to the TAC based on updated monitoring data. An MP is defined as a simulation-tested decision rule (or Harvest Control Rule), and the requisite methods of data collection and analysis, which together are used to calculate a management recommendation (e.g. Total Allowable Catch (TAC)) for a fishery (e.g. de la MARE, 1986; BUTTERWORTH et al., 1996; SMITH et al., 1999).

MP development was carried out by CCSBT SC members, who consist of about 10–20 “national” scientists in Member countries, an independent advisory panel (4 experienced specialists), and a consultant programmer. The advisory panel for the SC was officially established in 1999 to facilitate consensus among
Member countries. While a set of Operating models (OMs) was developed jointly by the SC, candidate MPs were proposed by scientists of member countries (KUROTA et al., 2010).

From 2002 to 2011, the CCSBT conducted extensive work to develop an MP in order to guide its global TAC setting process for southern Bluefin tuna. The CCSBT tested a variety of candidate MPs with the aid of an operating model of the fishery that simulated the characteristics of the SBT stock and fishery. The candidate MPs were tested against a range of uncertainties so that a robust procedure could be identified.

Considerable optimism existed within the CCSBT that a jointly developed MP could break the dysfunctional cycle of contested stock assessments and failure to reach consensus on management decisions that had prevailed since the mid-1990s. However, the development process suffered from a number of setbacks, culminating in revelations of substantial data problems in 2005–2006 that undermined confidence in the agreed MP. As a result, MP implementation was suspended until the implications of the data problems can be formally admitted within the simulation testing process.

The final MP, known as the “Bali Procedure,” was recommended by the CCSBT’s Scientific Committee in July 2011. Parameters of the recommended decision rule could be adjusted to set different time horizons for rebuilding, and to constrain the maximum TAC changes allowed each time the TAC is updated. A range of options was presented to CCSBT’s Extended Commission.
The Extended Commission adopted the Bali Procedure and the following associated management parameters as its MP at the CCSBT’s eighteenth annual meeting in October 2011:

- The MP is tuned to a 70% probability of rebuilding the stock to the interim rebuilding target reference point of 20% of the original spawning stock biomass by 2035;
  - The minimum TAC change (increase or decrease) is 100 tons;
  - The maximum TAC change (increase or decrease) is 3,000 tons;
  - The TAC will be set for three-year periods, subject to paragraph 7 of the Resolution on Adoption of a Management Procedure\textsuperscript{44}, and
  - The national allocation of the TAC within each three-year period will be apportioned according to the Resolution on the Allocation of the Global Total Allowable Catch\textsuperscript{45}.

The MP has been used to guide the setting of the global SBT TAC for fishing years since 2012. For the second (2015-2017) and subsequent three-year TAC setting periods, there is a one-year lag between TAC calculations by the MP and implementation of that TAC (e.g. the 2015-2017 TAC was calculated in 2013).

The technical specifications of the MP may be updated, and the last review was, to date, in 2013\textsuperscript{46}.

\textsuperscript{44} http://www.ccsbt.org/userfiles/file/docs_english/operational_resolutions/Resolution_Management_Procedure.pdf
\textsuperscript{45} http://www.ccsbt.org/userfiles/file/docs_english/operational_resolutions/Resolution_Allocation.pdf
\textsuperscript{46} http://www.ccsbt.org/userfiles/file/docs_english/general/MP_Specifications.pdf
According to the CCSBT (2014) at the Independent Review, the advice presently delivered to CCSBT by its scientific subsidiary bodies is excellent. The institutional set-up, with its independent panels and chairs, the systematic peer review processes, the adoption of instruments like the MP, the metarule, triennial in-depth assessments, indicators, etc., provide instruments which are at the top of international standards. The advice delivered by the ESC has apparently always been followed-up.

*The Epistemic Community at CCSBT*

The CCSBT, besides being the newest RFMO in this study, has a very well structured scientific panel, which was responsible for building a Management Procedure that was coherent; it was subsequently accepted by the ECCCSBT.

Before 2011, Japan, Australia, and New Zealand had zero, or almost null confidence, in scientific information. They were feeling that the stocks were declining, but they did not know how much, or how severe, or when, or even how much they had left. In every meeting they had they were clamoring for more certainty. As CLARK & MAJONE (1985) explained, and as demonstrated empirically in the HAAS & STEVENS (2001) chapter: when science is not fully safeguarded from politics, in spite of the quality of the science produced, it may not be considered true by many of the decision-makers.

Since the establishment of the ESC, SAG and the independent advisory panel, the information began to grow clearer and the need for reducing the quotas, for the time being, and in the near future have a better quota system in place, was accepted.
In 1997, when a crisis occurred within the CCBST, it came to light that the data available on SBT and the techniques used by scientists to analyze this data were comparable to those utilized elsewhere in the world, although scientists’ representatives had some concerns about the data and models used for assessing SBT. Their major concern was with the process and group dynamics that lead to the report provided to the Commission for the Conservation of Southern Bluefin Tuna (CSBT) and the lack of agreement on what advice should be provided.

The process observed in the Stock Assessment Group (SAG) and the Scientific Committee (SC) could not be described as scientifically neutral. In other independent scientific processes, scientists participate firstly as individuals, not as national representatives.

In this context, a recommendation arose showing that the necessity of a clear separation between science and management. Separating the process into a technical part (the SAG), and an advisory part, (the SC), may be a first step in that direction, but would not appear to be sufficient under present conditions. As an interim measure, the CCSBT constituted a facilitating panel of three to five independent scientists to guide the SAG/SC process towards consensus advice. If the SAG/SC could not reach consensus, the panel itself would provide the advice to the CCSBT.
This process approved in 1999\textsuperscript{47} was a major step forward. The scientists to be selected for the independent chairs of the SAG and SC, as well as for the members of the Advisory Panel (CCSBT, 1999-2001, part I):

. Should not be a national of the Parties nor have been a permanent resident or have worked for the Parties since 31/12/89 except where Parties reach a consensus to choose the qualified individual;

. Must have an excellent technical ability in stock assessment;

. Must have adequate working experience as a scientist involved in stock assessment and fisheries management at the international level;

. Should have working experience with large pelagic fish resources;

. Are desired to have familiarity with assessment procedures and scientific procedures used in international fishery commissions.

Also the Duties of the independent chair of the SC are to\textsuperscript{48}:

• circulate the draft agenda through the Secretariat;

• declare the meeting schedule, and open and close meetings of the SC;

• direct discussions in the Meetings, to ensure that the work of the SC adheres to the scientific principles of demonstrable evidence, statement of assumptions and examination of logic, and to ensure observance of these Rules;

• facilitate reaching consensus to the extent possible;


\textsuperscript{48} http://www.ccsbt.org/site/stock_assessment.php
• accord the right to speak and to limit the time allowed for speaking;

• rule on points of order, subject to the right of any Member to request that any ruling by the Chair be submitted to the SC for decision;

• ascertain if consensus exists;

• in relation to each meeting of the SC, to sign, on behalf of the SC, a report of the proceedings of the meeting for transmission to the Commission and present such reports to the Commission;

• to convey to the Executive Secretary any instructions determined by the SC;

• the authority to call meetings of the representatives of the Members after conferring with the representatives; and

• to exercise other powers and responsibilities as provided in the Rules of Procedure for the Commission and make such decisions and give such directions as will ensure that the business of the SC is carried out effectively and in accordance with its decisions.

The Advisory Panel terms of reference are:

• to participate in all meetings of the SC and other scientific meetings as requested by the Commission;

• to help to consolidate parties' views to facilitate consensus;

• to incorporate their views in SC reports and provide to the SC and CCSBT in the form of a report of their own views on stock assessment and other matters.
All the measures were taken to guarantee a more independent view of the process, and to give more confidence between countries members, as the confidence between them was never that strong, as proved by the legal dispute undertaken by Australia and New Zealand against Japan (1998) under the International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea (ITLOS), mentioned above.

In this new scientific structure, some essentials characteristics were guaranteed, which very much aligns them with what HAAS & STEVENS (2014) considered important to promote policy changes. The more autonomous and independent science is from policy, the greater its potential influence (ANDRESEN, 2000; BOTCHEVA, 2001; HAAS, 2001). Consensus in isolation builds value and integrity, its consequences, then, should be discussed publicly. Measures of autonomy and integrity include the selection and funding of scientists by intergovernmental organizations rather than by governments, the recruitment of scientists by merit on important panels, and reliance on individuals whose reputation and authority rest on their role as active researchers rather than on their role as policy advocates or science administrators. Accuracy can be achieved via peer review, interdisciplinary research, and independence from sponsoring sources.

And, the promotion of what is called usable knowledge\(^\text{49}\) usually happens through the “epistemic communities.” In the CCSBT case, this specific community

\(^{49}\) Already defined in the previous chapter, but to facilitate the reading “In short, usable knowledge encompasses a substantive core that makes it usable for policymakers and a procedural dimension that provides a mechanism for its transmission from the scientific community to the policy world, and it allows for agency when theorizing about broader patterns of social learning, policymaking, and international relations (HAAS & STEVENS, 2014).”
had not emerged until this new design as the scientists could not reach consensus nor any agreement on methods, results, and even more in their policy recommendations. In addition, before the implementation of independent chairs and an Advisory Panel, there was no confidence in the research results provided by the countries themselves.

However, even after the implementation of independent chairs and an Advisory Panel, there was still no agreement on quotas. The level of confidence and agreement increased, but there was no influence on political decisions for quotas. The agreement existing so far came only after the establishment of the MP (2011). When the implementation of the MP happened, the rule was clear, a scientific baseline was defined, and from then on, all political decisions have been made based on this rule.

When the MP was approved, the CCSBT was able to overcome one of the most common problems for the RFMO’s effectiveness, which has already been pointed out by Gjerde et al., (2013). According to them, countries are normally interested in enhancing or maintaining their domestic fishing opportunities, leading to the pursuit of short-term gains over long-term sustainable fishing. And, this was the exact situation at CCSBT, before the MP, when it was mainly Japan who was fighting to increase quotas. Australia and New Zealand, who wanted to keep fishing, were looking towards the horizon in their attempts to establish more conservative quotas.

The epistemic community within the Stock Assessment group, the Extended Scientific Group, and the Independent Advisory panel formed a trusted body, which
countries could rely on. But more than that, as it is an established and approved procedure, the decision-makers no longer doubt their decisions, they need only to follow the rules.

In this case, the CCSBT differs from the previous RFMOs studied here: since the beginning, in the CCAMLR, knowledge flowed through the established institutional design, while in the case of the ICCAT there were no clear procedures and the epistemic community only had an effect when multiple stakeholders acted together. The CCSBT epistemic community is a mixture of both of these processes. They first acted together to create a reliable mechanism that would be accepted by all countries, and then, they had a clear institutional design where usable knowledge can feed directly into the political decisions.

**NGOs at CCSBT**

The CCSBT process for acceptance of Observer status for NGOs was never too clear and/or too open and transparent.

Since 1997, for instance, Greenpeace International requested access to the meetings and was denied. The Fourth Annual Meeting of the Commission (CCSBT, 1997, p 2) in Japan stated that “it did not support the application because Greenpeace was known to use radical methods to achieve its goals and to act against the provisions and spirit of the Convention. Japan stated that in light of the Commission's objective to ensure, through appropriate management, the conservation and optimum utilization of southern bluefin tuna, it would be inappropriate to assign observer status to Greenpeace.”
Even with the complaints from New Zealand and Australia, who promptly disagreed with Japan noting that the Commission's proceedings should also be transparent and if there were good reason to facilitate observation of the meeting by NGOs with a legitimate interest in the management of SBT, the Observer status for Greenpeace was denied from 1997 to 2000. The strategy Greenpeace used to follow the meetings was to be part of a country's delegation. Thus, Greenpeace had members as part of the Australian and New Zealand delegation in 2000 and 2001. And, in 2001, they also had a Member as part of the Australian Scientific Delegation. Of course, when an NGO is a Member of a country's delegation, they are wearing more than a government hat, more, in fact, than an NGO hat, however, this is still very helpful because they can lend their expertise to the government while also having access to inside information.

In 1997 during Japan's opening statement, the question was again brought up about environmental groups: "as we can see from the recently published report by WWF and Traffic Oceania, as well as the application for the observer status from Greenpeace International, the general public's interest in CCSBT's activities is increasing. Claims made by these groups are based solely on pessimistic information. We are concerned that not only do they fail to reflect CCSBT's views with fairness, but run the risk of creating misunderstanding and confusion within the society by stirring up excessive sense of crisis. Faced with this situation, Japan believes that CCSBT needs to demonstrate that we are a regional fisheries management organization, which is functioning effectively. In this context, it is
critical for us to swiftly achieve substantive progress on major issues I talked about earlier, which will, in turn, increase the credibility of our forum” (CCSBT, 1997).

Based on Japan’s statement, it is important to note that pressure from environmental groups was influencing the decision-makers to improve the effectiveness of CCSBT, even while operating from the outside.

Besides the Japan resistance against Greenpeace International, other NGOs, such as TRAFFIC50, were following the meetings either as scientific experts or as part of the Australian delegation since 1996, including the Tuna Boat Owners Association of Australia51.

However, it was only in 2007 that the CCSBT finally accepted NGOs as Observers. The main difference in this case is that as Observers, the organizations now had a forum to make their own statements.

The Human Society International, WWF, and TRAFFIC are, since 2007, following the meetings, and with this the CCSBT no doubt has guaranteed more transparency to the entire process. In 2012, after the approval of the MP, TRAFFIC and WWF welcomed the decision.

Although the NGOs are now allowed to be part of the CCSBT Annual meetings, it is possible to note that their voices are still not as vocal as are the other NGOs in the CCAMLR and ICCAT. There are many reasons that may explain that, such as the difficulty for international organizations to follow up on meetings

50 TRAFFIC aims to ensure that trade in wild plants and animals is not a threat to the conservation of nature (http://www.traffic.org/).
51 ASBTIA is the peak body representing Southern Bluefin Tuna ranching companies in Australia. The Association has 13 member companies, which is 100% of the local industry. The Association began in 1978 as the Tuna Boat Owners of South Australia. (http://asbtia.com.au/about/)
that normally happen in the Oceania area, far from their headquarters, or possibly even due the lack of resources or prioritization to be involved in so many international agreements.

In the CCSBT case study, the importance of the Scientific Committee is even greater, as their independent view guarantees a more insulated process and more reliable data, as civil society has not been successfully able to follow the matters of SBT.

**Chapter Conclusion**

The CCSBT is the youngest and smallest of the RFMOs studied here. However, it has made huge improvements in its scientific process, which has led to a robust procedure in supporting countries on their decisions.

Since its governance crisis in 1997-1999, the CCSBT has made progress, some of which is already evident in the 2008 performance review assessment (CCSBT, 2008), improving its institutional structure and functioning, its information systems and assessment methods, its decision-process and compliance monitoring systems.

However, the approval of the MP in 2011 was a great turning point, and proved that CCSBT countries were really up to change *modus operandi* to promote a better SBT management. It was a shift from countries taking over the decisions, to now, countries accepting these decisions based on science that has been provided by a well-structured and independent epistemic community. It would be interesting to see in the near future a review of CULLIS-SUZUKI & PAULY’s (2010)
quantitative research, with data post-MP, to evaluate if they would get a higher score, as the CCSBT earned the lowest score amongst all RFMOs.

The epistemic community emerged only in 2011/2012, when the MP was adopted and the Independent Advisory Panel, the SAG and the ESC, which constitute the epistemic community, were acting on behalf of an insulated science giving trustworthy subsidies to the ECCSBT.

At its Eighteenth annual meeting in 2011, the CCSBT agreed that an MP would be used to guide the setting of the SBT global total allowable catch (TAC) to ensure that the SBT spawning stock biomass achieves the interim rebuilding target of 20% of the original spawning stock biomass. In adopting the MP, the CCSBT emphasized the need to take a precautionary approach to increase the likelihood of the spawning stock rebuilding in the short term and to provide industry with more stability in the TAC (i.e. to reduce the probability of future TAC decreases).

It is still too early to see results from the MP on the stock status. Thus, the stock remains at a very low state estimated to be 9% of the initial SSB, and below the level to produce maximum sustainable yields (MSY), however there has been some improvement since the 2011 stock assessment and fishing mortality is below the level associated with MSY – considered already progress.

Also, on a positive note, the membership of the CCSBT has grown in recent years such that the Members and Cooperating Non-members of the Commission now represent virtually all-fishing activity for SBT, conferring more governance and regulation for the system. With all the relevant players now at the table, the CCSBT
at least has an opportunity to create a better future for SBT and those whose livelihoods depend on that resource.

CCSBT is still a new RFMO, but it has so far demonstrated a strong institutional design where science can influence political decisions, and the epistemic community can provide the usable knowledge coherent enough to guide political decisions, even considering a level of uncertainty.

CCSBT has yet to demonstrate more commitment with transparency and with the isolation of policy to science. However, for a new RFMO with a fairly small membership whose original mandate is limited to ensuring the conservation and optimum utilization of a single fish stock, this is already a big step.
**CONCLUSION**

A fundamental principle underlying successful modern fisheries management is that management decisions need to be based on the “best available scientific information.”

The principle is embedded in the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS), which mandates that the determination of allowable catches and other conservation measures for living resources in the high seas are based on the “best scientific information available to the States concerned”\(^{52}\).

For the purpose of fisheries management for high seas fisheries, UNCLOS requires states to “cooperate to establish subregional or regional fisheries organizations to this end” (RFMOs)\(^{53}\).

The need for scientific advice as the basis for management decisions and the establishment of RFMOs was further affirmed in the United Nation Fish Stock Agreement (UNFSA)\(^{54}\). UNFSA also includes provisions with respect to transparency and dissemination of information. In this respect, the agreement mandates that states and RFMOs “shall actively promote the publication and dissemination to any interested States the results of that research and information relating to its objectives and methods”\(^{55}\). It also requires that “States shall provide

---


\(^{53}\) Op cit – Article 118.

\(^{54}\) http://www.un.org/Depts/los/convention_agreements/texts/fish_stocks_agreement/CONF164_37.htm

\(^{55}\) Op cit – Article 14
for transparency in the decision-making process and other activities of subregional and regional fisheries management organizations and arrangements"\textsuperscript{56}.

Even with all of these rules and norms, the main question posed in this thesis from the beginning still remains: is power listening to science on RFMOs?

And the answer is: they may listen to them, but the strategy, their allies, and the way it happens differs case by case (TABLE 8). Also, it is important to note that, in a strict methodological sense, the facts cannot be generalized to other RFMOs on the basis of what is but a fairly modest sample, compared to the vast variety of the regional fisheries agreements that exists all across the oceans.

\textsuperscript{56} Op cit – Article 12
TABLE 8: A Summary review of the case of studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Case CCAMLR</th>
<th>Case ICCAT</th>
<th>Case CCSBT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Signed on</td>
<td>1982</td>
<td>1966</td>
<td>1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CULLIS-SUZUKI &amp; PAULY (2010) ranking evaluation</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>37.5%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of members</td>
<td>N=25 members + 11 acceding states</td>
<td>N=80</td>
<td>N=6 + 3 cooperating-Non-members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epicom</td>
<td>Scientists (n=25) from the Working Group Fish Stock Assessment (WG-FSA)</td>
<td>Some NGO members, ICCAT chairman, Some SCRS members</td>
<td>Independent Advisory Panel, the SAG and the ESC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGOs</td>
<td>ASOC, COLTO</td>
<td>Pew, Greenpeace, WWF</td>
<td>Traffic, Greenpeace</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Strategy & allies**

WG-FSA is formed by a high caliber of scientists, and based on their knowledge and sound science, they provide advice to the SC and their advice is automatically accepted by the Commission. The institutional design also supports science influence.

The epicom had more influence when it used a crisis momentum and was backed up by the NGOs, CITES, and public opinion. In this case study, the ICCAT chairman was also part of the epicom and had access to the major players. Multiple stakeholders acted together. The epicom here acted, not through its own institutional design, but through its personal communication channels.

CCSBT is a very new RFMO, and still not much open to NGOs participation, which would increase their transparency. In this case, the SC and the Independent Advisory Panel are important as they produce accurate knowledge to subsidize policy decisions. Their strategy was to approve a Management Procedure, when the implementation of MP happened, a rule was clear, a science baseline was defined, and from then on, all of the political decisions have been
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy effect</th>
<th>TAC based on science + CDS adoption</th>
<th>TAC based on science</th>
<th>made based on this.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Effectiveness outcome on biomass</strong>*</td>
<td>See Figure 03. Possible stability around that level (50% of the biomass virgin) for the coming years</td>
<td>See Figure 07.</td>
<td>It is still too early to see results from the MP on the stock status. Thus, the stock remains at a very low state estimated to be 9% of the initial SSB, and below the level to produce maximum sustainable yield (MSY), however there has been some improvement since the 2011 stock assessment and fishing mortality is below the level associated with MSY – considered already a progress.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Through this thesis and methodology it is not possible to state that a policy outcome, influenced by the epicom, had a direct effect on the biomass, as it is not possible to control other variables, such as natural variation, IUU control and etc. However, their influence led to policies which credibly improved biomass.
As illustrated in Chapter I, the RFMOs used as case studies here have some form of a Scientific Committee that provides relevant scientific advice to the governing body on stock status, monitoring, and possible management actions (most frequently the setting of catch limits). The working arrangements of these Scientific Committees and their subsidiary technical bodies vary, for example, to the extent to which the Scientific Committees and their technical bodies undertake reviews of work prior to the meeting or actually undertake analyses during their meetings. And based on how they are structured, constituted and implemented, they differ on how influential they are on political decisions.

As shown, the CCAMLR presents the most established collective factors to guarantee that the knowledge can flow from its own epistemic community to the decision arena. As the agreement was historically built to follow science, there is no plea to not accept management advice. The epistemic community located within the WG-FSA provides data and advice to the Scientific Committee, and it arrives and it is accepted with no change at the Annual Meetings. This is a clear example of how the epistemic community can act through an agreement’s institutional design and does not need any advocacy pressure to make it valid. It is not surprising that in the CULLIS-SUZUKI & PAULY (2010) paper, the CCAMLR scored better than other RFMOs. How they are implementing conservation measures, based on usable knowledge, guarantees that the best management advice was followed, and thus, the stocks maintain a good record. CCAMLR brings together the factors that HAAS (2000) indicates as necessary for an effective agreement, such as “the existence and willingness of key states to exercise
leadership, the existence of strong international institutions, the presence of a strong transnational scientific involvement (epistemic communities), and the involvement of NGOs.”

The CCAMLR, for instance, presents many characteristics that differ from other RFMOs studied here and this more than justifies the opinion of some stakeholders being against considering CCAMLR as an RFMO; they prefer to call CCAMLR a “conservation body.” The institutional design and the rules of procedure, where knowledge and social learning are considered on a higher level, are giving truth to power. The epistemic community at the CCAMLR has no difficulty in being listened to and after 10 years of documental analysis, their management advice was accepted *ipsis litteris*. They are trustworthy, they use the same scientific methods, and they act on behalf of knowledge where no rational strategy is needed to make their advice accepted. The empirical data evaluated here built the case around the Patagonian toothfish, however, I would hardly doubt that for other species it would be much different, as the rules are now followed by countries at every meeting.

ICCAT, in turn, does not have the same history, and on the contrary, it was largely known by a Commission that does not normally acknowledge science. It had, for a few years, a very bad reputation on managing the EBFT – one of the main and most important and emblematic species managed by them. However, 2009/2010 it was a great turning point. Although ICCAT’s own institutional design was not aimed towards creating an insulated science, and with huge influence from politics on the species management clearly illustrated in Chapter I, the EBFT case
analyzed here showed that in a specific situation where there was a fishery crisis, a high level of uncertainty, and added public pressure made by a transnational network of NGOs and CITES, all helped to enhance the need for political will on the decision-makers. By this time, the epistemic community was ready to provide usable knowledge to the CPCs and in this case, it worked out well. After many years of not listening to science, the ICCAT CPCs accepted the SC’s advice and now it is already possible to see signs of recovery of the EBFT populations. However, in order to make it happen it was necessary for lots of action from diverse stakeholders, it was necessary for an advocacy strategy behind the scenes -- that which is not necessary at the CCAMLR, for instance. In ICCAT, the EBFT epistemic community is not limited to within the SC; it is formed by diverse stakeholders who are acting on behalf of knowledge, not through its own institutional design, but through their personal communication channels.

As the institutional design built for the ICCAT was not well designed to listen to science, as it was for CCAMLR, the EBFT, epistemic community was formed by a group with a high level of professionalism. It emerged from the SCRS and included scientists from NGOs, CPCs, and the ICCAT chairman, a scientist himself, producing usable knowledge, coherent, legitimate and solid enough to influence strategically, on many dimensions of power. The knowledge produced about the state of the EBFT population was sound enough to have other key stakeholders supporting the epistemic community claim. This major influence only worked due to the fact that NGOs and CITES widely publicized the emergent
fishery crisis that could damage ICCAT’s history. Moreover, they created pressure on ICCAT, sponsoring the epistemic community knowledge.

ICCAT does not work like the CCAMLR, however, the EBFT case analyzed in this thesis showed that when power does listen to science and implements their advice through a social learning process, fish stocks can recover, and thus reach the main goal of the Commission, conferring more effectiveness for the international agreement. If they can use EBFT as a lesson learned for the other stocks, it will be a huge step forward.

And last, but not least, while the CCSBT also presented an epistemic community, they only emerged when the Commission faced reality and acted to promote a new structure for science where independence from countries’ opinions was guaranteed. When the Commission approved the Independent Chair and the Independent Advisory Panel, they were able to create the MP that was ultimately accepted by all countries and is now the ruling decisions on quotas. In the CCSBT case, the epistemic community resides within the SAG, ESC, and the Independent Advisory Group, however, they could only emerge when they gained confidence from countries showing that with the best science they had in hand, they were reducing the uncertainty, they were providing the best advice they could, under the management procedures they had created. It would be great to repeat the CULLIS-SUZUKI & PAULY (2010) research paper in 2020 (ten years later), to see if CCSBT’s score would change now with the MP implemented and working.

Irrespective, in most cases, participation in the scientific process revolves around member delegations with official heads of delegations. The heads of
delegation are most commonly government representatives with formal scientific credentials. The levels of relevant research experience and expertise in the fisheries being assessed, however, varies from almost nil to extensive. The head of a delegation has the formal responsibility for managing the inputs of the members of his or her delegation and for the delegation’s agreement to the content of final reports of the scientific meetings. The functioning (e.g. procedures for participating in plenary and working group discussions) and structure of the national delegations varies substantially. Nevertheless, in most cases a large fraction of a member’s national delegation is drawn from government fisheries departments or associated marine research institutes with a substantial portion of the funding for participation in the meetings and related research provided by the national fisheries management department or agency. It would be much better if they could retain an independent scientist as well.

The independence and separation of the scientific processes that provide information for consideration by the RFMO, through the policy deliberations of the RFMO, are important component of affecting the intent of UNCLOS and UNFSA whose management decisions are based on the best available scientific information.

The agreement histories, the countries that are a part of it, the external context, as well influence, however, the way knowledge is transmitted and structured, and the presence of a strong epistemic community made a lot of difference in the three cases presented here.
After observing the three cases it is possible to draw some important conclusions that corroborate with Peter Haas' work from 1992, which was compiled and updated in HAAS (2015).

Haas argues that consensus-based science can play an independent and important role by influencing and even reformulating state interests, thereby helping to bring about international agreements that transcend and reshape state interests. This is made possible through the involvement of experts. Thus, from the epistemic community perspective, environmental regimes are driven not only by state powers but also by epistemic networks under certain conditions, such as a knowledge insulated and safeguarded from politics, which means an independent scientific panel; clear procedures connecting science and policy and multiple stakeholders pushing the same direction and supporting the knowledge.

Also, according to Haas' theory, the states recognize the need of dealing with the problem, and they rely on scientists for help only after a widely publicized shock or crisis, as was seen for EBFT for the ICCAT and SBT for the CCSBT. Here, it is all about the decision-makers' recognition of the limits of their abilities to deal with new issues and the need to defer or delegate to authoritative actors with a reputation for expertise.

For the CCAMLR, since science was fully embedded in the institutional design of the agreement, a crisis was not necessary to motivate action.

Through this thesis and methodology, it is not possible to state that a policy outcome, influenced by the epistemic community, had a direct effect on the biomass, as it is not possible to control other variables, such as natural variation,
IUU control, etc. However, their influence led to policies, which credibly improved biomass. It would be incredibly valuable to study a larger number of agreements which show that when science was listened to, the direct effect promoted a more effective agreement. A quantitative study in this direction would be helpful.

This thesis is a contribution to knowledge as it indicates that to improve the complex governance of the oceans, it is important to keep in mind the institutional design for science. When you have agreements, such as the CCAMLR, where sound science and usable knowledge can flow from a strong, trustworthy, and capable epistemic community to the decisions-makers, there exists better management oversight. When decisions are accepted based on the best knowledge available, there is a higher chance of having a more effective agreement, since its alliance is tied to the existence and willingness of key states to exercise leadership, the existence of strong international institutions, the presence of a strong transnational scientific involvement (epistemic communities), and the involvement of NGOs.

Additional research frontiers may include a focus on NGOs and their strategies on international organizations, as well as asking what are the lessons learned about NGO’s campaigns for accessing delegates. A process tracing the NGO’s actual campaigns to influence delegations would be interesting, or even a description about which NGOs worked with epistemic communities to determine if some NGOs are more science-friendly than others on fisheries management or, if some NGOs act more as advocacy groups following another agenda rather than that offered by scientific knowledge.
As a final note, a focus on epistemic communities and the science and policy interplay to discuss international cooperation do not exclude the central importance of interstate relations in world affairs. However, not to take into account the non-state actors and the role of knowledge in today’s world leaves one with only a partial picture of the international system, and thus might represent an incomplete understanding of world politics itself.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PAIS</th>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>2014</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CONVENER</td>
<td>Dr Mark Belchier</td>
<td>British Antarctic Survey</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONVENER</td>
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<td>MRAG ltd</td>
<td>0</td>
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<td>Australian Antarctic Division, Department of the Environment</td>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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<td>1</td>
</tr>
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<td>Mr Nicolas Gasco</td>
<td>Muséum national d'Histoire naturelle</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GERMANY</td>
<td>Dr Karl-Hermann Kock</td>
<td>Institute of Sea Fisheries – Johann Heinrich von Thünen</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAPAN</td>
<td>Dr Taro Ichii</td>
<td>National Research Institute of Far Seas Fisheries</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAPAN</td>
<td>Mr Naohisa Miyagawa</td>
<td>Taiyo A &amp; F Co. Ltd</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAPAN</td>
<td>Dr Kenji Taki</td>
<td>National Research Institute of Far Seas Fisheries</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW ZELAND</td>
<td>Mr Alistair Dunn</td>
<td>National Institute of Water and Atmospheric Research</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW ZELAND</td>
<td>Mr Jack Fenaughty</td>
<td>Silvifish Resources Ltd</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW ZELAND</td>
<td>Dr Stuart Hanchet</td>
<td>National Institute of Water and Atmospheric Research</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW ZELAND</td>
<td>Dr Steve Parker</td>
<td>National Institute of Water and Atmospheric Research</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>Dr Konstantin Shust</td>
<td>FSUE-VNIRO</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOUTH AFRICA</td>
<td>Mr Chris Heinecken</td>
<td>Capricorn Fisheries Monitoring (Capfish)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOUTH AFRICA</td>
<td>Dr Rob Leslie</td>
<td>Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPAIN</td>
<td>Mr Roberto Sarralde Vizuete</td>
<td>Instituto Español de Oceanografia</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>1</td>
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<td>UNITED KINGDOM</td>
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<tr>
<td>COUNTRIES</td>
<td>YEAR OF RATIFICATION</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
<td>1967</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAPAN</td>
<td>1967</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOUTH AFRICA</td>
<td>1967</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHANA</td>
<td>1968</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CANADA</td>
<td>1968</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRANCE</td>
<td>1968</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRAZIL</td>
<td>1969</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAROC</td>
<td>1969</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REP OF KOREA</td>
<td>1970</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COTE DIVOIRE</td>
<td>1972</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANGOLA</td>
<td>1976</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RUSSIA</td>
<td>1977</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GABON</td>
<td>1977</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAP-VERDE</td>
<td>1979</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URUGUAY</td>
<td>1983</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAO TOME E PRINCIPE</td>
<td>1983</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VENEZUELA</td>
<td>1983</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUINE ECUATORIAL</td>
<td>1987</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUINEE REP</td>
<td>1991</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNITED KINGDOM</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIBYA</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHINA</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EUROPEAN UNION</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TUNISIE</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PANAMA</td>
<td>1998</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRINIDAD &amp; TOBAGO</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAMIBIA</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BARBADOS</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HONDURAS</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALGERIE</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEXICO</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VANUATU</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICELAND</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TURKEY</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHILIPPINES</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORWAY</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NICARAGUA</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SENEGAL</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BELIZE</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYRIA</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST VINCENT &amp; THE GRENADINES</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIGERIA</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGYPT</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALBANIA</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIERRA LEONE</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAURITANIA</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CURACAO</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIBERIA</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EL SALVADOR</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### ANNEX III

**Epistemic Community at ICCAT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>COM CHAIRMAN</th>
<th>SCRS CHAIRMAN</th>
<th>New Orleans - USA</th>
<th>Seville - Spain</th>
<th>Dubrovnik-Croatia</th>
<th>Antalya-Turkey</th>
<th>Marrakech-Morocco</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>MASANORI MIYAHARA</td>
<td>J. Gil PEREIRA</td>
<td>Hazin, Fabio H. V.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>MASANORI MIYAHARA</td>
<td>J. Gil PEREIRA</td>
<td>Travassos, Paulo</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>W. T. HOGARTH</td>
<td>G. SCOTT</td>
<td>Neilson, John D.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>W. T. HOGARTH</td>
<td>G. SCOTT</td>
<td>Marques da Silva Monteiro, Vanda</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>FABIO HAZIN</td>
<td>G. SCOTT</td>
<td>Song, Liming</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>SUM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recife-Brazil</td>
<td>Paris-France</td>
<td>Istambul-Turkey</td>
<td>Agadir-Morocco</td>
<td>Cape Town-South Africa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FABIO HAZIN</td>
<td>FABIO HAZIN</td>
<td>FABIO HAZIN</td>
<td>MASANORI MIYAHARA</td>
<td>MASANORI MIYAHARA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. SCOTT</td>
<td>G. SCOTT</td>
<td>J. SANTIAGO</td>
<td>J. SANTIAGO</td>
<td>J. SANTIAGO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIRD LIFE INTERNATIONAL</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCEANA</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE OCEAN CONSERVANCY</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WWF</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FUNDATUN</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEDISAMAK</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federation of Maltese Aquaculture Producers (FMAP)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GREENPEACE</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISSF</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE PEW ENV GROUP</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEDERATION OF EUROPEAN AQUACULTURE PRODUCERS</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INSTITUTE FOR PUBLIC KNOWLEDGE</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONSEIL CONSULTATIF REGIONAL DE LA MEDITERRANEE - CCR MED</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONFEderATION INTERNATIONAL DE LA PECHER SPORTIVE - GPS</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IHMC WORLD CONSERVATION TRUST</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEDERCOPESCA</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARINE STEWARDSHIP COUNCIL</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE OCEAN FOUNDATION</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASSOCIATION EURO-MEDITERRANEENNE DES PECHEURS PROFESSIONNELS DE THON – AEPPT</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASOCIACIÓN DE PESCA, COMERCIO Y CONSUMO RESPONSABLE DEL ATÚN ROJO – APCR</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLUE WATER FISHERMEN’S ASSOCIATION</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEFENDERS OF WILDLIFE</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECOLoGY ACTION CENTRE - SAC</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EUROPEAN BUREAU FOR CONSERVATION AND DEVELOPMENT – EBCD</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEDERESPESCA</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORGANIZATION FOR PROMOTION OF RESPONSIBLE TUNA FISHERIES – OPRT</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE VARDIA FOUNDATION</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AQUATIc RELEASE CONSERVATION - ARC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAITONAL COALITION MARINE CONSERVATION</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCEANIC CONSERVATION ORGANIZATION</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RECREATIONAL FISHING ALLIANCE - RFA</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRIGLEY INSTITUTE OF ENV STUDIES - WIES</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERNATIONAL GAME FISH ASSOCIATION - IGFA</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUSTAINABLE FISHERIES PARTNERSHIP - SFP</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association Euroméditerranéenne des Pêcheurs Professionnels de thon (AEPPT)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecology Action Centre (EAC)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European Bureau for Conservation and Development (EBCD)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European Elasmobranch Association (EEA)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUMANE SOCIETY INTERNATIONAL</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IndyACT - The League of Independent Activists</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE BILLFISH FOUNDATION</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEDERATION LE LA PECHE MARITIME ET DE LA AQUACULTURE - FPMA</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATURAL RESOURCES DEFENSE COUNCIL - NRDC</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Japan Research Inst</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TUNa PRODUCER ASSOCIATION</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SUM</strong></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCRS</td>
<td>PLE</td>
<td>SCRS</td>
<td>PLE</td>
<td>SCRS</td>
<td>PLE</td>
<td>SCRS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ANNEX V
Guide for interviews – not to follow, only for orientation

1. What is your name? And for which Institution do you work?

2. What are the groups you represent: NGOs, University, private sector, and government?

3. How would you describe the events in the specific case (eg: Iccat, ccamlr, ccsbt cases)?

4. In the related case, what are your views of?

5. In your opinion, how science played a role?

6. Who were the stakeholders involved in the case?

7. FOR DECISION MAKERS:
   . 7.1 At the time of decision making what is taken into account? How are the political, economic and scientific views articulated?
   . 7.2 Are the results of scientific research listened? How do these results come to you?

8. FOR RESEARCHERS? SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE / NGO
   . 8.1 Do you actively participate in an RFMO meeting? Observer? What is your role?
   . 8.2 Who funds your participation?
   . 8.3 What is your role / purpose in attending meetings? Is there a work with the national government before?
   . 8.4 Do you feel that your knowledge is respected by decision-makers? Cite examples. If not, why?

9. Finalization: "Would you like to say something else? Would you like to leave a message? "